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Introduction 
Background 
Aims of Social 
Studies 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Introduction 
The 1\tlantic Canada social studies curriculum \Vas planned and developed 
by regional committees \\'hose deliberations \Vere guided by consideration 
of the learners and input from teachers. The regional comn1ittees 
consisted of teachers~ other educators, and consultants \vith a diverse 
range of experiences and backgrounds in education. £.~~~-0 . cur~ic~ilun1 }eye} 
\.Vas strongly influenced by current social studies research and 
d~i~.P~~cntall:, appropriate ped.~gog),·~ - -- . .. . . . .. -- . _,, _  _ 
The vision for the Atlantic Canada social studies curriculun1 is to enable 
---
and encourage students to examine issues, respond critically. and 
crea't1vely, and make informed decisions as individuals anJ as citizens of 
Canada and of an increasingly interdependent v.rorld. 
1\n effective social studies curriculum prepares students to achieve all 
.. ··- ~ . - -··- --··-- -·-------. . 
essential graduation learnings. In particular, social studies, more than any 
- -· . . -- .. 
other curriculum area, is vital in developing citizenship. Social studies 
embodies the main principles of den1ocracy, such as freedom, equality, 
human dignity, jus6ce, rule of law, and civic rights and responsibilities. 
The social studies curriculum provides opportunities for students to 
___ .. . ··--- · --... . ... ....... . . . .. .. -- -- -·- ·-~···"· .... .. . 
explore multiple approaches that n1ay be used to analyse and interpret 
.......... - . .... ·•· ' . 
their o\vn \vorld and the \vorld of others. Social studies presents unique 
-.. 
and particular \vays for students to view the interrelationships among 
Earth, its people, and its systems. The kno\vledge, skjlls, and attitudes 
developed through the social studies curriculun1 en1power students to be 
informed, responsible citizens of Canada and the world, and to participate 
in the democratic process to improve society. 
In particular, the social studies curriculum: 
• integrates the concepts, processes, and ways of thinking dra'\vn from 
the diverse disciplines of the social sciences ~ncluding economics, 
geography, history, and political scienc~. It also dra\vs from literature 
and the pure sciences; 
• pro\·ides the n1ultidisciplinary lens through \vhich students exan1inc 
issues affecting their lives fro1n personal, pro\Tincial, national, and 
global perspcctiYes. 
1 
Introduction 
Purpose of 
Curriculum 
Guide 
Guiding 
Principles 
2 
;-fhe cnrerall pu~p()~e uf this ~~rriculun1 guide is to advance social stu<lics 
edu~tion and social studies teaching and learning, and at the sa111e time, 
. . . -·- . ~~-- ~-- ·-· --· ·- .. 
n~cognize and Yalidatc effective practices that already exist in n1any 
·• . 
classr<)on1s. 
~Jore specifically, this curriculun1 guide: 
• infonns both educators and men1bcrs of the general public about the 
philosophy and scope of social stuJies education for the clen1entary 
school level in the ,\tlantic proYinces; 
• pron1otes the effectiYe learning and teaching of social studies for 
students enrolled in grade 4 classroon1s; 
• pro\ridcs detailed curriculun1 outcotnes to \vhich educators and others 
can refer \Yhcn rr1aking decisions concerning learning; anJ 
• highlights appropriate instructional techniques, and assessment 
strateo·1es ' · _, h ' · . 
1\11 kindergarten to grade 12 curriculum and resources should reflect the 
principles, rationale, philosophy, and content of the Fo11ndatio11.for the 
/ 1tlantic Canada Sotial Studies C11rric11h1111 (1999) by: 
• being meaningful, significant, challenging, active, integrative, and 
issues based; 
• being consistent \vi th current research pertaining to ho\v children 
learn; 
• incorporating multiple perspectives; 
• protnoting the achie\·ement of I·:ssential Graduation Learnings 
(EG Ls), General Curriculum ()utcotnes (GCCJs), and I<.ey-Stage 
Curriculun1 ()utcomes (I<:SCC)s); 
• reflecting a balance of local, national, and global content; 
• pron1oting achievement in the processes of con1munication, inquiry, 
and participation; 
• pron1oting literacy through the social studies; 
• developing kno\vledge, skills, and attitudes for lifelong learning; 
• pron1oting the de\relopn1ent of informed and active citizens; 
• contributing to the achieven1ent of equity and supporting diversity; 
• supporting the realization of an effective learning environment; 
• 
/~ 
· .. ~ 
pn >n1oting opportunities for cross-curricular connections; 
pron1oting rc~ourcc-based learning; 
pron1oting the integc1tion of techno logy in learning and teaching 
S< >cial studies; 
pron1o ting the use of di\·crse learning and asscssn1ent strategies . 
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Program Design and Outcomes 
Program Design and Outcomes 
Overview 
............. ;•• ·.···"'·'·····-.·····-·.·.·,·:-....... .,.,, ... ..,., ..... u .. ,... .• :,..)I' ....................................... ......... . .. ·.·.·;-.-; . 
This social studies curriculun1 is based on Fo11ndatio11_for the Atla11tic C.,e111ada 
Social St11difs C!lrrir11h11J1 (1999). Specific Curriculun1 ()utcomes (SCC)s) 
\Vere deYeloped to be congruent \Vi th I<ey-Stage Curricu lutn ()utcon1cs 
(l(SCC)s), c;eneral Curriculum ( )utco mes (C~CC)s) , and Essential 
c;raduation Learnings (l:..:GLs) . In addition, the processes of social studies, 
as \vell as the attitudes, values, and perspectives, are cn1bedded in the 
SCC)s. 
c: t::: ('• .() r··1 t 1>:\i I (,; r ··1: ('1 I J -~1 ·t 1' ( 1· r·-v. 1..... -..;:> ;;;i~;_. 1. - C~ .~ , t.: .J: .. t.. '-' I 
)" . Learnings 
r 
j ·"'> ,.,. . . ~ General l.urncu1urn 
-:· 
· ...................... ......... .................... .... ~ I Outcon1es 
~ 
Social Studies Grade 4 3 
Program Design and Outcomes 
Essential 
Graduation 
Learnings 
Citizenship 
Communication 
The 1\ tlantic provinces " 'orked together to identify abili ties and areas of 
kno\vledge considered essential for students graduating fron1 high school. These 
are referred to as Essential (~raduation Learnings. Son1e examples of I<cy-Stage 
()utcon1es in social studies that help students n10\·e to\vards attainn1ent of the 
r·~ssential (-,;.raduation I ,earnings arc given bek>\V. ( . <. 
(;raduates \ViJl be able to respond \Vi th critical a\Vareness to various form s of the 
arts and be able to express then1sclves through the arts. 
I?J' the e11d ~(~rade 6, st11df!1!s 1ril! ht e.\.pt:rted to: 
• describe ho\v perspectives infl uence the \vays experiences are interpreted. 
c-;raduatcs \viJl be ab.le to assess social, cultural, economic, and cnvironn1ental 
interdependence in a local and global context. 
Qy the end ~r~rade 6,. students 1nll be t:Xj)ected to: 
• describe the purpose, function, po\vers, and decision-n1aking processes of 
Canadian governments. 
( ,. 
(;raduates \vill be able to use the listening, Y'"ie\ving, speaking, reading, and \Vtiting 
modes of language(s), as \vell as mathematical and scientific concepts and syn1bols, 
to think, learn, and communicate effectively. 
/?J' the r:11d ~fJ?,rade 6, st11de11ts )),'ill hr e.ypeclt:d lo: 
• use maps, globes, pictures, n1odels, and technologies to represent and describe 
physical and human systems. 
Personal Development Graduates \vill be able to continue to learn and to pursue an active, healthy 
lifestvle . 
Problem Solving 
4 
.I 
Bj1 the e11d ef<~rade 6) stlfde11ts ;pf/I be e)<peded to: 
• identify trends that n1ay shape the future. 
Graduates \vill be able to use the strategies and processes needed to solve a \vide 
variety of problems, including those requiring language, n1athematical, and 
scientific concepts. 
f? p the ('Jld r!J~E,rade 6, sl11dNils Jl'ii/ hf ('.\.pf.dtd /(): 
• identify and con1pare c\-cnts of the past to the present in o rder to 1nakc 
informed, creative decision~ about issues. 
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Technological Competence 
Spiritual and Moral 
Development 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Program Design and Outcomes 
G·raduates will be able to use a variety of technologies; demonstrate an 
understanding of technoJogical applications; and appJy appropriate 
technologies for solving problems. 
J?y thf! end ~(E,rade 6, st11de11/s JJ.'zll ht e.x:perted lo: 
• identify and describe exan1ples of positiY'C and negatiYe interactions 
an1ong people, technology, ancl the en,-ironn1cnt. 
G·raduates \vil1 demonstrate understanding and appreciation for 
the place of belief systems in shaping the <levelopn1ent of n1oral 
values and ethical conduct. 
~y the end ~/grade 6) students will be expected to 
• expl~re the processes by \vhich people make n1otal and ethical 
decisions 
In addition to its specific curriculum outcomes, this course also addresses 
l(ey-Stage Curriculum ()utcomes within all of the six conceptual strands 
of social studies, as articulated in the .Foundation for Atlantic Canada Social 
Studies (1999). Similarly, the Social Studies 4 curriculun1 provides myriad 
opportunities for students to engage in the three key social studies 
processes of communication, inquiry, and participation. 
5 
Program Design and Outcomes 
General 
Curriculum 
Outcomes 
Citizenship, Power, 
and Governance 
Culture and Diversity 
Individuals, Societies, 
and Economic Decisions 
Interdependence 
6 
The c;-cneral Curriculun1 ()utcon1es (C;CC)s) for the social studies 
curricu1un1 arc organized around six conceptual strands. These c;eneral 
Curriculun1 ()utcotnes statements identify \vhat students are expected to 
kno\v and be able to du upon con1pletion of study in social studies. 
Specific social studies concepts arc found \Vithin the conceptual strands 
(see Appendix/\). Exa111ples of J(ey-Stage Curriculun1 outcon1es by the 
end of grade 6 are gi\T11 for each c;eneral Curriculum ()utcon1e. 
Students \vil1 be expected to den1onstrate an understanding of the rights 
and responsibilities of citizenship, and the origins, functions, and sources 
of po\,ver, authority, and g<)\-crnance. 
J?y the e11d r1/gradt 6, st11de11ts niil/ he fxj>tc!ed lo: 
• c.Jescribe the purpose, function, po\vers and decision-rnaking 
processes of Canadian Governn1ents 
• recognize the purpose of la\vs \Vi thin the Canadian context 
Students \vill be expected to den1onstrate an understanding of culture, 
diversity, and \vorld vie\v, \vhile recognizing the sin1ilarities and 
differences reflected in various personal, cultural, racial, and ethnic 
perspccttYes. 
l~y thf end ~/~!!,rade 6, st11de11ts JJ.'i!/ he fv'\pected to: 
• explain \vhy cultures n1eet human needs and \Vants in diverse \,Vays; 
• describe ho\v perspectives influence the \vays in \vhich experiences 
arc interpreted. 
Students \vill be expected to den1onstrate the ability to make responsible 
econornic decisions as indi\~iduals and as n1en1bers of society. 
J?y the ff!(/ r!f~~rade 6, s!Ndtn!s JJ!i!! he eApected to: 
• Give examples that sho\\r how scarcity and opportunity cost goYern 
the economic decisions made by individuals and governtnents 
• Explain ho\v supply and demand affects their lives 
Students \,Vi11 be expected to demonstrate an understanding of the 
interdependent relationships an1ong individuals, societies, and the 
enYironrnent-locally, nationally, and globally-and the itnplications for a 
sustainable future. 
l?y the l'lld ~/!!_rade 6, st11du1ts JJ'i!I he t.\.f>eded to: 
• r·~ xamine and explain the causes and consequences of interaction 
an1ong indi\-iduals, groups, and societies 
• Identify and describe c:xan1plcs of positi\·c and negative interactions 
an1ong people, technology, and the environn1ent 
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People, Place, 
and Environment 
Time, Continuity, 
and Change 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Program Design and Outcomes 
Students \vill be expected to demonstrate an understanding of the 
interactions among people, places, and the environn1ent. 
/?J' thl' e11d ?r~rade 6, st11dellts 1JJi!! he e.ypected to: 
• use location, distance, scale, direction, and size to describe \Vhcrc 
places are and ho\v they are distributed 
• describe ho\v the environtnent affects hun1an activity and ho\v hun1an 
acti\·ity endangers or sustains the environment 
Students \vill be expected to demonstrate an understanding of the past 
and ho\v it affects the present and the future. 
~)' the end oj~2,rade 6, students 1J)i/I be e.vpected to: 
• describe examples of cause and effect and change over time. 
• identify, evaluate, and use appropriate prin1ary and secondary sources 
to learn and comn1unicate about the past 
7 
Program Design and Outcomes 
Processes 
Communication 
Inquiry 
Participation 
8 
The social studies curriculum consists of three tnajor processes: 
con1rnunication, inquiry, and participation (see 1\ppendix B for a Process-
Ski1ls i\latrix). These processes are reflected in the "Suggestions for 
1'eaching and ,-\sses~n1ent'' found in the Spn?fic C:t1rn·a1!t1111 (Jtttco111es section 
of this guide. These processes incorporate n1any skills - son1e of \vhich 
are responsibilities shared across curriculum areas, \vhereas others arc 
critical to social studies. 
Cornn1unication rct.1uires that students listen, read, interpre t, translate, and 
express ideas and inforn1ation. 
Inquiry requires that students forn1ulate and clarify questions, in,·estigate 
proble1ns, analyse rele,·ant infonnatio n, and develop ratio nal conclusions 
supported by e\·idence. 
Participation requires that students act both independently and 
collaboratively in order to solve problems, make decisions, and negotiate 
and enact plans for action in \vays that respect and value the custotns, 
beliefs, and practices of others. 
Social Studies Grade 4 
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Attitudes, 
Values, and 
Perspectives 
By Conceptual Strand 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Program Design and Outcomes 
Listed bclo\v are n1ajor attitudes, values, and perspectives in grade 4 social 
studies that have been organized according to the six conceptual strands 
and the three processes of the F701111datio11jor / ltlantic Ca nada Socic1/ St11dies 
(1999). Son1e attitudes, Yalues, and perspectives are en1beJded in n1ore 
than one strand or process-this is consistent \Vith the integrative nature 
of social studies. 
Citizenship, Power, and Governance 
• appreciate the varying perspectives on the effects of po\ver, priv"ilege, 
and authorit\' on Canadian citizens 
,; 
• develop attitudes that balance rights \Vi th rcsponsibili ties 
• value decision making that results in positive change 
Culture and Diversity 
• recognize and respond in appropriate \vays to 
stereotyping/ discrin1ination 
• appreciate that there are different \vorld vie"vs 
• appreciate the different approaches of cultures to meeting needs and 
\\'ants 
Individuals, Societies, and Economic Decisions 
• appreciate the \vide range of economic decisions that individuals 
make and their effects 
• recognize the varying impacts of economic decisions on individuals 
and groups 
• recognize the role that economics plays in empo\vermcnt and 
Jisempt)\verment 
Interdependence 
• appreciate and value the struggle to attain universal human rights 
• recognize the yarying perspectives on the interdependence among 
society, the economy, and the environment 
• appreciate the impact of technological change on individuals and 
society 
,; 
People, Place, and the Environment 
• appreciate the varying perspectives of regions 
• value maps, globes, and other geographic representations as \Taluable 
sources of information and learning 
• appreciate the relationships bet\veen attributes of place and cultural 
values 
Time, Continuity, and Change 
• \·alue society's heritage 
• appreciate that there are varying perspectives on a historical issue 
• recognize the contribution of the past to present-day society 
9 
I 
Program Design and Outcomes 
I 
By Process Communication 
• read cri ti call r I 
• respect other points of vie\v 
• use various forn1s of group and interpersonal cnn1111unication I 
Inquiry 
• recognize that there arc various perspectives in the area of inquiry I 
• recognize bias in others and in then1selves 
• appreciate the \·aluc of critical and creative thinking I 
Participation 
• take responsibility for individual and group \vork 
• respond to class, school, con1munity, or national public issues I 
• value the in1portancc of taking action to support actiYe citizenship 
I 
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Contexts for Learning and Teaching 
Contexts for Learning and Teaching 
The Learner 
Physical Development 
Social Development 
Intellectual Development 
Social Studies Grade 4 
The grade 4 student is in transition fron1 childhood to adolescence. This 
year begins to bridge the gap bet\vecn the foundational years and the years 
leading to n1aturity. The student shows improvement in language ~kills, 
acquires study habits, employs the art of asking more in-depth questions 
and begins to de,Telop more cognitive reasoning. Since educators have an 
in1portant role in helping young people prepare for the next stage in their 
development, they nee<l to kno\.v and appreciate characteristics of students 
at this stage and their application to learning. 
()verall, physical growth during this year is much less rapid than in 
adolescence. Gross motor skills are improving and activities using large 
muscles are easily accomplished. Fine motor skHls are still developing and 
students enjoy activities using these skills. \Xlhat is taught and ho\v it is 
taught should reflect the range of needs and interests of students. 
At this stage of development young people become more interested in 
group involvement and sociability. They are often cautious and fear 
failure. They are hesitant to demonstrate affection. Parental involvement 
in their lives is still crucial and should be encouraged. There is a need for 
many positive social interactions '\vith peers and adults. These young 
people benefit fron1 opportunities to work with peers in collaborative and 
small-group learning activities. Ho'\vever, they require structure and clear 
lin1its as \vell as opportunities for setting standards for behaviour and 
establishing realistic goals. '{ oung people in this age group tend to collect 
iten1s. \X..'hat is collected may depend on the child's personal interest rather 
than availability of objects. They are also interested in arranging their 
collections. This can be of educational value. 
Many students are still in a concrete stage of thinking. Some are able 
to handle more abstract concepts and to apply simple problem-solving 
techniques. This group lives more in the present. These young people 
need opportunities to develop their formal thinking skills and strategies if 
they are to move from concrete to abstract thinking. To develop the skills 
of critical analysis and decision making, these young people should be 
given the opportunity to apply skills to solve real-Ji fe problems. 
1 1 
Contexts for Learning and Teaching 
Equity and 
Diversity 
12 
The 1\tlantic Canada social studies curriculun1 is designed to n1ect 
the needs and interests of all students. 'The curricuh1n1 should provide for 
the inclusion of the interests, values, experiences, and language of each 
student and of the n1any groups \vi thin our local, regional, national, and 
global con1n1uni tics. 
The society of 1\tlantic Canada, like all of C.anada, reflects a diversity of 
race, ethnjcity, gender, ability, values, lifestyles, and languages. Schools 
should foster the understanding of such diversity. Socia] studies curricula 
prornotes a con1n1ittnent to equity by valuing, appreciating, and accepting 
the diverse and multicultural nature of our society, as \Vell as by fostering 
a\vareness and critical analysis uf individual and systen1ic discriinination. 
In a school ~etting characterized by mutual trust, acceptance, and respect, 
student diversity is both recognized and valued. _All students are entitled 
to be respected and \-alued and, in turn, are responsible for respecting and 
valuing all other people. They are entitled to an educational systein that 
affirn1s their gender, racial, ethnic, and cultural identity, and promotes the 
development of a positiYe self-i1nage. Educators should ensure that 
classroon1 practices an<l resources positively and accurately reflect diverse 
pcrspecti\Tes, and reject prejudiced attitudes and discritninatory 
behaviours. 
Social Studies Grade 4 
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Principles 
Underlying the 
Social Studies 
Curriculum 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Contexts for Learning and Teaching 
I~n1po\vering and effective social studies is n1eaningful, significant, 
challenging, active, integrative, and issues-based. 
Meaningful 
l\1eaningful sodal studies encourages students to learn through purposeful 
experiences designed around stimulating ideas, social issues, and then1es, 
and discourages the men1orization of disconnected pieces of information. 
Significant 
Significant social studies is student-centred and age appropriate. 
Superficial CO\'"erage of topics is replaced by en1phasis on the truly 
significant e\-ents, concepts, and principles that students need to kno'\v 
and be able to apply in their lives. 
Challenging 
Challenging social studies involves teachers modelling high expectations 
for their students and themselves, promoting a thoughtful approach to 
inquiry, and demanding \vell-reasoned arguments. 
Active 
Active social studies encourages students to assume increasing 
responsibility for managing their own learning. Exploration, investigation, 
critical and creati,,.e thinking, problem solving, discussion and debate, 
decision making, and reflection are essential elen1ents of this principle. 
This active process of constructing meaning encourages lifelong learning. 
Integrative 
Integrati\Te social studies crosses disciplinary borders to explore issues and 
events, \vhile using and reinforcing informational, technological, and 
application skills. This approach facilitates the study of the physical and 
cultural environment by making appropriate and meaningful connections 
to the human disciplines and to the concepts of time, space, continuity, 
and change. • 
Issues-based 
Issues-based social studies considers the ethical din1ensions of issues, and 
addresses contH)\'"ersial topics. It encourages consideration of opposing 
points of Yie\v, respect for \velJ supported positions, sensitivity to cultural 
sin1ilarities and differences, and a commitn1ent to social responsibility and 
action. 
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\X"ith the accelerating pace and scope of change, today's students cannot 
prepare for life by 1nerely learning isolated facts. Problen1 solving, critical 
and cre~Hivc thinking, and inforn1ed decision making are essential for 
success in the future. 1'he social studies learning enYironn1ent contributes 
significantly to the de,·e1opn1ent of these critical attributes. 
An eff<.:'ctive instructional cnvironn1ent incorporates principles and 
strategies that recognize and acco1nn1odate varied learning styles, n1ultiple 
intelligences, and abilities that students bring to the classroom. Teaching 
approaches and strategies foster a \vide variety of experiences to actively 
engage all students in the learning process. The nature and scope of social 
studies provide unique opportunities to do this. 
To meet these challenges, the social studies progran1 reflects a \vide range 
of elen1ents. 
Respectful of diversit.,v 
Students con1e to the classroon1 from backgrounds that represent the 
reality of Canada's diversity, \vhether it is in tern1s of social identity, 
economic context, race / ethnicity, or gender. The social studies learning 
environn1ent atten1pts to affirm the positive aspects of this diversity and 
foster an understanding and appreciation of the multiple perspectives that 
this diversity can lend to the classroom. Regardless of backgrounds, 
students should be given equaJ access to educational opportunities. 
Inclusive and inviting 
1~he social studies classroon1 should be a psychologically safe place in 
\vhich to learn. It should be free fron1 bias and unfair practices that n1ay 
arise fron1 perceptions related to ability, race, ethnicity, culture, gender, or 
socioeconomic status. Students come \Vith different attitudes, levels of 
kno\v]edge, and points of vie\v. These differences should not be obstacles, 
but opportunities to rise above stereotypes and to develop positive self-
in1ages. Students should be provided collaborative learning contexts 
through \vhich they can become a\vare of and transcend their O\Vn 
stereotypical attitudes and behaviours. 
The grade 4 social studies program builds an active learning approach for 
students, supporting lifelong learning skills such as problem solving, 
critical thinking, creative thinking, information analysis, and inforn1ed 
decision n1aking. This program introduces methods and skills for social 
studies research and proYidcs a context in \vhich students can analyse and 
e,~a luate inforn1ation and tnake their C)\Vn interpretations. 
lt is recognized that the tnost effective instructional approach is one that 
is eclectic in nature. The classroon1 teacher ernploys those instructional 
strategies deen1ed 1nost appropriate given the needs of the learner,. the 
learning outcon1es, and the resources available. ()ne cannot be 
prescriptive in fi1vnur of any single teaching method in grade 4 social 
studies since (1) students differ in interests, abilities, and learning styles, 
and (2) components of the course differ in tern1s of intent, level of 
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conceptual difficulty, and the relative emphases on kno\vlcdge, skills, and 
vaJues . Therefore, the discerning teacher \vill use a variety of n1ethods in 
response to a variety of instructional situations. 
Effective social studies teaching creates an environment that supports 
students as acti\·e, engaged learners. Discussion, collaboration, debate, 
reflection, analys is, and application should be in tegrated into activities 
\vhen appropriate. Teaching strategies can be en1ployed in numerous \vays 
and con1binations. It is the role of the teacher to reflect on the progra1n 
outcomes, topics, resources, and nature of the class and individual 
students. They can then select approaches best suited to the circumstance. 
The grade 4 social studies curriculun1 asks students to think critically. The 
course is structured so that students can begin to inquire into \~:hy events 
or people or ideas in our history are significant, \vhat has changed over 
time, and \vhy has that change occurred. Students also consider the 
significance of place and the interaction of humans and the environment. 
Effective social studies teaching and learning actively involves students, 
teachers, and teacher-librarians in the effective use of a \vide range of 
print, non-print, and human resources. Resource-based learning fosters 
the development of individual students by accommodating their di\·erse 
backgrounds, learning styles, needs, and abilities. Students \Vho use a \vide 
range of resources in various n1edia have the opportunity to approach a 
theme, issue, or topic in 'Nays that allow for differences in learning styles 
and abilities. 
Resource-based learning supports students as they develop information 
literacy: accessing, interpreting, evaluating, organizing, selecting, 
producing, and communicating information in and through a variety of 
media technologies and contexts. When students engage in their own 
research \vith appropriate guidance, they are more likely to take 
responsibility for their learning and to retain the information they gather 
for themselves. 
In a resource-based learning environment, students and teachers make 
decisions about appropriate sources of information and tools for learning 
and ho\v to access these. A resource-based approach raises the issues of 
selecting and evaluating a \vi de variety of information sources, \Vi th due 
crediting of sources and respect for intellectual property. The 
development of critical skills needed for these tasks is essential to the 
social studies processes. 
The range of possible resources include: 
• print - books, n1agazines, ne\vspapers, docu1nents, and publication~ 
• visuals - map~, illustrations, photographs, pictures, and study prints 
• artifacts - concrete objects, educational toys, and gan1es 
• individuals and community - interviews, n1useums, field trips 
• multimedia - films, audio and video tapes, laser and video discs, 
television, and radio 
• inforn1ation technology - computer soft\vare, databases, CD-RC)l\fs 
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• con1n1uniction technolog)' - Internet connections, bulletin boards, e-
111ail 
Eng:1ging and inter:.1ctive 
ff classr00111S are to be pJaces \Yherc there is respect for di\·ersity and 
\vhcrc learning is cngagjng and interactiYe, students \vill be expected to 
participate in inquiry and problem-sohring situations. Students \vill be 
pro\·ided \\'l th direct and Yi carious experiences to \vhich they can apply 
social studies skills, stratcgjcs, and processes for purposeful ends. Rather 
than assu1ne a passi,·c role, students \vill bring their critical faculties to 
infonnation and kno\vlcdgc to shape info r111ation into n1eaningful 
patterns. 
Relevant and significant 
The Grade 4 curriculum should provide ]earning situations that 
incorporate student interests and encourage students to question their 
kno\vledge, their assun1ptions, and their attitudes. In so doing, they \\:'ill 
con1e to understand and appreciate their o\\:n heritage and culture at a 
deeper level. Past history and contemporary studies play a key role since 
they provide the building blocks of social studies . In addition, the 
students' rational and critical involvement in learning about these plays an 
integral part in deveJoprnent of the person and citizen. 
Literacy has ahvays been an important component of Social Studies 
education. In recent years, ho\vever, through the pron1otion of research in 
cri6cal theoryr, the n1eaning of li teracy has broadened to encompass all 
n1edia and fonns of con1munication. In today's Social Studies c1assroon1s, 
learners are encouraged to exan1ine, compose, and decode spoken, 
\vritten, and visual texts to aid in their understanding of content and 
concepts and to better prepare them for full and effective participation in 
their community. Additionally, the goals of literacy include not only 
language de\-elopment, but also critical engagement \Vith text, visuals, and 
auditory information. These goals have implications for the role of the 
Social Studies teacher. 
The ability to read is critical for success in school. Therefore, it is vital that 
Social Studies teachers develop and use strategies that specifically promote 
students' abili ties to read, comprehend, and con1pose· text, no matter \vhat 
form that text might take. Sin1ilarly, \vriting as a process should be 
stressed as a means that allo\vs students to communicate effectively \vhat 
tbey have learned and \vhat further questions they need to ask. 
Critical litcracr in Soci~l Studies curriculum addresses several goals. 
•. ( ~ 
Through the i1nplc1ncn ta ti on of ,·arious strategies, teachers \vi ll develop 
students' ~nvarcncss of stereotyping, cultural bias, author's intents, hidden 
agendas, silent voices, and umissinns. Students are encouraged to be 
a\vare that authors co nstruct texts \Vith specific purposes in tnind. Further 
critical literacy helps students con1prehend texts at a deeper level by 
encouraging them to vie\v content and ideas from a variety of perspectives 
and to interpret the various levels of n1eaning, both explicit and in1plicit, 
. . 
tn a given text. 
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In this regard, the level and focus of questioning becomes very in1portant. 
The depth of student response \vill often be detcrn1ined by the depth of 
questioning and inquiry. Teachers need to pose high-leYel, open-ended 
questions that allo\v stu<lents to use their prior knc>\:vledgc and experiences 
and pro,·ide opportunity for sustained engagement before, during, and 
after reading or vie\ving text. 
Strategies that pron1ote literacy through Social Studies include helping 
students con1prehcnd the 1neaning of words, syn1bols, pictures, diagran1s, 
and maps in a ,·ariety of ways. Students \v.ill engage in many learning 
opportunities designed to challenge and enhance their con1n1unication in 
a variety of modes (such as writing, debating, persuading, and explaining) 
and in a variety of n1ediums (such as the artistic and technological). In the 
Social Studies classroom, all literacy strands are significant: reading, 
\Vriting, speaking, listening, vie\ving, and representing. 
In the context of Social Studies, literacy also addresses the pron1otion of 
citizenship. Literacy for active citizenship involves understanding different 
perspectives on key den1ocratic struggles, learning ho\v to investigate 
current issues, and participating creatively and critically in comn1unity 
problem-sohring and decision-n1aking. Exercising civic rights and 
responsibilities is a practical expression of in1portant social values and 
requires specific personal, interpersonal, and advocacy skills. Through this 
important focus, the Social Studies program will help students become 
more culturally sensitive and effective cross-cultural communicators in a 
,, 
v.rorld of increasing cultural and linguistic diversity. 
Technology, including Information and Communication Technology 
(ICT), plays a major role in the learning and teaching of social studies. 
Computers and related technologies are valuable classroom tools for the 
acquisition, analysis, and presentation of infonnation. These technologies 
provide further opportunity for con1munication and collaboration, 
allo\ving students to becon1e more active participants in research and 
learning. 
ICT and related technologies afford numerous possibilities for enhancing 
learning. Computers and other technologies are intended to enhance the 
learning of social studies. In that context, technological resources can 
provide a variety of opportunities. 
• Increase access to extensive and current information. Research skills 
are key to efficient use of these resources. (~uestions of \·a1idity, 
accuracy, bias, and interpretation must be applied to information 
used. 
• 1 nteractions and conversations via c-n1ail, video and audio 
conferencing, student-created \vebsites, and online discu~sion groups 
provide connections bet\veen students and people fron1 cultures 
around the \vorld. This exposure to first-hand information \vill enable 
students to directly employ inquiry skills. 
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• Students present \Yhat they have learned in a \vide variety o f forms 
(e.g., graphs, n1aps, text, graphic o rganizers, \vebsites, n1ulti111edia 
presentatio ns) that fit their learning styles. 1'hese presentations can be 
shared \Vith o thers, both in their classroom and beyond. 
• Students are acti\~ely in\~olved in their learning through con trolling 
info rn1ation gathering, processing, and present:ltion . I ;<_)r exan1p1e, 
c ;eographic I nfonnation Sys terns (C; lS) soft\vare enables s tudents to 
collect data nn a con1n1unity, plot the d ata using (;}obal Positioning 
Systen1s ((;PS), and analyse and present their findings by creating 
tnaps that den1onstrate their ]earning. 
Education for sustainable develop1nent (ESD) involves incorporating 
the key the1nes of sustainable develop1nent - such as pove11y 
alleviation, hu1nan rights, health, environ1nental protection, and cli1nate 
change - into the education systc1n. ESD is a complex and evolving 
concept. It requires learning about the key themes fro1n a social, 
cultural, environ1nental, and economic perspective and explores how 
those factors arc inter-related and inter-dependent. 
With this in 111ind, it is i1nportant that all teachers, including social 
studies teachers, atten1pt to incorporate these key the1nes in their 
subject areas. One tool that 1nay be used is the searchable on-line 
database Resources. for Rethinking, found at http://r4r.ca/en. It provides 
teachers with access to materials that integrate ecological, social, and 
economic spheres through active, relevant, interdisciplinary learning. 
The social studies curriculun1 is committed to the principle that learners 
of English as a second language (l-':SL) should be full participants in all 
aspects of social studies educatio n. E nglish pro ficiency and cultural 
diffe rences must no t be a barrier to full participation. The social studies 
curriculutn provides n1aterials that re flect accurately and fully the reality o f 
Canada's diYersity and fosters respect o f cul tural differences as an 
essential component. All students should study a co mprehensive social 
studies curriculum \Vith high-quality instruction and coordinated 
assessn1ent. 
The l 7011ndatio11jor the L'1tla11tic Ca11{1da Social Studies Ct1rric1tlttv1 en1phasizes 
con1n1unication, inquiry, and participatio n as essential processes in the 
soci,11 studies curricu1un1. 1-\ll students and l~i\L/ESL learners in 
particular, need to ha\Te oppo rtunities and be given encouragetn en t and 
support fo r speaking, \vriting, reading, listening, interpreting, analysing, 
and expressing ideas and in formation in social studies classes. Such c~Torts 
h ~nT the potential to help E1\L/ F~SL learners overcon1e barriers that \vill 
facili tate their participation as active citizens in Canadian socjety. 
To this end: 
• schools sho uld pn)\Tide ESL learners \\'ith support in their 
don1inant lang uage and E nglish language \Vhile learning social 
studies; 
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• teachers, counsellors, and other professionals should consider the 
English-language proficiency level of F~SL learners as \vell as their 
prior course \York in social studies; 
• the social studies proficiency level of ESL learners should be 
solely based on their prior acaden1ic record and not other factors; 
• social studies teaching, curri~ulum, an<l assessn1ent strategies 
should be based on best practices and build on the prior 
kno\vledge an<l experiences of students and on their cultural 
heritage; 
• the in1portance of social studies and the nature of the social 
studies progran1 should be comn1unicated \Vith appropriate 
language support to both students and parents; and 
• to Yerify that barriers have been ren1ovcd, educators should 
n1onitor enroltnent and achievement data to determine \vhether 
F~SL learners have gained access to, and are succeeding in, social 
studies courses. 
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Asscss1nent is the systematic process of gathering data on student 
learning. Evaluation is the process of analysing patterns in the data, 
fonning judgc1nents about possible responses to these patte1ns, and 
tnaking decisions about future actions. 
An integral part of the planned instructional cycle is the evaluation qf' 
learning and evaluation/or learning. Evaluation l?f learning focuses on 
the degree to which students have achieved the intended outcon1cs and 
the extent to which the learning environment was etlcctive toward that 
end. Evaluation/in· learning, given what evaluation of learning reveals, 
focuses on the designing of future learning situations to tneet the needs 
of the lean1cr. 
The quality of assessn1ent and evaluation has a link to student 
perfo1mance. Regular 111onitoring and feedback are essential to 
improving student learning. What is assessed and evaluated, how it is 
assessed and evaluated, and how the results are co1nmunicated send 
clear messages to students and other stakeholders about what is really 
valued-what is worth learning, how it should be learned, what 
elements of quality of performance are 1nost important, and how well 
students are expected to perform. 
To determine how well students are learning, assessment strategics are 
used to syste1natically gather infonnation on the achievement of 
curriculum outcomes. In planning assessments, teachers should use a 
broad range of data sources, appropriately balanced, to give students 
n1ultiplc opportunities to <le1nonstrate their knowledge, skills, and 
attitudes. Many sources of asscss111cnt data can be used to gather such 
information. Sotne cxan1plcs include, but are not li1nited to the 
f o llo\ving: 
formal and infonnal observations 
work sa1np les 
anecdotal records 
conferences 
teacher-1nade and other tests 
portfolios 
learning journals 
questioning 
essay writing 
pcrfonnance assess1nents 
peer and sclf-assess1nents 
n1ulti1ncdia presentations 
interviews 
rubrics 
simulations 
checklists 
questionnaires 
oral presentations 
role play 
debates 
rating scales 
case studies 
panel discussions 
graphic representations 
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Evaluation is a continuous, co1nprehensive, and syste1natic process. It 
brings interpretation, judgments, and decisions to data collected during 
the assess1nent phase. How valid and reliable is the data gathered? 
What does the data suggest in tenns of student achicvc1nent of course 
outcon1es? Does student pcrfonnance confinn instructional practice or 
indicate the need to change it? Arc students ready to n1ove on to the 
next phase of the course or is there need for re1nediation? Teacher-
deve loped assesstncnts and the evaluations based on the1n have a 
variety of uses: 
• providing feedback to improve student learning 
• determining if curriculun1 outcotnes have been achieved 
• ce1iifying that students have achieved certain levels of perfonnance 
• setting goals for future student learning 
• communicating with parents about their children's learning 
• providing infonnation to teachers on the effectiveness of their 
teaching, the program, and the learning environment 
• meeting goals of guidance and administrative personnel 
Evaluation is conducted within the context of the outcomes, which 
should be clearly understood by learners before teaching and evaluation 
take place. Students must understand the basis on which they will be 
evaluated and what teachers expect of them. The evaluation of a 
student's progress may be classified as pre-instructional, formative, or 
summati ve - depending on the purpose. 
Pre-instructional evaluation is conducted before the introduction of 
unfamiliar subject 1natter or when learners are experiencing difficulty. 
It gives an indication of it'here students are and is not a ineasure of 
what they are capable of doing. The purpose is to analyse the student's 
progress to date in order to determine the type and depth of instruction 
needed. This type of assessment is mostly conducted informally and 
continuously. 
Formative evaluation is conducted throughout the process of 
instruction. Its primary purpose is to i1nprove instruction and learning. 
It is an indication of how things are going. It identifies a student's 
strengths or weaknesses with respect to specific curriculum outcomes 
so that necessary adaptations can be made. 
Su1nmative evaluation occurs at the end of a designated period of 
learning. It is used, along with data collected during the fonnati ve 
stage, to dctenninc learner achieve1ncnt. This assess1nent is used in 
order to report the degree to which curriculutn outcon1cs have been 
achieved. 
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In order to provide accurate, useful infonnation about the achievement 
and instructional needs of students, certain guiding principles for the 
develop1nent, adtninistration, and use of assesstncnts 1nust be followed. 
Principles.for Fair Student Assessn1ent Practices.lor Education in 
Canada ( 1993) a11iculatcs five basic asscsstncnt principles: 
• Asscssn1cnt strategics should be appropriate for and co1npatible 
with the purpose and context of the assessn1ent. 
• Students should be provided with sufficient oppo1iunity to 
detnonstrate the knowledge, skills, attitudes, or behaviours being 
assessed. 
• Procedures for judging or scoring student perfonnance should be 
appropriate for the assess1nent strategy used and be consistently 
applied and 1nonitored. 
• Procedures for sum1narizing and interpreting assess1nent results 
should yield accurate and informative representations of a student's 
perfonnance in relation to the curriculum outco1nes for the 
reporting period. 
• Assessment repo11s should be clear, accurate, and of practical value 
to the audience for \Vho1n thcv are intended. 
.,, 
These principles highlight the need for assessment that ensures: 
• the best interests of the student are paramount 
• assessment informs teaching and pro1notes learning 
• assess1ncnt is an integral and ongoing part of the learning process 
and is clearly related to the curriculu1n outcomes 
• assessment is fair and equitable to all students and involves 
tnultiple sources of infonnation 
While assess1nents tnay be used for different purposes and audiences, 
all assessments tnust give each student optimal oppotiunity to 
de1nonstrate vvhat he/she knows and can do. 
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Curriculum Overview 
Kindergarten to Grade 9 The social studies progran1 for entry to c;·rade 9 is designed around ten 
conceptual organizers. 
Kindergarten 
..... 
Connect.ions (irade 9 Ciradc 1 
lnterdepcnde~e l I Interac tinns 
'v/ ~ 
Grade 8 "'-..... / '\ - Grade 2 
Newfoundland and -..........___,~ ~..,,- Change 
Labrador History 
(1rade J (1rade 7 
Empo\vennent Provincial Tdentitv .. 
Cirade 6 
\7\.'orld Cultures 
Grade 5 
Societies 
(frade 4 
Explorations 
Grade 4 Social Studies Ci·ra<le 4 social studies is organized into four units: 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Exploration The Nature of 
Defined Exploration 
Exploration 
Exploring the Exploring Our 
Landscapes of World 
Canada 
The conceptual fran1e\vork for each unit in the grade 4 social studies 
progran1 is expressed in the form of specific curriculun1 outcon1es. Each 
outcon1e is accompanied by a set o f delineations that elaborate upon and 
reflect its intent. The outcomes describe \vhat students are expected to 
kno\v, be able to do, and Yalue by the end of the year. 
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The organizing concept for Social Studies 4 is "E~xploration". Students 
\vill develop both an understanding of \vhat is exploration, the \"arious 
aspects of exploration including the iinpact on both the people 
exploring and the people, place, or idea explored. 
~ext students \\'ill study the physical environn1ent of th e \\Torld, 
no ting sin1ilarities and differences in physical features in various parts 
of the \vorld. Students then exan1inc the concept of h<")\V hun1ans and 
the cnvironn1ent interact. This is an in1portant concept in today's 
\Vorld, \Vhich is so concerned \Vith sustainability. Students are given 
atnple opportunity to exan1ine ho\v bun1ans have in1pacted the 
environrncnt in both positi\"e and negative \vays. They also exa1nine 
hc)\v the enYironn1ent has in1pacted such factors as \vhere people live 
and \Vork. 
The last unit of the course concentrates on Canada and examines the 
physical landscape of the country, the human landscape, the political 
landscape, and finally the symbols thl1t give us our identity. 
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Year Overview 
Unit 
Introduction 
One: 
Exploration Defined 
Two: 
The Nature 
of Exploration 
Three: 
Exploring 
Our World 
Specific Curriculum Outcome 
SCCJ i.O - The student \\·ill be expected to den1onstrate 
proficiency in utilizing concepts fron1 the social sciences 
SC() 1.0 - The student \vi11 be expected to den1onstrate an 
understanding of the concept of exploration 
SCCJ 2.0 - The student will be expected to de1nonstrate an 
understanding of the stories of various explorers of land, 
ocean, space, and ideas. 
SC() 3.0 - The student \vill be expected to demonstrate an 
understanding of factors that motivate exploration 
SCO 4.0 - The student \vill be expected to demonstrate an 
understanding of the impact of exploration over time 
. SC() 5.0 - The student \vill be expected to demonstrate an 
understanding of Earth's physical environn1ent 
SCC) 6.0 - The student \vill be expected to demonstrate an 
understanding of I~arth's physical features 
SC() 7.0 - The student \vill be expected to demonstrate an 
understanding of the relationship bet\veen humans an<l the 
physical environment 
SC() 8.0 - The student \vill be expecte<l to demonstrate an 
understanding of the physical landscape of Canada 
SC() 9.0 - The student \Vill be expected to demonstrate an 
Unit Four: Exploring understanqing of the human landscape of Canada 
the Landscapes of 
Canada SC:C) 10.0 - The student \\'ill be expected to demonstrate an 
understanding of the poli6cal landscapc o f Canada 
Social Studies Grade 4 
SCC) 11.0 - The student \\·ill be expected to demonstrate an 
understanding of syn1bols associated \Vi th Canada's landscapes 
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Recommended 
Instructional Time 
(in hours) 
Integrated Throughout 
6 
1 1 
12 
7 
10 
8 
11 
8 
8 
10 
4 
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Curriculum Overview 
How to Use the 
Four-Column 
Layout 
Outcomes and Delineations 
Each column contains one specific 
curriculum outcome and an 
accompanying set of delineations. 
The delineations provide specificity 
in relation to main ideas that are 
considered to be essential 
components of the outcome. 
Each two-page spread focuses on 
one delineation, which is offset by 
the ~ symbol and is bolded and 
italicized. 
Elaboration 
The purpose of this feature is to 
provide clarity in terms of scope 
and depth of treatment of ideas 
associated with each delineation. 
Included are specific reference to 
how core social studies skills could 
be address in relation to the 
SCO/delineation. 
.All specific curriculun1 outco n1es are o rganized on t\vo-page 
layouts o f four co lun1ns. The curriculum has been o rganized into 
fou r colun1ns to assist teachers \Vith their instruc tio nal planning. 
An explan(ltio n o f each feature is provided belc)\v. 
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Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
Performance indicators are designed for summative assessment purposes. 
The data provided by a student in his/her response enables the teacher to assess the degree to 
which the student has achieved the outcome/delineation. 
By determining what constitutes acceptable evidence that students have achieved the outcome I 
delineation, teachers are then able to proceed with planning for instruction - designing tasks that will 
enable students to successfully achieve the desired results. 
At the grade 4 level, students should work independently to complete the indicator in less than 20 
minutes. 
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Curriculum Overview 
Sample Teaching and 
Assessment Strategies 
This column offers a range of 
strategies for teaching and 
assessment from which teachers 
may choose when planning for 
instruction. 
The tasks in this column can be 
used in various combinations to 
help students achieve the 
outcome. 
It is not necessary to use all of 
these suggestions, nor is it 
necessary for all students to 
engage with the same 
learning/assessment tasks. 
Both cooperative learning 
strategies and a range of 
differentiated tasks are included 
here. 
Teacher Notes 
Provides links to other curriculum 
areas and suggested 
supplementary resources. 
Includes reference to the 
corresponding pages in the 
student resource. 
Recommended time allocation is 
also provided. 
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Unit i - Introduction 
The social studies curriculu111 (I<.-12) is organized around a conceptual fratnework \vbich 
enables students to explore the content of Yarious disciplines that constitute the social 
sciences, such as econotnics, geography, history and political science. 
Associated \\'ith these conceptual strands are second order concepts which are 
used in the social sciences as a \\·hole. \Xlhile these concepts are iinplicit 
\Vitbin the outcon1es of each course, it is itnportant that teachers consciously 
organize their teaching to pro\·ide students the opportunity to bcco111c proficient 
in applying these concepts \\·ithin s< >cials stu<.hes and to develop the ability 
to transfer these ideas to other settings - in1portant1y real life situations. 
The specific curriculum outcome that is associated \.vith this set of ideas is 
labeled as i because these concepts are integrated throughout is the curriculutn 
as a whole. 
SCO i.O The student will be expected to demonstrate proficiency in 
utilizing concepts from the social sciences 
i.1 
i.2 
. ,.., 
I.~) 
l .Jse an inquiry 111odel to explore and resolve significant 
questions 
Apply intel1ectual tools to analyze events, ideas, 
issues, patterns and trends 
]\;fake reasoned assessrnents based on appropriate 
criteria 
31 
Unit i - Introduction 
SCO i.O 
The student will be expected to 
demonstrate proficiency in 
utilizing concepts from the social 
. 
sciences 
i.1 Use an inquiry 1nodel to 
explore ~ind resolve 
significant questions 
" ') l ...... 
i.3 
32 
App1y intellectual tools to 
analyze events, ideas, 
issues, patterns and 
trends 
~:fake reasoned assessn1ents 
based on appropriate criteria 
Elaboration 
The <lbility to a..;k c1ucstions :i.nd seek ans\vers is one of the distinguishing 
a ttributes of hu111ans. J t enables us not unly to tncet our b;1sic neeJs, but also to 
design and realize \· ;1riuus Yisions of the future. 
Inquiry hc:gins \\·ith m eaningful ljUestions that connect t o the \\'orlcl around us, 
build un prior knu\\·lcc.lgc and excik curiosity. Key to 1·ht: success of an inc1uiry 
based classroom is the thoughtful nature o f the <.]Ut:stions asked. \\ 'hen teache rs 
fran1c powerful c1uc~tions for students and expressly tc:tch students to frame 
powerful <.JUcstions to dri\T their own learning, they foster a com1nunity <>f 
thin kc rs and nurtu r<: students' i n<.1ui ry-n1indcdness . ( S'ee T tmher ]\ /oles - ( 'ritn ia 
j(Jr J>oJJ'a1itl Q11cstirms) 
1\ s students progress through the K-12 social studies curriculum it is expected 
that they will irnpro\T th eir abilit~ · to ask questions and find an swers. The 
follo\ving n11xlel is considered appropriate for this purpose. 
Ask questions for rarious purposes 
• Cenerate their own 1nain questions and follow-up questions to gather 
infonnation for different purposes and to challenge ideas 
• lJ se tnore speci fie and detailed \'ersion s of the 5\V's questio ns 
Locate and select appropriate sources 
• 
• 
Use si1nple search strntegies to locate and assess sources 
Seek out and choose the most releYant and dependable sources for a range 
of inforn1ation needs 
Access and interpret key ideas 
• 
• 
• 
• 
:\ccess infunnatiun fro1n a w ide range of oral, \vritten, visual and statis tical 
sources 
Us<..:: strategies to locate main ideas and supporting details and to identify 
i1nplied con clusions 
Paraphrase, judge significance o r i tnportance, interpret, and explain 1naterial 
Construct interpretations inYolving a range of cotnparati\-e, causal and 
chronological relationships drawn frotn a body of infonnation 
Formule1te reasoned opinions 
• Explore options in an o pen-minded 1nanner and support judgtnents with 
several plausible argun1ents and sitnple counter argu111ents 
• Explore and rate se\-cral option s and offer a reasoned judgment 
Present ideas to others 
• 
• 
Share id eas using a \'ariety of oral, visual and written fonnats across a range 
of audiences 
Produce clear, focused, and engaging presentations that serve the intended 
purpose and audience 
By the end o f this section, students should understand that finding an answer to 
a question reljuircs thcH1ghtfulness. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
Note: the folloiving is provided as an example of a task that embodies 
tlu.· ide:.1s rcJ;ued to the inquiry process. 
• Construct a ti1neline, using pictures and/ o r \1/0rds, for an in\re ntion that 
has changed on: r titne (e.g., radio, television, audio tapes, video 
recorders, Cl)s, l)\'l)s) 1-fo\v has this invention has influenced the \vay 
\Ve li\T? 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Note: The following are provided as examples of sample tasks that 
embody the ideas related to the inquiry process. These types of 
tasks are found throughout this section of the curriculum guide. 
• Research three technologies that \Vere develo ped to tncet peo ples ' 
needs and. \Vants. Construct a chart to sho\v the positi\·c 
consequences of each technology. Iden tit~' any negatiYe 
consequt'.nces o f this tcchnolog~' · \'('ere any of these consequences 
unanticipated? 
• Prepare a o ne-n1inute speech describing ho \v exploration has 
influenced everyday life. Identify the positive and negatiYe impacts 
this explo ration has had. Identify possible positi\Te and negati\TC 
in1pacts of future space explo ration. 
Note: As students engage with various inquiries, the follo1ving nJay 
be helpful in establishing criteria appropriate to the grade 4 level 
for assessment purposes: 
./ Formulate and revise information questions, including simple 
research questions 
./ Choose from simple sets of fictional and non-fictional options 
the most relevant and dependable source 
./ Identify a number of obvious and Jess obvious details and 
recognize the 1nain idea when directly stated 
./ Restate in own words, offer interpretations, and identify simple 
comparative, causal and chronological relationships 
./ Identify options, identify pros and cons of and choose a best 
option, offering plausible reasons 
./ Use simple preparation and presentation strategies to plan a 
simple presentation of important, interesting or relevant ideas. 
Social Studies Grade 
Unit i - Introduction 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: ongoing 
Student Resource: th roughout 
Criteria for Powerful Questions 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
generate cunos1ty 
stimulate conversation 
focus inquiry 
pro\ride a lot of information 
lead to n1ore question s 
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sco i.0 
The student will be expected to 
demonstrate proficiency in 
utilizing concepts from the social 
. 
sciences 
i.1 U sc an inc1uiry 111odcl to 
explore and rcsolYe 
significant questions 
.. i.2 
34 
Apply intellectual tools 
to analJrze events, ideas, 
issues, patterns and 
tre11ds 
J\Iake reasoned asse~sments 
based on appropriate criteria 
Elaboration 
E~tcnding fron1 the \\·ork of Peter Seixas, Roland Case and others, this 
curriculutn establishes \\:hat tnay he thought of as a generic set of intellectual 
tools u sed by social scientists (e.g., econon1ists, geogrtlphcrs and historians). 
For the purposes of this guide, the tern1 "core skill s" is used in place o f 
in tcllectual tools. · 
Throughout the K-12 social studies curriculun1 it is expected that students 
\~: ill be able tu use the t( >llowing core skills as they explore the concepts and 
ideas of the curriculun1. 
Establish Significance - \X. .hy is a particular event, idea or trend in1portant 
and \\'Orth~· of study? Son1ething n1ay be considered significant if it h as deep 
consequences for n1any people o ver a long period of ti1ne. The degree to 
\vhich son1ething is significant is often a rnattcr of perspective. 
Use Evidence - The degree to \\-hich a question can be ans\vered, or a 
position supported by evidence, is a function of the quJntity and quality of 
the inforn1ation a\-ailable. 
Identi(.v Continuit_y and Change - Continuity and change pro,,ides a \\·ay 
to organize inforn1ation in temporal terms. Students need to develop 
:lwareness that, over time, there n1ay be change or continuity. \\.7hile change 
typically denotes a shift that n1ay be significant, continuity may be equaJly as 
in1portant. It is also itnportant to note that so1ne changes are subtle and 
consequently may be difficult to detect (i.e., tipping points and turning 
points) . 
Analyze Cause and Consequence - Cause and consequence focuses on 
the forces that influence e\-cnts, ideas and trends. Students should be able to 
distinguish bet\veen in1n1ediate causes and underlying influences. 
1\dditionally, students should understand that typically there are n1ultiplc 
causes / underking influences that affect an\· eYent, idea, or trend. Students 
.. <.... .. 
should be able to identify in1rr1ediate and long term consequences, as \veil as 
unanticipated consequences. 
Co11sider Perspective - The concept of perspective centers on ho\v people 
vie\v an event, idea, issue or trend. T'he challenge for the student is to 
suspend his or her fra111e of reference and instead view the m atter at hand in 
tenns of other points of v ie\\-. In particular, students need to consider the 
various forces \vhich influence point of vie\-v, such as culture, values and 
experience. \'Chen considering historical events, students need to 
understand the in1portance of a\~oi<ling presentism, the application of 
present-day ideas and perspectives on depictions or interpretations of the 
past. 
R\· the end of this section, students should understand that in order to fullv 
. . , 
explore a question, indi,·iduals n1ust inn:stigate the significance of the 
n1attt.:r at h:1nd. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
Note: the follo1ving iH provided as an exan1ple of ::1 task th:1t embodies the 
ideas rchued to app~ving core skills. In this cxa1nple, students must apply the 
concepts of significance, cause :.ind consequence, and perspective. 
• Arc son1e explorations n1ore in1portant than others? Explain why. U se 
t\VO cxa1nples and support your ans\vcr \Vith de tail. 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Note: The folloning are provided as examples of sample tasks 
that embody the ideas related to the application of core skills. 
These types of tasks are found throughout this section of the 
curriculum guide. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Examine a photograph that shows what a place looked like before and 
afrer an exploration. Based on the information in the photographs, and 
your own ideas, identify the positive and negati\·e consequences nf the 
cxploratic)n. 
Iden tif» an example of an exploration that \Vas motivated b>· th<: t]uest for 
power. Determine who might think th:-it the exploration is a good idea 
and \Yho might think that it is bad idea. \\ 'hy might each group frd that 
way? (i.e., f--f ow will power affect them?) Use a graphic organizer t o record 
your ideas. (Ex!msirm: /~JJswer !ht~ q11rslion - Sho11/d the e:1...:ploralio11 hm·t ,~rim' 
allfad?) 
The Quest for Power 
Perspective #1 Perspective #2 
(believe it is a good idea) (be]jeve it is a bad idea) 
Reason 1 Reason 1 
Reason 2 Reason 2 
Reason 3 Reason 3 
Compare two population density maps fr01n two different time periods . 
How has the population density changed over time? \X:hat are som e 
reasons for this change? Explain three. 
\X1hat might be Earth's most important physical feature to benefit humans? 
~'hy? Use the criteria in the folk)\Ving chart to help in your assessment. 
(!\Tote: T/:}(:se cn/nia 1nre ill!md11ced in delineation 4.2; al.ro sf!c delineation i.2.) 
Feature 
Nlountains 
()ceans 
Islands 
How are people 
affected? 
l)etails 
1 2 3 
D etails 
1 2 3 
D et:-iils 
1 2 3 
D etails 
1 2 3 
How many 
people are 
affected? 
Details 
1 2 3 
D etails 
D etails 
l 2 3 
D etails 
1 2 3 
Rati ng: 1 - li ttle 2 - some 3 - a lot 
Social Studies Grade 
How long have 
people been 
affected? 
D etails 
1 2 3 
D etails 
D etails 
1 2 3 
D etails 
1 2 3 
Unit i - Introduction 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: ongoing 
Student Resource: throughout 
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SCO i.O 
The student "rill be expected to 
demonstrate proficiency in 
utilizing concepts from the social 
. 
sciences 
i. l L:se an inquiry n1odel to 
<:'xplore and resolve 
significant c1uestions 
i.2 I\pply intdlectual tools to 
analyze events, ideas, 
issues, patterns and 
trends 
i..3 Make reasoned 
assessments based on 
appropriate criteria 
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Elaboration 
1\s students explore \-arious questions, and apply the core skills to 
aid \Vith their in(_1uiry, students are frequently confronte<l \vith 
situations \\'here they are asked to n1ake a decision about \vhat to 
; 
belieYe or do. \\.hen students purposefully reflect on \\'hat is 
reasonable to belie\-e, or \vhat to do, they are thinking critically. 
" ... th(' ,_~oal is lo ht'lp s!11do1ts tl/J/)rOcllh al!J' task, prohle111 or iss11e in c111 ope11-
1J1inded Jl/[l!/llt'F, lo look tc11~/11l!J' at !ht' 1•ario11s options and to reach rcr1sonable 
conc/11sio11s based 011 t{11~/11/ assr:ss111t11t ~/releva11tfactot:r. " ( Ernbedding 
Critical Thinking Into Teaching and Learning, J\lberta Education, 
2008) 
To think criticall>' is essentially to engage in deliberations \Vith the 
intention of 111aki1zf!, dj11r(~e1J1n1t based on appropriate cn.tr:ria. 
By framing content in the context of problematic situations that 
invite students to think critically, student engagement can .be 
significantly increased. (Note: If a situation has o nly one plausible 
option, or a correct ans\ver is obvious, then it does not meet the 
criteria for critical thinking). 
Throughout the I<.-12 social studies curriculum it is expected that 
students \vill be in1prove their ability to think critically as they 
explore the concepts and ideas of the curriculum. 
In the area of social studies, here are som e applications of this 
concept: 
../ \X'hat n1ake~ a good argumentative essay? 
../ \X,,hat n1akcs a sound solution to an .econon1ic problem? 
../ \X/hat tnakes a thoughtful question? 
../ \X'hat are the qualities of a reliable primary source? 
By the end of this section, students should understand that an 
individual must use criteria in order to answer co1nplex questions. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
Note: the follolving is provided as an example of a task that 
embodies the idea of critical thinking. 
• \'\'hich do you belie,-e are the three most important areas of 
federal goycrntnent responsibility? r~xplain the criteria that you 
used to n1,1kc \ ·oLir assessn1ent. 
• Read a ~hort description of ho\v hutnan actions have affected 
the physical en\·ironn1ent. Identify the positi\-e and negati\-c 
consequences, and then decide if the actio ns \Vere appropriate. 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Note: The following are provided as examples of sample tasks 
that embody the ideas related to the application of critical 
thinking. These types of tasks are found throughout this section 
of the curriculu1n guide. 
• \'{'ith a partner, brainstorn1 \vays that your class could use po\\·er to 
n1ake a positi\·e difference in your school or con1111unity. Identify 
three possibilities. Share your list \\'ith the class. 1\ s a cbss select 
one possibility based on criteria such as: the project nu1st be able to 
be con1pleted (i) quickly and (ii) in~xpensi\rely. (f\'ote: /4s then: 111t!J' IN 
se1•e11Ji possihilities that lllt!J' meet the stater! oiteria, it JJ'i!I he 11s~/t1!for 
st11rle11ts toj/11ther consider the co11seqtte11ces ~/emh alter11afil'e h~'fore maki1~r, a 
• 
.Ji11al decision.) 
We Can Make a Difference! 
How could \Ve use power to 1nake a positiv·e different in our 
school or co1nn1unity? 
Possibilities Consequences Criteria 
#1 + 
-
#2 + 
-
#3 + Decision 
-
Read a short description of ho\v hun1an actions ha\·e affected the 
physical environment. Identify the problem people faced and 
describe how they responded to the problem. Next, identify the 
positive and negative consequences o f the response. Finally, 
decide if the actions taken to solve the probletn were appropriate. 
Use criteria to help 1nake your assessment. 
Problem Faced 
Response 
Positive Consequences Negative Consequences 
Criteria 
Judgement 
Social Studies Grade 
Unit i - Introduction 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: ongoing 
Student Resource: throughout 
The Foundation for Critical Thinking 
I·· t t · ·-. · :' ! , , · \\ ·, , , , .. , .. 1· .,.;, · ··• 1 •· ! ·· 1' q I· ; 1 ·~, • ,. • r · c 
..... Li}.~ .. ':.:. --'~.::.~ .. ~ .. : ... ..:..:._.~\~ ... ~ ..... ~·~ ~ ... :_:J.: ... :: "~ .. ~~-".:. .. ~.~,..:: ... ~. ~~~ 
The Critical Thinking Consortium 
1 ·i ~ · t 1--~. : / \\"'\\ '\\. t . ·· '} . .. . 
-.iJ.+l.,..;'......:'..._:. .. ::.:.:~.:...:...~~ ::.:.-..0..'..L 
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Unit 1: Exploration 
Unit Overview 
Unit Outcomes 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Unit 1 - Exploration Defined 
The uni t entitled El(ploration focuses on the co ncep t o f exploration and the fac t 
that \Ve are all explorers. Students \vill exan1ine and refl ect on the exploration o f 
places, people, anJ ideas fron1 both his torical and n1odern perspectives. 
It is recon1mended that teachers take tirne to provide an opportuni ty for students 
to engage \Vi th an explo ratio n during the first \veek or t\vo o f the school year -
either individua1ly, \Vi th a partner, in small groups, or as an entire class. This \vill 
help provide students \Vith a con1mon exploration experience in \vhich teachers 
n1ay en1bed key ideas that can be built upon th roughout ·u nit 1 and Unit 2. Son1e 
o f the key concepts touched o n during the explo ratio n n1ay include: creation o f 
primary sources, identifying and solving problems, identifying motive(s), and 
consideration of the co nsequences of explo ration. 
sco 1.0 The student will be expected to demonstrate an 
understanding of the concept of exploration. 
1.1 Recognize that all people have experiences as explorers 
1.2 D escribe different types of explo ration 
41 
Unit 1 - Exploration Defined 
sco 1.0 
The student will be expected to 
demonstrate an understanding of the 
concept of exploration. 
1.1 Recognize tluu aU people 
lun·e experiences :1s 
explorers 
1.2 l)cscribe different types of 
t.>xplora ti on 
42 
Elaboration 
The then1e of this curriculun1 is exploration. Students w ill consider \\·hat it 
n1eans to explore. 1t is in1portant that they sec the1nse1ves as explorers <tnd 
recognize that all people h:n~e experiences in exploration. ln this regard, 
exploration should not be confused with 'discovery'. Being an explorer 
does not always n1ean discovering son1eth ing new to e\'eryone, hut rather 
son1ething nl'w tu you. This happ.cns 'vhcn :111 indi\'idual \'is its a place for 
the first tin1t\ or reads about sc>n1cthing new to then1, etc. (The next 
delineation ( 1.2) will specifically refe rence the exploration of plare, people, 
and idt't1s) In this way, e\.plo ration is a n1e:1ns by \\'hich a person's 
kn< >wlcdge and understanding of the \vorld c< >nstantly grows. Exploration 
als< > enable ~ people to inYestigate problen1s and find solutions. ( fhj s \vi ll 
be discussed in detail in SC() 2.0.) 
It \viii be in1portant that students take tin1e to both (i) think about 
ex<11nplc:s of expl< >rations they ha ye undertaken in their o\vn }i,~es, and (ii) 
conduct an L'.xploration on their o\vn during the first fe\\. days of classes. J\.s 
students undertake their O\\'n exploration they shou]d record their 
experience using a , ·aricty of fonnats, such as journal entries, sketches, 
111aps :111d photograph s. This provides a 111eaningful \vay for students to 
utilize the inyuiry process as they engage \Vith the 111ain idea of this 
outcon1e. Additionally, student learning logs can be used throughout the 
year for instructional and assessn1ent purposes. 
The core skill (s) u sed in this section should include: 
./' / 111a/yze Ca11se anrl Co11seq11e11ce - l-1ave you ever explored? \X'hy did you 
explore? \\'hat did you learn? 
./' l) se r~·rirlencc - \'('hat explorers (or explorations) do you know about? 
tfo\v did ~·ou learn about the explorer (or exploration)? 
B\· the end of this section, students sho uld understand that evervone is an 
• .I 
explorer. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• 
• 
In1agine you are li\ring in the past, present or future. Yo u are preparing 
for an explo ration. \\'here you \vill go? \X:/hat will you explore? In 
addition to the necessities of life (food, clothing, shelter), what else \vill 
<.. 
you need to take \\.-ith you in order to have a successful exploration? 
l<lentit~· the fi\re n1ost important iten1s and explain \vhy each is 
essential to your exploration. 
Create a journal entry and itnage o n the thc111e of exploration . 
Possible protnpts include: 
El't~J'Ollc e.\.plon:s 1:1·e~)' r!t_T)' ll'hl'll . . . 
r :.\.plurafi()J/ /.i i111pol1a11t herrll/J{' . . . 
If ' ·'hl'll 1 c.Y/Jlon I ... 
I 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students 111ay: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
I ·,ngage in an exploratio n (e.g., school, hon1e, con11nunity) . l(eep a 
journal or log of their exploration . ln\rite students to include \Yhat 
they see, hear, sn1ell, and feel. Remind students that the journal o r 
log o f their explo ration is a prinrnry source. Prin1ary sources are very 
in1portant as they help us understand eYents and experiences. 
Using a think-pair-share acti\' ity, discuss with ano ther student a 
personal exploration experience. 
Create a journal entry discussing which explo ration(s) \\'ere most 
significant (in1po rtant) to then1. Possible pro n1pts include: 
This e.\.ploratioll JJ-'CIS impo11ant because it ... 
This e.\.ploration helped Ille tmdentand ... 
Use a graphic organizer (e.g. spider \veb) to deepen their 
understanding of the idea of "exploratio n". 
Identify an area of their school (or cotnmunity) that is not being 
used to its full potential. Explore possible ideas fo r using the space 
to benefit the school (or co1nmunit:y). Use a graphic o rganizer to 
help evaluate the possibilities. Possible criteria 111ay include: (i) Can 
be u sed by all students (ii) l)oes not cost 1nuch to do . (iii) Is safe. 
(This activity is al.ro appropriate.Jor section 1. 2.) 
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A.s a class, explore ideas o n ho\v to reduce the number of disposable 
containers used in the school cafeteria. Use the follo\\·ing steps. (1) 
()btain a li st of the n1eals served in the cafeteria for one week. (2) 
I c.k~ntify \vhich n1eals are scn ·ed in disposable containers. (3) 
Brainstonn \vays the food could be ser\'ed \~Tithout using disposable 
ite1ns. ( 4) Select at least one n1eal that you think could be ser\'ed 
\vithout using disposable containers. (5) \'V'rite a letter to \·our 
principal o r cafete ri a n1anager suggesting o ne n1eal that could be 
served without using disposable ite1ns. Use a graphic organizer to 
help evaluate the possibilities. (Thir actir•z/y is al.ro appmp!7·atefor sedion 
1.2.) 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Unit 1 - Exploration Defined 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Tin1e: 3 hour~ 
Student Resource: pp. 1-7 
ePals Global Community 
A neNrork of I<-12 classroon1s \,Vhere 
students and teachers fro111 around the 
\vorld are able to collaborate. This could 
be used as a n1cans to explore another 
place or people o n Earth. 
1 ' ! • I /:///;~· / / JJ)j ,JJ:.C/\.:'/i. t.(JI}/ / 
·········>'·····,.···"'-······················· ·!·······················-~·""·· · 
Geocaching · 
A way to explore local area: 
l ·~ r·1'1y //,, l l ·t c·r·-·1r'> ·' · .. , t-r1/0C'()"" '."!"' ]·:1.n1.- / !:·i/1(-.: 
-' . ~ . v ' .' t ' · c' . . J '"" ! l. ::-i ' l. l ) ' . ·- · " . . .... . . l. ' . . . :-, ' . ... ' 
Sources of W odd Maps 
Google Maps and Google Earth are 
excellent examples of(~ IS software that 
can be used to quickly locate places, and 
create n1aps for classroon1 use. 
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Unit 1 - Exploration Defined 
sco 1.0 
The student will be expected to 
dernonstrate an understanding of the 
concept of exploration. 
1.1 Recognize that all people ha\'C 
experiences as explorers 
1.2 Describe differe11t f_,l'pcs of 
exploration 
44 
Elaboration 
Students will cxan1ine and describe three different types of exploration: 
• Place - the exploration of oceans, land and outer space 
• People - the explur:ttion of the lives of people 
• Ideas - the quest for kno\dedge and the explor:ttion of ideas (including 
i1naµ:ining Jnd in\·enting nc\v \\·ays to do things, conducting research, 
learning about a t(_)pic that is ne\\) 
Exan1plcs of these three t~ ·pes of expluL1tion should include both historical 
and n1oden1-c.b~· explorati' >11 S. 
\\.'h i le the n1oti,·es for exploration and the consequence of exploration are 
exan1ined in detail in the next unit, teachers n1ay wish to engage s tudents 
\Vith question..; that relate to these factors. l-Iowever, this should not he 
discussed in c.kpth, but sitnply as a n1cans to learn n1ore about the 
expl<>ra ti<>n. 
The core skiJI (s) used in this section should include: 
./ I~sta/J/irh S~gn~jicant'e - .Are so1ne exploratio n s more irr1portant than 
others? \X'h\) 
./ [Jse I :l'idc11a - How do \Ve kno\v about explorations that have taken 
place? \X'hat types of records have explorers created? 
By the end of this section, students should understand that there are n1any 
different types of exploration. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• 
• 
i\'fake a collage illustrating the different types of exploration discussed in 
this unit. 
Create a \veb listing the different types of exploration. Include at least 
t\VO things you \\·ould like to explore frotn each type of exploration. 
( f 7ariatioll: This to11/d he JJ1od~j7ed to indicate past orjitfttre e."<jJ/orations) 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students 111ay: 
• Use a photograph to answer the follo\\·i ng questions: \'\'here could 
this be? \~hat \\·ould it be like there? \"Vhy \\'ould people \J:ant to go 
there? l low \vould you get there? \'{' ould you like to go there? 
\'{.'h ,~? 
• In a srnall g roup, brainstonn to identify various exa111ples o f 
explo ration. Record each cxatnple o n a sticky note. Then sort the 
exan1ples under the categories of place, people, and ideas. Ha,·e 
students share their findings during a \vhole class share. 
• Co111pare t\vo different types o f explo ration. Use a Venn diagram 
to help organize students' ideas. (e.g., co tnpare exploring a place 
and \Vith exploring an idea) 
• 
• 
Differences 
As an extension, students 111ay use the infonnation that is 
contained in the "sin1ilar" section o f the Venn diagram and create a 
class chart of characteristics comn1on to all explo ration. 
Revie\v son1e of the explo rers you have studied in this unit or have 
read about o n your own . Using a chart, iden tify: 
the explorer 
the type of exploration (place, people, ideas) 
·what \Vas explored 
the locatio n vvhere the exploratio n took place 
Who was the What type of What was 
explorer? exploration took explored? 
place? 
Location where 
the exploration 
took place? 
From this info rn1atjon, \vrite a sentence (or two) explaining \.vhy 
you think exploration takes p lace. .i\1ake a sketch illustrating these 
explo ratio ns. 
/ Uro see the last tn10 t1cfi1·itic.r in m!tm1n three f>t~~e} 5 - t.\.ploralio11 u/a place 
a11d ev\.ploralio11 r!J'tlll idea t1s possible S1<~~estio1u.for Tttll'hi1<~ t111d 
/'l .r.re.r.w1e11 t. 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Unit 1 - Exploration Defined 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: 3 hours 
Student Resource.· pp. 8-12 
Na ti on al Geographic 
Exploration and photo of the day archive 
fro tn J\Jatio11c1I c;er~~raphic. 
Magazines 
Nc1tio11al G'eo._graphic or other m agazines that 
feature exatnples of explo ratio n. 
NL Tourism 
lnforn1atio n abo ut o ur province found in 
tourist brochures, etc. 
/ • ' ! : . . :1 l/: : .' 
I.if //l ,· / ! iJ '///Ji. 1, /if.' iJ /{),"..' lll ! /1.:/i/(f lc"! ! I il lli (; ! : (t),_/j/ /_ 
, ·' 
Software 
Created for I<-5 learners, .1<.idspi_rn~iuJJ. 
develops thinking, literacy and nun1eracy 
skills using \risual learning principles . 
Additional Performance 
lndicator(s) 
The following inchcator (s) may be 
useful for assessing student 
achieven1ent in relation to the SCO as 
a \vhole: 
Which type of exploration - people, 
place and ideas - is the most 
important? Why? Give reasons 
(and examples) to support your 
answer. 
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Unit 2 - The Nature of Exploration 
Unit 2: The Nature of Exploration 
Unit Overview 
Specific Curriculum 
Outcomes 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Througho ut this unit, students \vill examine the sto ries o f various explo rers o f 
place (land, ocean, outer space), people and ideas. They \\' ill iden tit~1 the 
exp1o rers' n1otivatio n (s), the challenges they faced , and ho\~l they n1et those 
challenges. 
In particular, studen ts \vill recogni ze that econo n1ics plays a significan t ro le in 
virtually all types o f explo ration. Building upon the concepts o f need s, wants, and 
supply and dernand \vhich \Vere introduced in earlier grades, students will further 
deepen their u nderstanding o f economics - the pro cess o f deciding how to best 
use our scare resources to meet o ur relatively unlimited needs and \Vants. 
Students '\vill also co n si<ler the effec t explo ration has o n Earth an<l human kind, 
and will m ake predictio ns about the in1pact o f future explo ratio ns . H ere students 
will be asked to judge the appropriateness o f vario us explo ration s, based on their 
1n1pact. 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
The student will be expected to demonstrate an understanding of 
the stories of various explorers of land, ocean, space, and ideas 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
Examine the \vays in \\rhich we learn about the experiences o f 
explo rers 
Identify challenges faced by explorers 
Explain how explo rers met challenges 
The student will be expected to demonstrate an understanding of 
factors that motivate exploration 
3.1 Explain how desire fo r kno\vledge m o tivates explo ratio n 
3.2 Explain how eco nomics motivates explo ratio n 
3.3 E xplain ho\v the quest fo r p o'\ver n1o tivates explo ration 
The student will be expected to demonstrate an understanding of 
the impact of exploration over time 
4.1 Explain ho\v exploration changes our understand ing of the 
\\·o rld 
4.2 1~ \~a luate the consequences of explora tio n 
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Unit 2 - The Nature of Exploration 
sco 2.0 
The student \Vill be expected to 
demonstrate an understanding of the 
stories of various explorers of land, 
ocean, space, and ideas 
..... 2.1 
2.2 
50 
Exa1nine the w~1ys in lvhich 
nre learn about-the 
experiences of explorers 
Identify challenges faced by 
explorers 
Explain ho\v expk>rers tnct 
challenges 
Elaboration 
The intent of this outcon1e is to exan1ine the stories of various explorers 
in order to deepen students' undl'.rstanding uf the concept of explor;1tion, 
and holl' \n.~ le;un abuut explorations. 
Building on their prior kno\vledge, studl'.nts sh ould in\·estigate ex<1n1ples 
of exploration of place, people and ideas. It \Vill he in1portant to cons · ~ -
e:\plorations ;1nd explorers fron1 nrnny parts of the world, both past and 
present. lt will be :1c.h-;1nrageous to include local (i.e., Newfoundland ;u1d 
Labrador and Canadian) explorations and explorers. 
Students should use a \·arien· of sources as the 1neans bv which thev learn 
,; . . 
about the stories of explorers. T eachers should clarify with students the 
differences bet\\-ecn prinury and secondary sources. In brief, a prin1ary 
source is an artifact, a docun1ent, a recording, or other source of 
inforn1atiun that \vas cre::ltcd at the titne under st LH.h ·. Secondary sources 
. . 
are constructed using prin1ary sources. 
j\dditionally~ it \\·ill be in1portant to note that both primary and secondary 
sources ha\~e strengths and lin1itations. For exan1p1e, \Vhile pri1nary 
sources tend to be accurate as the\· are created b,· son1eone \Vho \\'as 
. ,; 
'"there~', they can also be incon1plete as the author may not have obsen?ed 
/ recorded "e\·erything" that happened. Thus, it is in1portant to 
unde rscore \Vith students that o ur understanding of events is often lin1ited 
and inco1nplcte. 
Finally, ·when exan1ining stories of exploration of place, teachers s ould 
ren1ind students to be mindful of the fact that ''explored" lane \Vere 
often already inhabited. Therefore, the use of the tern1 " · scovered" is 
. . 
inappropria te. 
The core skill (s) used in this section should incl tc e: 
'I"' l_Tsl, El'idn1a' - Is this a prin1ary o secondary - · e? Is the source 
re liable? l)o I need tnore inforn1< tion to be er understand this story? 
'I"' ( '011sider Penpectil'e - Ho\-v n1ight the .· rer have thought about hi s 
or her journey? \\'hat n1ight be tni ssing from this story? 
By the cotnpletion of thi s section students should understand that stories 
of exploration are son1eti1nes to ld from o ne point of vic\v, and are 
the refore incotnplete. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• ln1agine you arc writing a story about an explorer from the past. 
• 
• 
\\'hat types of inforn1ation \Vould you need to write an accurate story? 
\\ln·? 
\'\'c can learn ahout the story of an exploration using sources such as 
journals, n1:tps and photographs. \'('hich of these sources helps you 
lea rn the 1110.1! ab< >utan exploration? \\.hy? 
"\re sotnc types uf sources better than others \\-hen learning about an 
exploration? E\.plain. LTse exan1ples to support your ans\ver. 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students may: 
• Select-an exp1o r:1tion story you have read (place, people, ideas). Csc a \\'orld 
n1ap to locate places 111entioncd in the story. Trace the explorer\ journey. 
(';.\ 'ote: Some st11dc11/s 111cn'.Ji11d it 11s~jtt! lo ttse stri1~r, to help traa t!N:jo11n1~r.) 
• 
• 
• 
Cre1te :1 bulletin board display of sto ries o f exploration that ha\'t been 
cxan1ined to date in the course. Students could create a newspaper 
headline fo r each exploration and n1ake a si111ple sketch to illustrate an 
aspect of the exploration (e.g., the loca tion, n1ode of transportation, people 
in\'ohTed, etc.) 
Provide students \vith a photograph (or other pri111ar>· source) related to a 
particular exploration (place, peo ple, ideas). I-Iave students identify the 
obvious inforn1ation contained in the source. Next, have students consider 
what other information \Vould he needed in order to tell the entire story o f 
the exploration. Use a chart to help students organize their infonn ation. 
(I:'xte11sio11: Studc11ts should decide JJ.'hat 71•011/d he till approp1ictfe so11rce to use i11ji11di1zg 
the i1'.forJJ1ation to {lJ/SJJ 1er each question.) 
Question Answer 
Who is shown in the image? 
What is being explored? 
Where was the image taken? 
When was the i1nage taken? 
~'hat other 'luestio ns need to be answered in order to write a story of the 
exploration? 
./ 
./ 
./ 
Using primary sources, explo re an aspect of their family (or co1nmunity) 
history. For each source, create a jot note or m:o that su1n1narizes the n1ajn 
infonnation from the source. ()nee all of the sources ha,Te been exa1nined, 
the student inay then prepare a summary of the explo ration . Some possible 
sources of data are fan1ily photo albums and comn1unity n1useums. 
Document Type Main Idea( s) 
-
F:'111ail 
-
f I 0111£1 [/ ideo 
# I -
/11/en•ifJJ' 
_ JJhol1<gra~h 
_ P(J.r1tr1rrl I I ,f'l/r'r 
01/l('r 
-
#2 
#3 
J11111111a~y ?/JJ 1ha! I lmrned c1hou/ . . . 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Unit 2 - The Nature of Exploration 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: 5 hours 
Student Resource: pp. 14-19 
Sources of World Maps 
c;c >ogle ~-laps and c;oogle Earth are 
excellent cxan1ples of c;~IS soft\vare 
that can be u~ed to quickly locate 
locations, and create n1aps for 
classroo111 use. 
Primary Sources 
I t will be useful for teachers to 
co llect vario us exan1ples of primary 
sources related to exploration. 
These sources tnay be used for the 
activities listed on this page under 
Sample Learning and Assessment 
Strategies, and throughout the 
course as a whole. 
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Unit 2 - The Nature of Exploration 
sco 2.0 
The student will be expected to 
demonstrate an understanding of the 
stories of various explorers of land, 
ocean, space, and ideas 
2. l 
~ 2.2 
2.3 
52 
r ~x:1111ine the \\';1ys in \Yhich \\' C 
le;irn about the experiences of 
explorers 
Identify ch:lilenges f:1ced by 
elf..plorers 
Explain how explurers n1ct 
challenges 
Elaboration 
As the stories of \·;u-inus explorers are exan1ined, students should be able 
to id en ti fy the chal lcnges faced by each explorer. \'\'hi le the challenges " ·ill 
Yary b;ised on the nature <if the exploration, they n1ay bl.' grouped under 
categories such as: 
• P~1 J ·.rirt1! r ·m·im11111u!I- this would refer to the challenges posed b>" 
nature, such as b11dforn1s c~.g., n1ounrnins, oceans) and clinutc 
(c\.tre111e hectt ur cold) 
• "] '0 0 ! 1· a11d ·1 ~'rh11dr:~r - this \vould refe r to the iten1s needed tn cornplcte 
the exploration; in son1e cases there \VjU be ejther inadequate tools or 
r1 con1plete lack of tools (e.g., a supply of air to help a diver explore 
under the sea) 
• 
• 
Tra11spo11t1tio11 - \\·hilc this could be considered part of tools and 
technoloµy, studen ts tnay find it easier to consider this as a separate 
category (e .g., a spaceship to reach another planet) 
Peopks' / Jttit11dcs a11d Ideas - \,Vill the attitudes and ideas of others 
discourage or prc\~ent an exploration fro1n taking place? l)oes the 
explorer have fears that will affect the exploration? 
In narrative text the challenges faced by explorers may not ahvays be 
obvious. 'f o help students consider the challenges faced by explorers, 
students should try and i1nagine that they are the ones co1npleting the 
exploration. 
The responses used by explores to overcon1e challenges \vill be exan1ined 
in the next ddineation (2.2) of this specific curriculum o utco1ne. 
The core skill (s) used in this section should include: 
.. / /1 lla(J'{t c-:a//Sl' a11rl Co11SUjlJf:ll(f - \'\.'hat challenges did this explorer face? 
\\.'bat effects did these challenges have? 
~ [ Tse r~· 1·idl'/l(f - \\'h at are the sources of e\ ' idcncc that help us 
understand the challenges faced by the explorer? 
~ C'o1uirlcr Per:rpuiire - If I \Vere explo ri ng ho\\t- \.\'ill I get 
there? \X.hat clothing \vill l need? \X,.hat shelter \vill [ stay in? 
By the co1npletion o f this section students should understand that 
explorers face n1any cb;11lcnges. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• Choose an explore r that you h a, re studied, identify the challenges that 
this explorer faced . Use a mind n1ap to present your ans\\-'er. 
• Identify son1e of the cha l1 enges that \vould be faced by an explorer 
\Vishing to tt~l\·el to ano ther place on E arth. 
• I L1\·ing li s ted sc\-eral challenges that an cxplore r faced, identify \Vhich 
tnight h:ffc been th e 111<.>st difficu lt challenge to overcon1e. \'Chy? 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students m ay: 
; 
• As a class, read an excerpt from a pri111ary docu111ent (diary,·let'ter, log, or 
blog) w ri tten by Yarious explo rers (e.g., Captain Bob Bartlett). Each 
student should identify so1ne o f the challenges the explorer faced. 
Represent the classes' findings in an idea \veb . 
• 
• 
• 
Con1parc t\\:o explo ratio ns - one fro n1 the past and one fron1 the presen t . 
identi fy the challenges faced by each explo rer. \Xrhich challenge n1ight be 
the n1ost di fficult fo r eacb explo rer to overcon1e? \Xrhat 1night this tell us 
abo ut bo\v explo ration has changed O\'er tin1e? {1\ !ote: St11de11ts sh()f.lld 
co111pare the Sr!!lle (ype ~f e.\.ploration, e.,g., place, people, ideas) 
Comparing the Challenges Faced by Explorers 
Exploration #1 Criteria Exploration #2 (Past) (Present) 
p~1ysi([1/ en11iron1nent 
tool.r and tech11olr~[f)' 
tra11spo1tation 
peoples' attit11des and ideas 
Other 
Most Difficult 
Challenge 
Summary Question: lF'/.wt m~ght this tell us abo11t hon1 e.\.ploration has cha1~ged 
over tiJJ1e? 
Research an explo ratio n that \Vas not successful. \Xrhat \Vere the challenges 
o f this explo ratio n? \'\'hy were these challenges not n1et? (1\ :otc that thir 
acti1 1i(J1 helps estahkrh a St~!j/le to deli11ealio11 2. 3.) 
Engage \Vith an appropriate piece o f li terature about explo ratio n and 
create a visual response (e.g ., cartoon, sketch, pain ting, etc. to sho\v one of 
the challenges the expl< >re r foced. (T "ariatio11: I/done as c1 nad-a-lrN1rl h)' the 
. . 
teache1:r, ha11e stt1de11tr 11se !he stretch to sketch strat~[j)!.} 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Unit 2 - The Nature of Exploration 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Tin1e: 3 hours 
Student Resource: pp. 22 -27 
Sources for Stories 
I t \vill be usefu l fo r teachers to collect 
v~1rious exan1plcs of prin1ary sources 
related to explo ratio n. T hese sources 
n1av be used for the activities listed 
on this page under Sample Learning 
and Assess1nen t Strategies. 
Cupids Case Study 
Examines challenges faced by 
colonists. 
b.i,.!.p.;/./.~,: .~J~,.~(;.\ .L).(!.P .~ .UJ.\} i.~J~.~:.l. !.Y,!. ,r.'..). L\J/,~.U.~~,1.•, :.'.:J. 
Ask-A-Scientist 
Spo nsored by Atlantic Science Links 
Association , this free service enables 
scientists to visit \,Vith I<- 12 students, 
providing an opportunity to discuss 
issues related to the exploration of 
ideas, including the chal1enges it 
poses. 
A sirnilar p rogram is also available at 
science.ca 
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Unit 2 - The Nature of Exploration 
sco 2.0 
The student will be expected to 
detnonstrate an understanding of the 
stories of various explorers of land, 
ocean, space, and ideas 
2.1 
2.2 
~ 2 . .1 
54 
Exan1ine the \\';1\' S in \vhicb we 
learn about the cxperjcnccs of 
explon.~ rs 
Identify challenges faced by 
t.:xp l< >rers 
Explain holv explorers met 
challenges 
Elaboration 
()nee student~ ha\·e cxan1i11ed the stories of seYeral diffen:nt explorations, 
and ha\·e id<:ntitied the chall enges faced by the explo rers, attentiun should 
focus on ho\\' explon:rs respond to challenges. 
Students should Lk\·clop the understandjng that in order to < >\Trco1ne 
chalk:nges, explorers n1ust he able to soke problen1s and think creati\-ely. 
( )ften, this n1a~· lead to innovation. I nno\'ations inc lude both (i) a ne\\' use 
for an existing tool / technology, ur (ii) the clevelopn1cnt (in,·ention) ()fa 
ne\v tool / tcchnolog~·. 
Students should be in tr< >duced to a prohle1n soh·ing n1odel, and ha\·e 
opportunit\ to practice using this tnodel as they exa1nine various 
probkn1s . . An appropriate n1odcl \V< >uld include the following steps: 
1. State the problen1 (it n1ay be use ful to do this in the forn1 of a 
question, e.g ., f·lo\v \vill we travel to ?) 
2. Brainstorn1 to identify possible solutions 
3. Evaluate the strengths and \veaknesses (advantages/ dis<H.h·antagcs) of 
the possible solutions 
4. Select the preferred solution based on at least one criterion (e.g., 
\'\'hich is the least expensive? \X:hich is the fastest?) 
The core skill (s) used in this section should include: 
./ ( .'rm.rider l)n~rpccti1·c - How n1ight the explorer ha\·e thought about 
hi s/ her journey? Do \Ve think of it the sa1ne \vay today? 
• ol • 
./ /~lna(yze C~utse mu/ ( -onseq11e11ce - How do people ovcrco1ne obstacles 
and solve problen1s? 
B~· the con1pletion of this section students should understand that (i) 
exploration encourages innovation and (ii) explorers overcon1e challenges. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• 
• 
A local tnagazine has asked you to \vrite about the exploration that 
you are about to en1bark upon. In your article he sure to identify: 
\Vhere or \\·hat you will explore (place, people, or ideas) , 
t\vo o r 1nore challenges you believe you \vill face in your 
exploration, and 
ho\v you intend to overcon1e each challenge 
As an explo rer fn>n1 the past (100 years ago), create a prin1ary source 
docunH.:nt (i .e ., log, journal) to tell about the difficult day you have 
just survived. In your entry: 
\vrite about ,,·bere/ \vhat you explored, 
t\VO (or n1ore) challenges you faced during the day, and 
an explanation of hc)\v ~·ou o\·erco111e (or tried to O\'-e rco111e) 
those ch:1llenges. 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students tnay: 
. 
• Using a think-pair-share stratehlJ·, discuss \vith a partner exan1plcs o f 
challenges that you have faced, and tell ho\v you o \·crcame thetn . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
After listening to o r reading a new sto ry o f explu ratio n, identify the 
challenges faced hy the explo rer and fo r each challenge generate a list of 
possible solutions. Consider the advantages and di sa<.k antages o f each 
possible solution. Use at least one criterion as the basis fo r judgen1ent. 
(E.g., possible criteria n1tty include lowest cost, least an1ount of ti tn e, 
lowest in1pact on the e1v;,~i ronn1ent .) 
2. 
._ __ _____ , 
+ 
I -
I 
i 
>. 
I------·-·----~------- --------·------
3 . I-~ D ec;sio n 
~-
Invent a new ~ray to do a simple task either at home or at school. 
Identify the challenge(s) that you faced. Show your ne\v in,·ention to 
your class o r fan1ily and explain how your invention \vill n1ake the task 
easier. Create a 1nodel o r in1age to help illustrate your so lution. I--laYe the 
class organize their inventions as a gallery fo r o thers to \,.ie\v. 
As a class, develop tnaterial fo r a \vebpage / slidesho\v / bulletin board 
display, ~rith each student (or group of students) contributing one 
explorer. (f\.1ote: L~nsttre the e)._plore1:r included are dil'e1:re, representing past and 
present e:xplorations, and he e~'\plore1:r ~f diflerent<ge11de1~ race, etc.) Students 
should include the fo llo\ving in their infonnation: 
N an1e o f explo rer 
\X/hat \vas explo red 
T \vo or mo re cha11 cnges faced by the explo rer 
H o"v the challenge was overco1n e 
Any new ideas / innovations that resulted fron1 the explo ration 
Participate in a jigsaw acti,·ity to learn about various explo rations of 
place, people, and ideas. As students learn about the explo ration, have 
the1n identify the challenges of the explo ration and how· the challenges 
\Vere overcon1e. Students should also identif\· the creati,·itY used b\' the 
. - -
explo rer to solve the problen1 solving she/ he faced, including any 
innova tions that n1ay have resulted fro1n the exploration. 
After listening to or reading an excerpt fro tn a pri1nary source (e.g. , 
diary, letter, log, blog) \:vTi ttcn by an explo rer, write a ne\vspaper article 
that sun1marizes the story. 'fhc response should include a brief recount 
of the explo ration, the cha1lenges faced by the explo rer and hov,~ the 
exp lo rer n1et the challenges. (F:x te11.rion: /1fter creati1~g the neJJ'spaper mticle 
ask students h01v thq 111<ght have respo11ded to those c/Jalle1{ges.) 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Unit 2 - The Nature of Exploration 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: 5 ho urs 
Student R esource: pp. 20-21, 28-31 
Cupids Case Study 
Exatnines ho\v colonists re~ponded to 
the challenges thev faced . 
'· -
Ask-A-Scientist 
This free service enables scientists to discuss 
with K -12 students issues related to the 
explo ration o f ideas . 
A si1nilar prograin js also a\Tailable at 
science.ca 
L!;3,J2.;..::~~-~~:~\\~.\\.'.:.~:__s;:hJ).~~:2~>.LL~~~1'.}J,:-;.~t::: .\jsJ,.l.i~L::. r,~:~;.:: 
L.;\~:.~::.i. ~,: .. ' .. i.r .i..>.~ .... ~ .. ~.!. J..f.? 
Invent Now 
The Natio nal lnYento rs H all o f r an1e 
ho no rs women and m en who 1nake 
significan t technological advances . 
l,::.LJ.!.!., .//_\\:\\'\\:.,.in.\:t.=.:~.L ., r..1 .. '.:;.~/J·i.,.iJ. r ..... ~.~.r ... .!:·).n.i.'.,:/.J ...... 1.:\ ... . 
i\ l ·,,1l l ' ) '· (,, .... , ,,, ·» "" ~ I : ' ( " : :, ; I ";, : ! : ..... ' ' ~ ...... l ' 
- ~ ... .__---. ..... --...-. ..,.-. ~--... ~- ................ 1~-
N ational Geographic Photography 
Milestones 
Images of rrrnny ' ' firsts" in explo rat ion. Sik 
ro11!oi11s so111e ,graphic i111cw·s - di.1irdio11 rt!q1ti11:d. 
.1. !. ~~. ~:.l.! ;./ .. /~-~~~:: .1. ?. ~-. ~-~: -~ .:.~ ::3:: :. ~ -~· :~ .~.! .:; .. : . ~ .? ... !. ~j .~. :~.: .. ~. ~-~-~ .\.~ .~: -~-- ~~~-:·: -~ -~ .t. ::J .. : . i.~: : -~ ~: ~~-- ~. ~. 3 ..~. 
·~/.r·~.r. }s .. ~.J~.~.!.i~-~r;.Lf:dJ.~:./.r~~j-.L~.!.! .. : ..?.::~ ./.Lt~~~tJ~ .. :.LL.Ll . ::~ . ~.::~.~.?.~?, .. ;,~;;Lt:~.lJj_:~; . .-. 
l} J.li{~~L~ ~.Ll~~#~~-~ 
Additional Performance 
lndicator(s) 
The follo"vjng indicato r(s) may be 
useful for assessjng student 
achievement in relatio n to the SC() as 
a whole: 
• \X-'hich type o f explo ratio n -
place, people, or ideas - is 1nost 
challenging? \'<?hy? G i\'e at least 
t\vo reasons to support your 
ans~:er . 
• \X'hich type o f explo ratio n -
place, people, or ideas - has led to 
the most important (signHicant) 
innovatjons? Use examples to 
explain your ans\ver. 
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Unit 2 - The Nature of Exploration 
sco 3.0 
The student will be expected to 
demonstrate an understanding of the 
factors that 1notivate exploration 
3.1 Expl:lin ho1v the desire for 
kno1vledge 1notivates 
C.'\.ploration 
3.2 Explain hc)\v- econon1ics 
tnotivates exploratio n 
,., ,, 
.J .. ) 
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Explain h< >\V the quest for 
po\Yer n1oti\«ltes exploration 
Elaboration 
In general tern1s, this outcon1e exa1nincs JJ'~J)' people explore. \\'hile 
students n1a r h:l\ e cunsiderl'.d this in the stories discussed since the 
beginning of the course, attention should no\v focus on classifying the 
n1< >ti\·c for an exploration into nne of three categories: kno\\·ledge (\vhich 
includes curiosity) , econotnics (so1netin1es referred to as \\'ealth) and po\vcr. 
Both the stories of explorers al read)· studied, and additional stories, 111ay be 
cx:1111i 11ed in te rn1s c>f n1oti\'ating f~s. Howevc:r, the nun1ber of specific 
e~plocuion s exan1incd jn this context'should he lin1ited. The intention here 
is not to consider the n1oti\'ations uf every explo rer studied, but to de\·d o p 
a sense of the \ 'tlriet\· of n1oti\·ations. 
r\r the begin nine- of this outcon1c teachers \Vi ll need to discuss \Vith students 
' < ' 
the skill of analyzing cause and consequence. l· lo\'\'C\Tr, given the context 
of this outcon1e, teachers should focus prin1arily <.)11 the aspect of cause. In 
this regard, it should be noted that frequently there is n1ore than o ne cause 
(n1ntivation) for an exploration. This skill should be applied \vhen 
exatnining each n1otive in the outcon1c. 
\\ 'hile the consequences of exploration \,Vill be exan1ined in-depth in the 
next outcun1e (SC<) 4.0), it is appropriate to include a brief discussion of 
the consequences of each exploration. 
This delineation focuses specifically on ho\v the desire for knowledge is a 
n1oti\re for exploration - enabling people to use info rn1ation to 1neet their 
needs and \vants. Students should cotne to the realization that the desire 
for kn<)\vledgc can be dri\'en by a range o f interests, fro1n finding a cure for 
a disease to satist\·i ne a sin1ple curiositv . 
.,, '- J J 
The core skill (s) used in this section should include: 
,/ h.rtablish s<·sll!Jtttlll((' - \\'as this exploration irnportant? 
./ ({msc ,mr/ ( '011.1eqilc:lll't - \\:'hat \Vere the tnotivations for th is exploration? 
../ C'onsider Penpedil'<: - Ho\\' tnight others vicv.r this explo ration? 
By the end of this outcon1e, students should understand that the d esire for 
kno\vledge is one n1oti\Te that encourages exploration. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s} 
• Think about things you find interes6ng and \\'ou]d like to learn more 
about. Identify three explorations you \vould Jike to undertake in your 
desire for knc)\vledge. Dra\v three itnages to show this. \X7rite a caption 
for each in1age. 
• 
• 
Read t\vo stories o f exploration that \Vere n1otivated by a desire for 
kno\v ledge. ,\re both explorations equally in1portant, o r is one n1ore 
in1portant than the: other? (;iv~ reasons for y< JUr ans\\·cr. 
Read a sh<>rt dc~cription of ;111 explo ration. \Xlas the n1ain tnoti\·ation 
fur the exploration ~1 d esire for knowledge? I lo\v do you kno\v? 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students mav: 
., 
• for a given type o f exploration, identify examples o f explo rers \vho 
searched for knowledge. (F:·.\.le11sion: I-lm•e S(IJ'dcnts circnlate c111101~r, their 
dass111tlfes a!ld use the '.~i1·e 011e - /!,el one" strall:f!J' to m11;pldt' the rhcn1. ~'\'otc, thir 
pr()!rides st11t!e11ts JJ'itb cm oppo11tmil)• to revise their dass!ficatirJ11s f 11des.ra~1'.) 
--
~ 
Type of / Who Explored Knowledge Sought Exploration 
Place 
People 
Ideas 
• Interview a friend o r family 1ne1nber v.rho is explo ring fo r kno\vledge. Ask 
\N-hy the person is interested in learning about that particular area. 
• Collect images of explo ratio ns where people \Vere m o tivated by the desire 
fo r kno\.vledge. (Jrganize the in1ages into a collage. G i\"·e the collage a 
title . i\ t the botto111 o f the collage w rite an inference abo ut the 
in1portance o f kno \vleclgc as a mo tive fo r exploration. ([his actil'l/J' roNld he 
completed individual/y, in .m1all/!/Ottps, or as a class. The internet 1:r ell/ excclle11t source 
~/ima.gesjor thir type ~/task. The colic({!/ could he created electro11ical/y, e.J~., 11si1zg 
P01verPoi11t or lf?'ord.) 
• 
(f-i~'\.'fe11sio11: H tll'e each st11de11 t identify three examples f ro111 the co!!t(ge qf e:-..plorations 
that JJ'ere especial/y iv1p011c111t. Haz1e the s!Ndent e:xplai11 U'~J) 
Research to find examples o f archaeological digs th roughout 
Ne\,vfoundlan<l and Lab rado r. W hat \Vere the n1oti\·atio ns behind these 
exploratio ns? Use a T -chart to name each dig in column o ne \\-ith a 
su1111nary o f \vha t archaeologists hoped to learn fro n1 each dig in column 
t\VO. (T -'ariation: _Each student cottld research l'tnious e~ lorations, then use the qNiz-
qttiz-trade strateJ?y to deepen their u11de1:rtandi1zg ~f this concept. The teacher could then 
01,-gcmize the i1!fo11J1ation.fi'0111 the cardr onto a class chmt. ) 
• 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Unit 2 - The Nature of Exploration 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Titne: 3 hours 
Studef!_l Resource: pp. 32-37 
Historica Minutes 
T hese short o nline \' ideos feature a 
range o f explorers. 
I .. ' ' - . ' . I 
,1f·ti·, . . : : '\' ' \\ ' \' .' f -. ;-;:·1 11·1· r-· ·1 ; ' !'1''1!'!'1{!1'<.. : ~~+:..;.  ./_' _"- ...:::: ... ..!..~ .'a..:;..:...'.· ' ' ~'-· . :.,:_ •_ ! .~ ... ~~
Archaeology Sites in Newfoundland 
and Labrador 
As of 2008 there were approxin1ately 
4300 identified archaeological si tes in 
the province. T hey range in age fron1 
nearly 9000 years ago to the 20th 
Century . 
. !.JJ.Lf:?.J./.\~~\Y.~!''. . ! . .tr.L~~~Y.:.~11.!.~;-~!:.l.t~;.r../p.dn.l.!:1.f~~. 
l·i ,:_: t' 1-,-, ,, :' 
J • 1 \ . ,. • I 
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Unit 2 - The Nature of Exploration 
sco 3.0 
The student \Vill be expected to 
demonstrate an understanding of the 
factors that motivate exploration 
_1.1 
~ 3.2 
..., ..., 
_)._) 
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F·:xpbjn ho\v the desire for 
kn<)\vlcdge n1oti\·atcs 
< .. 
exploration 
Explain lion' econon1ics 
rnotivates cxplor:.1tion 
Explain how the quest for 
po\\Tr n1otivates exploration 
Elaboration 
In rchtion to this delineation students should understand that n1any 
explorations occurred (and sti1l occur) to n1eet peoples' needs or \\'an ts. 
\\·hen peopk search for resources to n1cet their needs and \\'ants, they 
are tnoti\·atcd by econon1ics. Econotnics refers to the \Ya\· \Ve use our 
. , 
resources to 111ect our needs and wants. 
,\ note of caution is in order h ere. Son1e stories re\·eal that the 
cc< mon1ic desire f<>r weal th (acquiring rnorc resources than nrny be 
needed) results in dan1~ge to the physical environn1cnt and / or other 
people. I lowe\·cr, there are n1any exan1ples \Vhich exen1plit\ econon1ic 
n1oti,·es in a n1ore positi\·e light, such as ne\v uses for rcne\vahle 
resource~ (e.g., ba111boo) o r clean sources of energy. Therefore, it \vill 
h e in1portant for studt:nts to conclude that econon1ic tnotives are no t 
always " bad" or "\vrong". 
Students should continue to deepen their understandi ng of cause, 
ren1en1bering that there is seldon1 one single 1noti,·ation for an e\·ent o r 
action. This skill should be applied \vhen exan1ining each n1oti\re in the 
outcome. 
Again, \vhile the consequences of exploration \Vi ll be exan1ined in-depth 
in the next outco1ne (SC() 4.0), it \Vill be appropriate to include a brief 
discussion of the conse<..1uences of econon1ic n1otivcs for exploration. 
'The core skill (s) used in this section should indu<le: 
v"' Estahlirh S~g11fjica11ce - \X'as this exploration important? 
v"' C~111se t111d c·o11seqt1<:11ce - \~·hat were the tnotivations for this 
explora ti<H1? 
v"' C'o11sider Penpettite - Ho\v might others view this exploratio n? 
v"' 11lake aJ11rf.ge111c11t- Is exploration for resources ever unacceprnble? 
Explain. 
By the end of this section, studen ts should understand that the desire 
for resources is one inotive that encourages exploration. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• 
• 
\~ ·hat are so1n e resources that people might explo re for today (or 
fron1 the past) r l)ra\v an itnage to sho\v this. \Vrite a caption for 
you r in1age \\·hich explains \vhy. 
Read a short description of an exploration. Identify if the main 
n1otivatio n for the exploration is econo1nic. Support your ans\ver 
with dct;1ils. 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students may: 
• llse a V cnn l)iagran1 to con1pare the resources sought in present day 
explorations \Vith those sought in previous centuries. \X'hich 
resources are itnportant for both ti1ne periods? 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. ••• -.:,.· • .• _ .; :., ·! 
Invite a guest speaker to the class to talk about an exploration that is 
n1otivated by economics. Prepare powerful questions fo r the speaker 
that will help you understand the exploration. e .g., \X'hat \Vere the 
1no tives fo r this explo ration? What were so1ne o f the challenges faced 
during the exploration? What were the results of the exploration? 
(Exainples that relate to Ne\vfoundland and Labrador include fish, 
iron ore, nickel, oil, and uranium.) (5'ee Teacher ]\ /otes - Criteria.for 
Pou1e~ji1/ Questions) 
Create a poster \vhich illustrates the various \vays \Ve use natural 
resources to n1eet o ur needs and \vants. 
\"X'ith a partner, brainstorm to create a list of ten natural resources \Ve 
use today. Then rank the resources from most in1portant to least 
itnportant. Share your top three resources with another pair o f 
students. Compare your ranking. Are your li sts different? N ow, as a 
group of four create a final "top three" list. Share your ideas as part 
o f a class discussion. Is there any resource that all groups agree is the 
most important? 
Identify an exatnple of an exploration that is motivated by economics . 
D etermine who 1night think that the exploration is a good idea and 
who might think that it is a bad idea. Explain w·hy each f-,rtoup o f 
people 1night feel that way. (T 7clriation: This irsm: co11/d he e.\plored throt~~h 
a dass dehate. T/Jirformat allrm•s stt1dents t/)(~ oppo1111111/r to el'al11alion their 
initial position and /C' l i f l' their stance 011 the issue as t1ppmpriate.) 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Unit 2 - The Nature of Exploration 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: 5 hours 
Student Resource: pp. 38-40 
Cupids Case Study 
Exa111incs how econotnics n1oti\·ated 
settk1nent at Cupids. 
h 1:. n: / / c1.iuctt i· >n.n;, ..  j,_k -H )i i.c >rl1 / ·) Litic"l 
··········;··········•··························· .. ······· .. ·········Y .. ··············" .. ········· .•. ; .. , ... ; .... ···(;··~····· ............. . 
Historica Minutes 
These short online \rideos feature a 
range of explorers. 
httT //-v\Fi' hisr<)ri C'. ' .:' JT\;r' f:i ·c,, / '-~ • . , \, ' • ' ' • .;....' • A •••• l . . I I , .. •. . . . ' 
Natural Resources Canada 
An good general resource on the 
geography of Canada . 
\\."\V\\ .. nrcln. ~!.C .(a 
> •• . 
Criteria for Powerful Questions 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
generate cunos1ty 
stimulate conversation 
focus inquiry 
provide a lo t of inforn1ation 
lead to n1ore questions 
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Unit 2 - The Nature of Exploration 
sco 3.0 
The student \vill be expected to 
demonstrate an understanding of the 
factors that n1otivate exploration 
3.1 
...... 3.3 
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r~xphin hn\\T the desire for 
kno'vvledge n1otivatcs 
cxplora ti on 
Explain how econon1ics 
n1oti\Tates exploration 
Explain ho1v the quest for 
pon't.'»r motivates exploration 
Elaboration 
This outcon1c concludes with an exan1ination of ho\\! p<l\ver is a n1o ti,·e 
for exploration. Po\ver refers to the abili ty of an individual or group to 
influence o r control the li\·es of others. 
This is perhaps the n1ost ,1bstract of the three n1oti\·es of exploration 
discussed in the outcotne. c;iven the lin1ited knowledge I experience 
that students n1a}· ha,·e in this regard teachers n1ay find it necessary to 
take tin1e to \\·ork through two or three exa111ples in son1e detail, in 
order fc >r students to deepen their understanding of th is idea. 
1\ note of caution is in order here. l\![anv of the stories that relate to 
, 
explorations tnutivatcd by po\ver involve hun1an suffering and tragedy . 
Therefore teachers should exercise a high degree of sensitivity \vhen 
engaging students \vitb these stories. 
To ensure that students develop a b alanced understanding of the 
concept of power, it will be itnportant to look at stories of explorers 
who sought po\ver in order to tnake a positive contribution. Exan1ples 
1nay include co1nn1only identified heroes, such as Terry Fox, Craig and 
1Vfark I<.ielburger, E,111ily ~'lurphy, Nellie l\rfcClung or wiartin Luther 
I<ing Jr. 
Again, while the consequences of exploration will be exan1ine<l in-depth 
in the next outcon1e (SC() 4.0), it is appropriate to include a brief 
discussion of the consequences of p cn.ver as a n1otive for exploratio n. 
The core skill(s) used in this section should include: 
./ 1:·s1ablish s <·!!,11(Jica11ce - \X/as this exploration in1portant? 
./ Ca11se and Co11seq11e11ce - \\;'hat \Vere the n1otivations for this 
exploration? 
./ C'onsider f>enpcrti1·e - Ho'vv n1ight others view this explo ration? 
./ :\fake a J 11r(~l'111e11t - \'{/hen is the quest for power "okay"? Is it ever 
u nacceptt1 b le? 
By the end of this section, studen ts should understand that the quest 
for po\ver is one n1oti,·e for exploration. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• 
• 
• 
Identify t\-vo examples from (a) the past and (b) the present where 
people explurc to gain power. (Fi.-:-..:tension: C,o!llpare tn•o qf the 
e.\.plorations 11si1zg cl r 'enn di({graJJ!.) 
l)escribe a situation \\·here it 'vvould be helpful fo r people to 
explore to gain p<>\ve r in order to n1ake a positive difference in 
their cc.n11n1unin ·. 
Read a short description of an exploration. Iden tit\ if the tnai n 
n1oti\·atiun fur the exploration is power. Support your anS\\·er \\·ith 
d etails. 
Social Studies Grade 4 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students may: 
• \"'{'rite a journal entry telling of a time \,Vhen you \vanted to ha\·e 1no re 
po\ver in order to 111ake a positive difference. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Po\vcr can so1nctin1es hann people, but at other titnes it can be 
helpful. Identify three exatnples of individuals o r groups \vho are 
exploring today to help in1provc the li\Tes of people, ani111als or 
places. 
Create a logo fo r an organization that is exploring \vays to n1akc their 
comn1unity, country o r planet a better place to li\'e. 
\'\' ith a partner, brainstorn1 \vays that your class could use po\ver to 
n1ake a positive difference in your school or co mn1unity. Identify 
three possibilities . Share your list w ith the class. As a class select o ne 
possibility based on criteria such as: the project n1ust be able to be 
cotnpleted (i) quickly and (ii) inexpensively. (l\rote: / 1s there 1llt!J' he 
several possibilities that v1q;• meet the stated criteria, it 1n'/I he ttsejl1ffor studc!lts 
tof1111her consider the co11seqttences ~/each olter11atiL1e h~fore moki1zg a.final 
decision.) 
We Can Make a Difference! 
H ow could we use power to make a positive different in o ur school o r 
comm unit\'? 
Possibilities Consequences Criteria 
#1 + 
-
#2 + 
-
#3 + Decision 
-
Identify an exa111ple of an exploratio n that \Vas moti\~ated by the ques t 
for po\ver. D etern1ine w ho 111ight think that the explo ratio n is a good 
idea and w ho might think that it is bad idea. \);;'hy might each group 
feel that \Vay? (i.e., I-1o\v \\.'ill po\ver affect them ?) Use a graphic 
o rganizer to record your ideas. (E:.\.ie11sio11: / q11s1ver the qttestion - Should 
the e.xploration have <gone ahead?) 
The Quest for Power 
Pe rspective #1 Perspective #2 
(hdie\ e it is a good idea) (helil'\ 1.' it is a had idea) 
Reason l Reascin I 
Reas<>n 2 Reason 2 
Reasc>n 3 Reas<>n 3 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Unit 2 - The Nature of Exploration 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: 4 hours 
Student R esource: pp. 41 -43 
H istorica Minutes 
These short online videos feature a 
range of explorers, including .L:: ... 1:1.\i.l;;;: 
\'hJJph\~ , '.'-~t: .U.h:. . .:).lc( :I qn~ and others. 
l~t·t")' :' /\"\"'; · },; ... f ir; ... , / 1-"1:1-· · r -.. ,- / .~ .. : ....... i ... : . ..: ... f. ..... ~~:· .... ,;~:H1.~ .. : ..... :.L:.) .... ~ ........ ~.:.~::.:.L.4' •••• : . } •• ••• 1 ••••• 1 •. ~:.? .... ~":" .• "';,:.J.. .• 
Additional Performance 
lndicator(s) 
The following indicato r(s) m ay be 
useful fo r assessing student 
achieven1ent in relatio n to the SCO as 
a whole: 
• Read a short description o f an 
explo ration. Identify the main 
motivation for the exploration. 
• In order of importance, rank 
these 1no tivatio ns for exploration: 
kno\vledge, economics and 
power. Give reasons to support 
vour ans\ver. 
Note: The last q11estio11 does ll()t htll'e 
a d~fi11itiL•e {11/SJJ'el~ Tec1cher:r should 
e11al!!afe responses hosed on rationale 
pro11ided. I dea(ly st11de11ts ll'ill haz·e 
{()IJ/l!Hllled 011 (i) the !lalt11"e ~/the 
co11seqtte11ces ?f that pc11tic11/ar !Jpe ~f 
exploration, and (ii) the s~·~/l(ftcance ~f 
those conseqttences. 
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Unit 2 - The Nature of Exploration 
sco 4.0 
The student "'~ill be expected to 
demonstrate an understanding of 
the impact of exploration over time 
..... 4.1 
4.2 
62 
Exphdn hoi..,· exploration changes 
our understanding of tlie ttTorld 
Evaluate the consequences of 
exploration 
Elaboration 
>Juw that students' have considered the various causes that n1oti,·ate 
explo rati< >n, focus \\·ill now shift to an exa1nination of the consequences 
of cxpl< >ration. 
This section asks student to consider the question "'\X,.hy is expl<>ration 
itnportant?'' B~· no\v students should have cxatnined a range of 
explorations and h:n·e been :1ble to infer that exploration is the prin1ary 
n1eans by which \\·c learn ahout uursehTs and the world around us. Bv 
. , 
questioning and in\·estig:uing we acquire not only kno\dedge, but also 
understanding, insight, and \visdotn. 
In relation to the consequences of exploratio n, students' should 
consider son1e of the unanticipated consequences of exploratiqn. For 
exan1ple, the develnpn1cnt of the stcan1 engine c< >ntributed to a 
rc:voluti< >n in transportation. 
Students should be able to reflect on both their o\vn explorations and 
those of others, and explain ho\\' these explorations contribute to our 
understanding of the world. 
' -
The core skill (s) used in this section should include: 
../ Eistahlish S(g;11_fiamce - \\-'hy \Vas this exploration i1nportant? 
../ l dent!b (-:0ntinm/J' cmd Chm~ge - How did this explorat~on change 
_____ ;i \X'hat did people think about before the 
exploration? Ho\v do they think about it after/ n()\v? 
../ /~na/yze C{1se and ( 'onseqm:11ce - Identify \vhich explo ration \Vas most 
significant. 
../ C'o11sider l)e1:rpertil'e - !)id everyone feel the san1e \vay about the 
exploration? \X'h\·? 
By the end of this section, students should understand that exploration 
helps people deepen their understanding of the \vorld. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• Exploring in\·oh 'es risk. Identify three explorations \vhere the 
results were greater than the risks. Use a chart to organize this 
information. Choose one exploration from the chart and explain 
how it changed o ur understanding of the \vorld. 
• 
The Consequences of Exploration 
Exploration Risk(s) Result(s) 
Identify an exploration you \Voukl like to con1pkte. Jdentif\· the 
possible risk~ you n1ight face . \'('hat criteria co uld you use to help 
you decide if you should proceed with the exploration? List three 
criterion and s ute why each should be used. (I ,·aric1tio11: Temh('J:r 
m11/d hal'e st11dt11ts disatss this qm:.rtion JJ'l°th a f>c!J fller 11si1~~ a JJ'alk and talk 
stratq!)' h~fore th~')' lll;t!,ill to create their cmsn·e1:r.) (I\!ote: It !lit!)' he /.ls~fitf tu 
rel'isit idea that st11delltr ,~enerated ahoN! arer1s thq n101t!d like to e.'<jJ!on:, !f 
.mrh a Ii.if Jl't!S 111ade eadicr i11 the_J·ea1:r.) 
Social Studies Grade 4 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students may: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Select a technology that has enabled explo ration to take place . 
Construct an idea \veb to help illustrate the consequences o f the 
innovation (anticipated and unanticipated). Use tbe idea \veb to help 
create a con1ic strip that tell s the sto ry o f ho \v the co nsequences o f 
the explo ration changed hun1ans' understanding of the \\·«.>rid . 
... 
.. 
..... ~ · 
.... 
... 
.., 
-
. ..,..: 
-
Choose a natural resource in your area such as fi sh, 1ninerals, \Vood, 
o r oil. Ask an older person who has harvested the resource to tell you 
(i) the method used to obtain the resource in the past, and (ii) the 
method used to obtain the resource today. List the positive and 
negative consequences of each method o f explo ring o n: 
the environ111ent 
people 
Establish at least one criterion to answer the question : " \X'hat is the 
best method fo r harvesting the resource?" Use a chart to help 
o rgaruze your answer. 
Me thod used to Impact on the Impact on People 
Resource harvest the Environment 
resource . . . + - + -
Past 
Presen t 
Imagine that ... (inse11 scenario here) . 
\X!hat might be so111e of the consequences o f this explo ration? Use 
an idea \veb to present your ans\ver. Circle and co lour the positiv·e 
and negative consequences in the web. Bnsed on your discussion, use 
criteria to decide if the explo ration should proceed. (1\ rote: Be st1re 
stttdents consider various penpectives.) 
Choose two maps (or pho tographs) o f the same area from two 
different titne periods. Co111pare how the area has changed O\T r time. 
Suggest reasons for the changes. 
Create a poster, con1ic strip, ti111eline, or other visual, \vhich sho\vs 
ho\v changes in technolohl)' (or transportation) ha\'e changed peoples' 
understanding of the world. ( ;ive the \Vork a title, such as '"The 
\X'orld is a l\1uch Sn1aller Place --r oda\·" . 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Unit 2 - The Nature of Exploration 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: 3 h<>urs 
Student R esource: pp. 44-49 
Historica Minutes 
These short online videos feature a 
range o f explo rations and their 
consequences. 
L .. ~.X.f\/./.y~_:.\\~.\\:.:.b.i .. ~:J5.!..J.:.i .. ~.\:.d./.n.l.!.!J.PJ~:>:.i 
Natural Resources Canada 
A n good general resource on the 
geography o f Canada. 
n '·\' '\V P 1··c,·· 1 ·~ ( •«' r·'i \'l. fl\, u,J .. .. cl~
Software 
Created fo r I<:-5 learners, "!(id:~p1r:.1tion 
develops thinking, literacy and 
numeracy skills using visual learning 
principles. 
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Unit 2 - The Nature of Exploration 
sco 4.0 
The student will be expected to 
demonstrate an understanding of 
the in1pact of exploration over tin1e 
4.1 
~ 4.2 
64 
Explajn ho\\' exploration ch,1nges 
our understand int; uf the \H)rld 
' · 
Ev:ilii::1te tl1e consequences 
of exploration 
Elaboration 
,-\11 explorations ha\·e in1pacts. \X 'e can judge the conseLrucnces of 
exploratiGns as pusitiYe or negative, or in sutne cases as neutral. 
Students should he able to classify the consequences of explorations as 
pos1t1\·c or negatt\T. 
In addition, it \\·ill be in1portant f< >r studc:n ts to assess the dcgrc:c uf 
in1portance for a r~lrticubr consequence (i.e., establish significance). 
For exan1plc, \\·hile the consequences of sonic explorations n1ay be 
tri\'itll (e.g., exploring a tidal pool) , others \\'ill be profound (e.g., 
exploring to find a cure for a disease) . 
To help n1akc thjs dc tern1ination it will be u~eful for students to apply 
three crjterion as a basis for judging the extent to \vhich a consequence 
is si~nificant: 
' . 
• Ho\\. n1any people \Vere affected? 
• In \vhat \\·ay(s) were people affected? (In other \vords, how· dC'ep 
\\·ere the conset.1uences?) 
• llo\v long \Vere the consequences felt? 
Finally, sufficient tin1e should be provided for students to reflect on 
what they have learned in the course thus far and use. it as the basis for 
speculating on the consequences of future explorations. In this regard 
it \vill be useful for teachers to include so111e scenarios v.,·here students 
consider ho\\' possible solutions to existing proble111s n1ight affect 
hutnans in the future. 
The core skil1 (s) used in this section should include: 
./ Cause ond C'o11sr:qm:11ce - \\..hat \Vere the consequences of the 
exploration? \Vere there unexpected consequences? \V'ere the 
consequences posjti\'c or negati\'e? 
./ L.1tahlish S <":!,11(/iCt1/lCC' - Ho\v in1portant \Vas this exploration? \\'hy? 
./ lde11t(/j1 c ·rmti11111/y and Chmzr,e - l)id this exploration result in change? 
./ (~onsirler Penpectire - llo\V did people feel about the exploration? 
l)id other people feel differently about it? \Xihy? 
By the end of this section, students should understand that (i) there are 
both positjve and negatj\·e consequences for any exploration, and that 
(ii) the consequences of so111e explorations are n1ore important than 
others. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• i\re some explorations more important than others? Explain \vhy. 
L'.se two examples and support your anSVv7 e r with detail. 
• Fxan1ine a photograph that sho\vs what a place looked like before 
and after a n exploration. Based on the inforn1ation in the 
photogL1phs, and ~·our u\vn ideas, identit~· the positi\'e and ncg~Hi\·e 
consequences of the exploratjon. (;\ 'ote: Possihk i11Jt{~Ps co11/rl iJ1d11dc 
area rf jr)f·cst nhl'n' dear 01tti1zg took p/a(t, rrcatio11 r!f'protcded ha hi tat. It 
nil/ /Jc i111/HJ1trmt to n1s111r. t/)(!f the i111t~~e hc1J r1 (tll~/itl(y JJ'Orr/ed caption to 
pm l'irl e co 11 k.Ytjo r sf 1Hle n t.r.) 
Social Studies Grade 4 
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Sample Teaching .& Assessment Strategies 
Students may: 
., 
• Jn a s1nall group, brainstonn to identify the positive and negative 
consequences of explorations. Use a graffiti 1nap to organize your 
ideas. Share this info nnation with the class. (Exfl'11sio11: Cr)//.rider f/0 11e 
e.\.plort1tion JJ't!S Ji1ure s~·!!,n(jlcant than another. Tl.J<' d1c111 ht-!oJJ' Ille!)' he hdpjit! 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
with this task.) 
Question Assessment 
l k)\v n1any people 
Fe\v - - - ·- - - - Son1e - - - - - - - ~ .. fan,· \vere affected? 
How deep were (Not) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (\' cry) 
the consequences? 
How long v.;ere 
the consequences 5 Years - - - - - - - 50 vears - - - - - - - 500 vea rs 
., , 
felt? 
Research three techno logies that were developed to tneet peoples' 
needs and wants. Construct a chart to show the positi\'"e 
consequences of each technology. Identify any negati\·e consequences 
of this technology. Were any of these consequences unanticipated? 
Construct a time line, using pictures and/ or \\:o rds, fo r an invention 
that has changed over time (e .g., radio, television, audio tapes, , ,.ideo 
recorders, CDs, l)VDs) H o\v has this invention has influenced the 
way \.Ve live? 
Choose a local exploratio n and discuss the positive and negati\re 
effects of this exploration. Examples could include a ne\v 
developn1cnt in the con11nunity, such as a \Valklng trail. 
Various countries have helped develop an internatio nal space station . 
What is one impact of this space station o n our \vorld today? \V'hat 
could be one in1pact of this station on our world in the future? 
Prepare a one-minute speech describing how exploration has 
influenced everyday life. Identify the positive and negative impacts 
this exploration has had. Identify possible positi\re and nega ti\re 
impacts of future space exploration. 
Record on a class chart the information students kno\v about 
vaccines. / \ .. s a class, develop questio ns abo ut the disco,,.ery an<l uses 
of these vacci nes that they \Vant a n1edical professional to ans\ver. 
(E.g ., \X'hat disease d oes the vaccine protect against? Ho'\\· n1any 
people used to b e affected b y the disease?) Invite that person to v isi t 
the class and an swer their questions. Add any ne\v inforn1ation to the 
class chart. Correct any n1isinforn1atio n. (.S'ec Ti,acher 1'\ .. ()tesjr1r oikric1 011 
JJ'hal co!lstitttled a pm1 1r:~jtt! qm:stion.) 
Brainstonn exan1ples of explorations that involved a di sas ter or loss 
of hutnan life. H ave a class discussion to analyze the iinpact of this 
exploration o n future exploratio n. (Note: Teache1:r JJlt!Y nish to ht1z·e 
st11dentr brai11stonn this at ho111e JJ'ith theirpt1rent.r in ad!'a!lce ~f doi1~~ this in 
dass.) 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Unit 2 - The Nature of Exploration 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: 4 ho urs 
Student Resource: pp. 48-58 
Historica Minutes 
Thes~ short online videos feature a 
range of explorations and their 
consequences. 
' ' ; ; . . ' . . 
i ':({' '> ': : \\'\\''\ ' l lj(; .. ()f't (' • \ :' l' " l !'\l 1 "t"': 
... : ... :....: f .: .. : .: .. ·~: ....... :. ·~·. ~-.. ~- ~---~ .: --~-.... :.~: .... ····· ~--~ .:: --~-~ ......... ~.A.:.: .. : ... -~-~: ... -:.: .. ..; .. . 
Criteria for Powerful Questions 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
generate curiosity 
stimulate conversation 
focus inquiry 
provide a lot of inforn1ation 
lead to n1ore questions 
Additional Performance 
lndicator(s) 
The follo'\\ring indicato r (s) may be 
use ful for assessing student 
achieve1nent in relation to the SCC) as 
a \vhole: 
Create a journal entry commenting 
on how an exploration has 
impacted the place where they live. 
Use one of the following prompts to 
help you: 
This exploration is in1portant 
because it ... 
Without this exploration or 
explorer ... 
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Unit 3 - Exploring Our World 
Unit 3: Exploring Our World 
Unit Overview 
' · 
Specific Curriculum 
Outcomes 
Social Studies Grade 4 
In c;raJe Three, students cxploreJ the physical features of their O\Vn proYince and 
region. ln the Exploring ()ur \'?orld unit, they 'vvill extend their kno\vledge and 
skills to a study of the \vorld. Students \vill exan1ine the n1ajor physical features of 
the \vorld. The\' \\' ill describe the n1ain characteristics of these features and 
exan1inc both the benefits the physical features offer hutnans and the challenges 
posed by the physical en,~ironn1ent. \'V'hen exa1nining the challenges they \vill 
consider ho\v hun1ans have responded to then1. 
These outcomes contain a large number of terms and concepts. Teachers are 
encouraged to provide as n1any interactive and engaging activities for students as 
possible in order to help students construct an understanding of this content as 
opposed to relying excessively on men1orization. 
5.0 
6.0 
-- 7.0 
The student will be expected to demonstrate an understanding of 
Earth's physical environment 
5.1 
- 5.2 
5.3 
Identify the continents and oceans 
Describe the continents in terms of physical features, 
climate and vegetation 
Create a n1ap displaying physical features of Earth 
The student will be expect~~ to demonstrate an understanding of 
Earth's physical features · · 
6.1 Describe the attributes of mountains, rivers, oceans, and 
islands 
6.2 Identify examples of each of Earth's physical features 
The student will be expected to demonstrate an understanding of 
the relationship between humans and the physical environment 
7.1 
7.2 
- 7.3 
Describe the benefits the physical environment offers 
hutnans 
D escribe the chal1enges posed by the physical 
env1ronn1ent 
l2xplain the impact that hun1an activity has on the 
physical environn1ent 
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sco 5.0 
The student \-vill be expected to 
demonstrate an understanding of 
Earth's physical environment 
~ 5.1 
- ') 
.'.1 . ,_ 
r- '"' 
.! . .) 
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Identify the continents ::.1nd 
oceans 
l)escrihe the continen ts in 
tcrn1s of ph ysical features, 
clin1atc and \~egetation 
C reate a 1nap displayi ng 
phys ical features of-Earth 
Elaboration 
'The in rent of this unit is to intro duce students to the study of the 
physical en\·ir<>nn1cnt o f Earth. T eachers \vi ll need to note that fo r the 
purposc:s of th is unit the physical enYironn1ent consists o f three parts: 
• Earth's physical fea tures, 
• Farth \ clin1ate, and 
• Fa rth 's Ycgetation. 
< 
Studen ts \\·ill need tu d c, ·dop an u nderstanding o f the largest physical 
features - continents and ocean s. As these features scn ·e as the b asis of 
student inc1uiry thr<>ughout the re n1aindcr of the social studies progratn, 
it \\·ill he nccessan· fo r students to identify the continents in tern1s of 
, , 
their rebtive position and size. Fc>r the p urpose o f this study, seven 
continents (Africa, Antarctica, 1\ sia, 1\ustr~dia, Europe, North An1erica, 
and South An1erica) and fiye oceans (Arctic, Atlantic. Indian, P acific and 
Southern) will be identified. 
In order to assist \Vith this exploration, students \vill need to build o n 
their understanding of the four cardinal directions (C;rade 3) and 
p ractice using the interrnediate direction s \vhen identifying relative 
location (e.g., north\\·est of ... ). 1\dditionally, students are introduced to 
the concepts of he1nisphere, po le, equator, and pritne n1e ridian. 'These 
concepts are used to help students gain an a\vareness o f lo ngitude and 
latitude .in d etermining abso lute location. (Note that longitude and 
- . 
latitude will be studied m o re fo rmally in c;rade 5.) 
Students should use sitnple m ap scales to calculate distances o n a n1ap. 
J\ map scale such as 1 cn1 to represent 500 ktn is appropriate. For 
exan1ple, students should be able to cakulate that a measured distance of 
6 cn1 b enveen two points on the tnap n1eans that the poin ts arc actually 
6 x 500 kn1 or 3UOO krn apart. 
The core skill (s) us~d in this section should include: 
./ r~·.rtahlish s <·r,11(j/ra11n: - Are oceans and continents important? \"V.h"? 
./ ldf11t(/j! Co11ti1111i()' and Chm~~e - \\:h at is the relationship bet\veen 
oceans and continents? \X/hat do all con tinents have in comn1011? 
f·fo\v d oes the northern hemisphere di ffer fron1 the so uthern 
hen1isphere? 
./ ( '011sider Pcnpi:dire - \'('hat continent is m ost itnportant to tne? Ho\\r 
1night son1eone li\'ing on another continent ans\\'er this question? 
\X'hy? 
, 
By the con1pletio n of thi s section students should understand that 
con tinen ts and oceans are Earth's largest physical features. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s} 
• l \ ing the outline n1 ~1r uf Earth , and the \Vord b ank pn)Yided, 
c()rrectlr b bd the contine nts :1nd oceans. 
• c;i\-en a we 1rld list \\·ith the nan1 cs of the sc\-c:n continents and fi ve 
o ceans, create a n1ap of r.:anh using circles. Label the continents 
and oceans. (1\~ote: 7 ~'achu:r sho11/d e11s111'l' that lhl' JJ!clf> is accm"'t1/e in terms 
~/thr: rtlati1·l' (i) position and (ii) si;"(_e ~/the m11ti11c11ts t111d oceans.) 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students n1ay: 
• Given a set of proportionately sized circles, correctl~· position the ci rcles to 
represent a n1ap of Earth. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
tnit'.f~'lf\ 
0¢¢~" 0 ' ' ' ' 
\~·«)rking with a partner, take turns hiding an object in the classroom. Give 
clues as it its position using (i) relative location, and (ii) absolute location. (Aote: 
This l!lt!J' be a us~jit! JJ'~1y to han st11dents de11e/ojJ their initial u11de1:rtati11cg ~f the ter!Jls 
relatire and absolute.) 
Choose three to five (3-5) cities. Identify where these places are in relation to 
where you li\Te using cardinal and intern1ediate directions. (1\ 'ote: This could be 
done as a fem-her lead / 1vho!e class C1clil'l°()'. or C1dapted to he completed 1Pith a pc11111er.) 
Fredericton, NB 
Charlottetown, PEI 
Toronto, ()N 
London, England 
Beijing, China 
Lima, Peru 
Halifax, NS 
St.John's, NL 
Edmon ton, AB 
Paris, France 
Sydney, Australia 
Los 1\ngeles, California 
\X'ith a partner play a gatne "\X'hich Continent Arn I?" Each student can create 
cards for 7 places in the \vorld. The cards should contain: (i) a clue about the 
direction of the continent fro111 the school co1111nunity, and (ii) a clue about the 
distance o f the continent from their community / pro,-ince using the scale on 
the classroo1n world map. (Possible maps arefo1111d in t/Je student resource 011 pp. 62 
and 176-177.) 
D escribe their school in tern1s of relative location to their house. Discuss \vhen 
it would be itnportant to use absolute location instead of relative location. 
Using an existing melody, create a song entitled "The Continents" that 
describe the relative size and position of each. (!'.Joie: Teachn:r 111c!):_ji11d e.x-amp!es ~f 
songs 011 ) '011 1/fhe.) 
Create a game similar to Jc.:opardy or Tri\'ial Pursuit focusing on the content of 
this outcornc. Use headings such as: continents, oceans, physic~] features, 
climate and vegetation. (\ 'ote: ]'/.1e dass ra11 jJic.1)' and add to !his ,~r1111r: (/.\th~')' 111ork 
!hm1(~h this 1111it.) 
Create a puzzle to practice learning about the location of the continents. \'\.'ith 
a partner, correctly position cut-outs of the continents in the correct relative 
position. Check each other's work. (r ·/t11iatio11: 1-fm,.e the otf-rJ11ts labeled or 110! 
lahekd.) 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Unit 3 - Exploring Our World 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: 3 hours 
Student Resource: pp. 59-(>5 
Appendix D - ~·lapping and j\'[ap 
Projections, p. 103 
Counting Continents 
Since students may raise questions, it 
is impo rtant to he a\vare that 
authorities do not all agree on the 
number of continents and oceans. For 
example, in some systen1s E urope and 
A.sia are co nsidered to be the single 
continent of Eurasia. This systetn is 
preferred by many in Russia, given 
that Russia straddles the boundary 
(i.e., the U ral Mountains) between 
Europe and Asia. Like\vise, counts of 
the oceans 1nav also \Tan' if 
.i • 
distinctions are 111ade, for instance, 
bet\veen the North Atlantic and the 
South Atlantic.) 
Continents and Oceans Tutorial 
1·1r-t·j'' :' / \''" \ ''\: ,, ! ·1··n1 , · ·;~·c~..:: . ,i"t.'" " ~ 1-.• 1"·- ~ r1 ·1 ,: 
.. . ··'" , ·" \. ' " ' \ .. . .. .. · ' " ' ' ! , \ ' 1 .. ' · • ... 1 . . • " 
--- t ----· ·-
\ '\' '• H·LJ C·'ln \.:,.. , , ,.\!''' l" tt") 
.. \ ........... ~}~: ........... ::.~ ... ~.: ... .L~.A.~: .. ; .... ;;.~ ... , .. ._\.:: ... ~ ... 
Continents Map Puzzle 
http: / /www.yourchildlearns.co111 / ma 
ppuzzle/ continents-puzzle.html 
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sco 5.0 
The student "\Vill be expected to 
demonstrate an understanding of 
Earth's physical environ1ncnt 
5. 1 
...... ~'-2 
...... 5.3 
Note: 
72 
ldentifr the continents and 
oceans 
Describe the continents in 
ter1ns of physical features, 
cliinate and vegetation 
Create a n1ap displaying 
ph_ysic:ll features of Earth 
This spread deal.r ll'ith hoth 
delillcc1tio11s 
Elaboration 
()nee students han:· de,·eloped a sense nf the rclati\T si7.e and posi tion of the 
continents ;1nd occ;u1s, the~ should continue th eir explorat ion of Earth's 
ph:·sical en,·ironment h» in\·estigating each continent's main ph ~·sical features, 
clim:ltt, and n:geution. 
Throughout thi :' sec1 io11 q ud ents \\·ill con tinue to deYelop a mental m ap of 
L ;tnh, and should be proYided with su ftici ent tim e :1nd act ivities that \\·ill 
encou rage them to think deeply about the ch:1rnctcristics o f e:Kh continent. 
ln terms of p h »sical fe:11utTS, studt'nts should dcn.'.lop a m ental m ap o f the 
:1ppn >ximatc position and distributi()n of major mountains, ri\·ers, ;;tnd lakes . 
Consideration sh()u ld be given to Earth's clirnat<: in gcneml terms. Speci ficall~·, 
s tudents should he ahle to differentiate between tht tropical, ten1pcrate, and 
pnbr climates. 
Finally, students should dc,·elop a sense of the variuus types of \'egetation 
(hiomes) on each continent. Teachers should a\1oid nrnking th is section 
unnecessarily complicated. ln brief it will be sufficient to note: 
• the , -arious types of ycgetation (rain forests, forests, grasslands, tundra and 
deserts) , and 
• the factors that in flu en cc the type of \·egetation that dominates an area 
(climate and pb~·s i cal features) . 
The core skill (s) used in th is section should include: 
./ ldmt(/i' Collli11111/r and Cha1~r!_f - Examine the location of Earth's physical 
features. Is there a pattern? Examine the position of Earth's climate. Is 
there a pattern? Lxaminc the distribution of Earth's vegetation. Is there a 
pattern? 
./ /-l11r.161ze ( (111st c111d Co11StYjltl'!7ce - Hnw would your life change if you lived 
near the elJUator? How \\·ould your life clunge if )'OU li\'ed near the North 
or Sou th P< >le? 
./ Cr111sit!t'r J>rnf!<'dirr - How mig ht so1neone who lives in a mountainous area 
fed about n10\-ing to a grassland area? 
B~, the completion of this section students should understand that Earth's 
physical en\·ironment is \·aried. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• 
• 
• 
l)escribe ho\\' the climate changes as you travel away fro1n the equator. Be 
sure to use thl: terms polar, temperate, and tropical in )'Our answer. 
(1\l ternative: Describe hnw the climate \vould change as you travelled fron1 
the North Po le to the South Pole.) 
l.lse a \'enn diagram to help you compare \vhat it would be like to live near 
the El]WltC>r with Ji,-ing near the South Pole. Explain \\·hat would be 
different and what \Yuuld be the same. \X'h at would be the most iinportant 
difference? 
·· .. :.-·: .. · 
Phvai~~• 
J"..; •ti.. re1 
Cltmot" I 
i 
\ . .. ; 
.··' 
Using the outl ine map of Earth, sketch the major physical features that 
e:Kh continent contains (mountains, rivers, lakes) . Create a legend to 
illustrate each featu re. (~Tok: S!J1den!.r d(J nol 11eed lo inc/11rlt Jnri/Jtr 1Jc1111es, s!tch c1s 
;\ '/Ii, Ril'tr (Jf' F lil!lt1!t!J'tl .\ fo1111tains.) 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students mar: 
• Ex:imine maps of Earth that featu re parts of the en\'ironment (e.g., ,·cgerntinn). 
l\fake an •'I \'X'onder" chart by posting \vbat, w here, \vhen and wh~- yuesrions they 
ha,·e about thl' world . Students can post the answers beside the ljlll'Stions as they 
find them. (e.g., I wonder \\·hy' there are no deserts in Europe?) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
I wondtr 
Qut~rfou Wh;H I Tuiuk I C(•nfirmtd :\ t'l\ 
know information 
\.ompare North America with another continent. Use the following organizer to 
(ruide your innui r\': 
h , J -
S<1me Lliffe1ent 
.,,.--_,.,.._ --------- /"'~--·----Physical /,-- · .,,_,.... ·--. 
,, ......... , ,, 
:::~=-~/~------!-/,._, -~----'''\-
Climate / / i \\ 
I I I 
I ) I I 
I 1' \ I I J i \ ~-~--f \ '\ I . 
Ve1etation\ / / 
\ \ I j 
' ·, I I \ ' I / 
·-., "··, // / 
"" ", / / ··,~- x 
..._ _ _ __ ,..... __ __ .. ,,,, . , .. _____ _ • ___ .... .I' 
l fsing a physical map, climate map and Yegetation map of Earth, answer the 
fo llowing '-)Uestions: \X:'hat are s01ne things that all contjnents ha, ·e in common? 
\"'(hat are some differences bet\veen them? Use a chart to o rganize your findings. 
Finally, d ecide what is the most important similarity and the most impo rtant 
difference. Be sure to use at least three criterio n. Possibl e criteria include: cJjmate, 
physical features and vegetation. 
Prepare a collage display of the physical features of the continents. (T- 'arialion: Usi1~~ 
an rm/line 111ap ofEm1h and a c!othi1~~ cc1!alo,g11r? make a coll°'~l' shon1i1~g JJ'hat (J'j>es ?f clothil{g 
ll-'Ollld bf JJ 1ork in rach climale zone. Fill-in in !he 011/li!1l'S ?/!ht co11/i11e11/s JJ 11/h piclttrc'S in relation 
to ii s clim a le) 
Create a postcard to send to a friend fro n1 each of the three climate regio ns. ()n the 
fron t of the card, draw a pjcture that shows some o f the types of vegetation found in 
th e region . ( )n the re, ·erse side o f the card, describe how th e climate is influencing 
what you are doing on the n lcation. 
In snrnll g ro ups debate «\'\'hy it would he a good idea to Jj,·e ?" {f' .. ~ .• ll "'hJ' It 
JJ'o11lrl he a . ~fl{Jrl irlm /(J lil'1' i11 t i !mpical di111r1k ~:011e. ll )1J' ii JJ'o11/t! /Jc-" .~rJr1d idl't1 lo lil'I' 011 a 
l//fj/flllt1i11 ?) 
\\.'ith a p:1rtn c:r (or as(/ )J'/!(Jk rlr1.rs) play a g;-im c " \\'here on E:trth Am l ?~ Each studl'nt c;rn 
create cards for 7 pl;-ices in the world. The: cards should con tain clues refrrring to: 
(i) the directio n o f the continen t from the school community, 
(i i) the physical features of the continen t, 
(iii) the climate o f the continent, and 
(iv) the \'egetation of the continent. 
(Possih!t 1J1aps aref(J/lfld i11 thr1 st11dmt reso11rtr' fJIJ pp. 62 tllld 176-1 77.) 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Unit 3 - Exploring Our World 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: 7 hours 
Studen t R esource: pp. 66-72 
Physical Features 
Ex:unpks of nrnjor ph ysical features 
are En:rest (tnountain), Greenland and 
New Guinea (islands), Superior and 
Baikal (lakes) , and N i]e and J\1nazon 
(ri,;ers). Fur your infonnation, E verest 
is clearh· the world's tallest n1ountain 
(in tern1s of height above sea level) , and 
Greenland is the largest island (in area) . 
Regarding the latter, however, some 
students tnay argue that continents like 
Antarctica and Australia should be 
considered as islands (that \V(rnld be 
larger than Greenland). 
Criteria for judging the largest lake and 
ri\·er are less clear-cut. Lake Superior is 
the largest freshwater lake hy surface 
area, while Lake Baikal is the largest by 
Yolume. However, some geographers 
are beginning to classify the Caspian 
Sea (\vhich, although salty, is land-
locked) as a lake. lo this case, it would 
be the largest, both by surface area anJ 
volu1ne. As for rivers, the J\1nazon is 
largest in terms of volutne o f \Vater 
carried. Ivfuch debate continues, 
ho\vever, as to which is longest - the 
1\mazon or the Nile. 
Additional Performance 
lndicator{s) 
The following indicator(s) 1nay be 
u seful for assessing s tu<lent 
achievement in relation to the SC() as 
a whole: 
What are three important ideas to 
remember about each part of 
Earth's physical environment? 
a) Climate 
b) Vegetation 
c) Physical Features 
Place a star next to what you 
believe is the most important idea 
for each. Explain why. 
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sco 6.0 
The student will be expected to 
demonstrate an understanding of 
Earth's physical features 
..... 6.1 
(: } ),_ 
74 
Describe the attributes of 
n1ou11tains, rivers, 
oceans, ::ind islands 
. Identify cxa1nples of each of 
Earth's physical features 
Elaboration 
'fhe purpose of this outcon1c is for students to bccornc n1ore fan1iliar 
with Earth's n1ost pr<>n1incnt physical features - n1ountains, ri\·ers, 
oceans, and island~ . Students should be able to define, describe basic 
attributes, and illustrate each feature in such a \Va~· as to highlight its 
prin1ary characteri:-;tics . 
For exan1plc, in tcrn1 s of rive rs, students should understand such 
attrihutes as the source, trib utaries, n1outb, and delta. J\s well, lakes 
need to he addressed. Fur exan1pk, a lake n1ay be the source of a riYer, 
or a ri\rcr n1ay flo\Y '1nd widen to becon1c a lake and then flo\v o n again . 
The core skill(s) used in this section should include: 
../ r·s1t1h!i.rh .\'(~11(/ict111(e - How are n1ountains, rivers, oceans, and 
island~ itnportant to a particubr location? 
.. / ldc11t4j· Crmti11111/r a11d Chm~~e - Ho\v are Earth's features djstributed? 
Is there a pattern? 
B:· the con1pletion of this section students should understand that 
n1ountains, rivers, oceans and islands are Earth 's significant physical 
features. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• Prepare a speech for Earth l)ay. l)iscuss \vhy Earth's physical 
features are important. Prcn,·ide at least t\vo reasons. You should 
include so111e of the characteristics of n1ountains, rivers, islands, 
and oceans in your speech. (Note: This could al.ro he co1JJpleted as a 
poe111, SOl{f!,, or scnptfor (/ dra111a.) 
• You ba\·e been hired by a local tra\·el agency to help create a tnHTl 
brochure encouraging people to explore n1ountains, rivers, oceans, 
and islands. \\.rite a short paragraph about each feature for the 
brochure. l)escribe \vhat a person n1igbt see if they travelled to 
explore the feature. Create a sin1ple sketch to be used in the 
brochure. Label your sketch. 
• Using an illustration, create a journal response to ans\ver the 
follo\ving question: 
(];IS e 11 11 c111 H ~ / p (1 ysita (fr: c/ tu re) 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students n1a\·: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
, 
l 1se a paper bag to describe the 1nain characteristics of n1ountains, ri\rers, 
oceans, and islands. Choose one side o f the hag for each physical feature. 
l)ra\v an ill ustration and label it to sho\v the rnain characteristics of each 
physical feature. 
ln\'ite son1t:o ne to the cbssroon1 who \l.7orks on an ocean or a ri\·er. 
l)evelop ·'p<.)\verful" questions you \vould like ans\vered about the type of 
\Vork the person does. (\"ee Teacher I\Jotesfor criteria on ni/wt co11stit11tes c1 poJJ'e~ji.1/ 
q11e.rtion.) 
\'\>'rite a definitio n for the fol1ov.ring physical features: tno untain, river, 
ocean, and island. Pair \Vith another student and co n1bine definitio ns for 
each physical feature. Join v.rith another pair of students and once again 
co mbine definitions. Share these definitions ·with the class to develop a 
class definition for each of the physical features. (1\ Iote: St11de11ts should he 
e11co11n~ged to c01J1plete tbis acti1 1i()• Jvithout cl dictio11ao1• H OJJ 'e1•e1~ a diction a~)' cott!d he 
used at the end, a!ld students rez·ise their d~jinitions as 11ecesst1!)'.) 
Definition {in your 0 1.1m v:ord.>) Characteristics 
Exam pie( s} Physical Feat ure Non-Examples( s) 
Us ing the " quiz-quiz-trade" str;-ltet,ry learn so1ne of the terms associated 
with Earth's physical feature. ()n an index card "vrite a fact about a 
particular feature. (This could be d one by the students themsehres.) 
Distribute o ne card to each student. To start the gan1e ask each student to 
partner \Vith another student. After they bo th quiz each other, ha\Te the 
partners trade cards, then pair up \Vith another student. Repeat at least five 
tin1es. ( f/ ariation: Adapt to use the inside-outside circles strat~g;1.) 
I- lave stud en ts - individuall y, in pairs, o r in a small group - create an 
illustratio n or model of o ne of the 4 n1ain physical features. Students tnust 
label their ill ustratio n o r niodel and provide a brie f description of the 
php,ical feature. Student:::; n1ay \~icw the ill ustyations o r n1odcls during a 
C~allen· Tour. 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Unit 3 - Exploring Our World 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: 5 hours 
Studen t R esource: pp. 7 4-85 
Criteria for Powerful Questions 
• generatt'. curiosity 
• stin1ulate conversation 
• focus inquiry 
• provide a lot c >f infonnation 
• lead to n1ore questio ns 
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Unit 3 - Exploring Our World 
sco 6.0 
The student will be expected to 
demonstrate an understanding of 
Earth's physical features 
(). 1 
~ 6.2 
76 
l)L~crihc the attributes uf 
n-1ountains, riYcrs, oceans, and 
islands 
Identify examples of cacl1 
of E;1rtli's physical 
fec.ltures 
Elaboration 
Students \\"()Uld h;1\·c worked \\"ith local physical features in c;rade 3 
(i.e., pru ,·incial and .\tbntic Canadian). Consequently, the priniary focus 
at (;rade 4 should be nat ional and global. As well, the nutnber of 
exan1ples o f each should be lirnited. 
For ex~n1rlt:, l\V< > or three nrnjor rivers in Canada and t\\·o or three 
fron1 other places on La nh \Vould be su ft-icient. 
:\lore that at this tin1e, \\·hile there n1ay be son1c discussion in tern1s of 
hun1an-environn1ental interactions, it is sufficient tu g;1in a basic 
aw;1 rcncss of the distribution of significant exan1ples of each fe1Hure. 
l··I un1an-en\·iro11111en tal in tcractions a re the focus of outcon1e 7 .U. 
The core skill (s) used in th is section should include: 
./ { ise l~l'irlN1tc - Find an exan1ple of each fetturc on <1 n1ap . 
./ C~o11sider J>tnj>tdirc - l-Iow in1portant is each of Earth's physical 
features to ~·ou? H o\v n1ight other people feel about that feature? 
For cxatnple, ho\v n1ight son1eone v.:ho lives on/ near a n1ountain 
feel about its in1portance? 
By the cotnpletion o f thjs sectio n students should understand that the 
characteristics of a physical feature are 111uch the san1e no 1natter \vhcre 
in the world it is located. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• 
• 
Na111c one ex:unplc of each of Earth's physical features and explain 
\vhy t.J:ie feature is significant. 
Feature Exan1ple Why is the feature 
significant? 
1\ I ou 11 tai 11 
1\i1•er 
Ocean 
Island 
Choose an examrle of one ph ysical feature anyv.:here in the \Vorl<l . 
Create an ad\'erti sen1ent for an adventure tourisn1 n1~1gazine 
promoting your cxan1ple as T f I~~ place to vacation this year. 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students n1ay: 
• Participate in a field trip to a local physical feature. Students can dra\,. or 
make notes o n " ·hat the\· observe and learn. T her can then use this 
. -
infornrntio n to con1pare the local physical feature to the sa1ne kind o f 
physical feature in o ther parts of the \Vorld. 
• Use a Can1tdian topograp hic 1nap to find sin1ilar ph>·sical fea tur<.:s in oth~r 
parts o f Canada. Use a \vorld topographic n1ap to find sitnilar physical 
features in the world . Discuss their observations wi th the class. 
• Prepare a tra,·el brochure advertising one ri\·er, o ne island, one tnountain, 
and o ne ocean so1newhere in the 'Norl<l. 'Talk about the characteristics o f 
each one that \vould n1ake a person \Vant to go to see it. 
• \X'ith a partner (using a think-pair-share strategy) create an acrostic poem 
entitled either "J\rfountains", "()ceans", "Rivers", o r ''Islands" that 
describes the characteristics o f the physical feature and give an exan1ple(s) 
o f the physical feature in ano ther part(s) of the wo rld. 
• Review the attributes of Earth 's physical features studied in this section . 
Select one of the features and relate it to you as a person. Create a fe\v jot 
notes which explain your thoughts and feelings. (For example - You like 
high places, or the sound of flo\ving water.) F ind another student in your 
class who has selected the same feature as you and share your thoughts 
and feelings. Regroup and share as a class, listening to other perspectives. 
• \~'rite a journal respon se to using the fo llowing prompt: 
() f all o f the examples o f (11t11J1e p~ysicalfeatttre) that I ha\·e learned about in 
this section, I \vould tnost \.Vant to visit ___ __ because ... 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Unit 3 - Exploring Our World 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: 3 hours 
Student Resource: pp. 86-91 
Additional Performance 
lndicator(s) 
T he fo llowing indicato r(s) may be 
useful for assessing student 
achievement in relation to the SC() 
as a whole: 
Answer the following questions. 
Give reasons (and examples) to 
support your answers. 
a) Which of Earth's 
physical features most 
influences hun1ans? 
b) Which of Earth's 
physical features least 
influences humans? 
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Unit 3 - Exploring Our World 
sco 7.0 
The student will be expected to 
den1onstrate an understanding of the 
relationship bet\veen humans and the 
physical environment 
7.1 Describe the benefits the 
physic:ll e11viron1nc11t 
offers hu111ans 
7 .2 l)cscribc the challenges 
posed by the physical 
eny1ronn1ent 
..., ') 
/ ._) 
78 
l ·:xplain the in1pact that 
hun1an acti\·ity has on the 
physical environn1ent 
Elaboration 
The intent of this outcon1e is for students to contcn1plate the 
interaction bct\\·ccn hunrnns and the cnYironn1ent. 
Students sh uu ld begin their stud~- hy investigati ng the w:-iys that each 
aspect of the c n\·ironn1cnt benefits hun1ans . l n particular students 
sh o uld cun1e to undersund that the cn, ·ironn1cnt is the prinury n1eans 
b,- \vhich hun1ans n1cet tnany of the ir needs ~ind W<l nts. It will be 
- " 
in1portant tu consider all aspects of the en\·ironn1ent - physical 
features, clinute :1nd \·egctation. l-lowever, as these elcn1ents are 
intt:rrebted, at ti111es it nrny be difficult to separate then1 into ind ividual 
Cl tcg< )r!CS. 
It \viii be i111portant for students to n1ake connections to their personal 
experience. Fur exa1nplc, it tnay be useful to \ ' isit a local physical 
feature such as a ri\'er, and identify the variety of \\'ays in \vhich this 
feature 1nects needs and wants. 
Feature Need Want 
Ri\rer 
- Food - Recreation 
\\rater 
(such as 
- S\VHnn11ng o r 
- Tran sportation boating) 
The core skill (s) used in this section should include: 
./ h'stahlish S<"g11(/ira11ce - In \vhat ways do hun1ans use this feature to 
nH:et their needs? \'<:'ants? 
./ ldr11t(/)· C'u11ti11111/r and Cha1z~e - b _____ as in1ponant as it \ \ ·::is 
100 years ago? \'rhy? 
./ / 111a!rze ({111.1c and ( 'onseqm:11ce - l-k>\V d< )CS ______ influence 
the pt'.ople who li\'e near it? \X1hat 1night happen if _____ _ 
disappeared? 
./ Consider Pn:ljH:dire - \\,'hat 111ight p eople living in/ n ear 
______ believe is the tnost i1npo rtant physical feature in 
their area? \'{ .by? 
By the completion of this section students should understand that 
Earth's physical en\'ironn1ent is used by hu111ans to 1neets their needs 
and \vants. 
Sample Performance Indicator( s) 
• J·L1\T students \\Tjte a journal response to the follo\\'ing rron1pt; 
______ , and 
____ ___ __ are the three rn< >St in1portant part~; of the 
physical en Yi ronn1en t because ... .' ' (; i\-c at lea~ t t\vo reasons 
tu supp< >rt your answer. 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students n1av: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Nf ake yo ur O\:vn pho to a1bu m. Collect photograph s of the physical 
~nvironn1ent . Place a cap tio n under each in1age, explaining ho\v it benefi ts 
hu111ans. (i\ 'ote: Possihlr: sources ~/phot~~raphs i11clt1de hollll', 111t~~a:;im:s, and 
i11te111et). 
Exan1ine several irnagc~ fron1 differen t con ti nents o n Earth . Iden tify how 
people in ~ach area can be nefi t fro n1 this enviro nn1ent? 
Area Needs Wants 
PhfJ!o # 1 
Ph{)/o #2 
Photo #3 
Study po pulatio n 1naps fro1n various parts o f the \\-orld . l)etermine if 
there is a p attern o r trend in terms of settlem ent patterns and the physical 
environment. Consider how people's need s and wants might be tnc t fro m 
each lo cation. 
Identify o ccupatio n s that rely o n rivers, ocean s, 1no un tains, and islands . 
Select one o f the occupatio n s fo r each feature, and create a journal en try 
\vhere you reflect o n w hat it 1night be like to work at that location. \X/h at 
n1ight be som e pros and co ns? W hat migh t be the biggest benefit? The 
biggest challenge? W o uld you '\Vant to do that jo b? 
\X-'hat n1ight b e Earth 's 1nost i1npo rtant physical feature to benefit hutnan s? 
\'V'hy? l Jse th e criteria in the fo llo"ving chart to help in your assessn1en t. 
(l\Jotc: These criteria JJ'ere intror/11ced i11 delineatio n 4.2; al.ro see delineatio n i.2.) 
Feature How are p eople How many How long have 
affected? people are people been 
affected? affected? 
J\·[o untains l)etails D etails D etails 
1 2 3 1 2 '"' 1 2 3 .J 
Ri\·ers D etails l)etails D etails 
1 2 ') _.., 1 2 3 1 2 3 
()ceans l)etails D etails D etails 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 ..., ~ ..., _) 
Island s D etails D etails D etails 
l 2 3 l 2 ') _) I 2 ') _) 
Rat ing: 1 - li t tle 2 - S() ll1 t' 3 - a lo t 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Unit 3 - Exploring Our World 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: 5 hours 
Student Resource: pp. 92-99 
National Geographic 
Photography 
ln1ages o f Earth's landscapes . 
. !.JJ.t r!.;././ .J.?.h.! ... :.r.~ .. :'.ii~n:1.pJ:1 _  \:.'..i.2.(:~.!,.i~.:.'..i: ~.:-~J~~;-·:,.'.,;1~r 
.!.i .r:.h.~_r_,_(;L:.uJ./.i2.l . .1.~ .. :.r~":~.u}1.r:.r.1.\ .• :~-~-~hr;..r.~.l.:: 
( .,(_..j,, ,__,J ... 11 · :" J·1· l· j .• , .. ' f ")•' ~· / 
• ' ( \ ~ '" '\. l ( \ ' ' l '- ~ ~) '-... ~ t ~ '"" ' '\ I 
....................................... : .. ···'·· .. ·····~·······~·-.. ········.:.· ............... . 
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Unit 3 - Exploring Our World 
sco 7.0 
The student will be expected to 
demonstrate an understanding of the 
relationship bet\vecn humans and the 
physical environment 
7.1 l)escribe the benefits the 
physical cn\·ironn1ent 
offc:rs hu111ans 
...... 7.2 Describe the challenges 
posed by the physical 
environ1nent 
7.3 Explain the in1pact that 
hum:1n activity has < >n tbe 
, 
80 
Elaboration 
Students should continue their investigation of the interaction between 
l1u11uns and the en\·iro11111ent by considering the \vays in which the physical 
en\·in >nn1cnt challenges hutnans. 
ln the prl'\·ious delineation (7. 1) students explored the benefits that each 
aspect uf the physical en,·iron111ent offered hun1ans. >Jo\\" students are as ked 
to consider the clullengcs that the san1e aspects uf the physical en\ irornnent 
pose to h un1ans. F()r e:.\.atnple, n1ountai ns m ay he difficult to rr;n·el across 
and be ,- irtuall~ · in1possihlc to fann on; living in a polar clirnatc 1.une requires 
tiood cl<>thinLJ:. ·.tnd shelter. 1\lso, there are natural disas ters t() conte nd with . 
< J • 
~Ian > · t>TK:s of di sasters arc related to physical features (e.g., people who li\-e 
in coastal areas nuy be affected by stonn surges) and/ or cli111ate regio ns (e.g., 
hurricanes and tornadoes). 
()nee students ha\·e considered a range of challenges posed by the physical 
cnvirunn1ent, they should then exan1ine how hun1ans haYe responded to 
these challenges. For exatnple, building breakwaters to protect ;igainst storn1 
surges; constructing igloos for shelter in polar areas; using hurricane shutters 
to protect windows. (1 n the nex t delineation (7 .3) students will be asked to 
e\·aluate the appropriateness of these responses.) 
Aspect of Environment Challenge( s) Response( s) 
tviountain 
( )ccan 
Island 
Tropic1l 
Temperate 
0 Polar 
Also, it will he useful to o bsen·e \vi th students that peuplc frec.1uen tly tnt:t 
si1nilar challenges in different W:l)"S. Lt is this variation that forn1s the b asis of 
c ulture, which students will exan1inc in the grade fi ve and six social studies 
curriculun1. 
Throughout this section students should rnake connections to their own 
experience . 1t wi ll be useful to discuss both (i) how the physical environtnent 
challcnges s tudents, and (ii) the \vays in which those challenges are n1et. l t 
will be \-aluable to focus this con\·ersation to how hun1an s adapt themselves 
to 1neet their basic needs (food, clothing, shelter) and \van ts. 
The core skill (s) used in this section should include: 
./ Lstr1hkrh s{·gm/it'tmre - \\1hat are the tnost difficult challenges frotn the 
ph»sical environ1nent that all hmnans have to face? \X1hy? 
./ ldr11!1jj· Crmt/11i1i!J· a11rl Chr11zge - How do we n1eet challenge 
today? ls thi s different than ho\\-' it was 1net 100 years ago? \'V'hy? 
./ / l 11r1/r:~t' C~111Sl' r111rl Co1Hcq11c11cc - How do people respond to the challenge 
() f :, 
-- --~·-
B~- the completion of this section students should understand that hun1ans 
adapt· tu the clrnllcnges posed b y Earth\ physical cn,·i ronn1ent. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• \'r hat are the three n1ost important cha1lenges fron1 the physical 
environn1ent that a// hutnans have to face? \v hv? 
Social Studies Grade 4 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students 111a\·: 
• Create a \veb c.li agra1n \vhich explo res the types o f challenges that the 
physical cn,·iro nn1cn t poses for hun1ans. 
• l)raw a picture o f ho\\' their physical cnviro n1nen t challenges then1. 
• Exan1ine several itnages fron1 d ifferen t continents on Earth. Identif\· 
<. • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
hour people in each area are challenged by this cnviro nn1ent? How 
do they respond to these challenges? C<()k: S111rlmts shr111/rl 1'.\.m11i11f' /Joth 
p~1y.rii:alfi~a111n'.r and 11al!lral tli.raslo:r.) 
Area Ch allenge Response 
Photo # I 
Photo #2 
Photo #3 
l Jse a think-pair-share strategy to exp lo re the question " \X,.hat are 
humans' 1nost iinportant needs?" Then identify the types of 
challenges that people must face in n1ceting those needs. ( )nee pairs 
o f students have discussed their responses, exatnine the question in a 
class discussio n. Use a chart to reco rd the points raised in the 
discussion . Use the data in the chart to establish a " to p three 
challenges" Ii st. 
Examine po pulation m aps o f sparsely settled areas o f the u:orld to 
explain how specific physical environments can limit hu1nan 
acttvtttes. 
Chose a natural disaster such as earthquakes, tsunan1is, hurricanes, or 
floods. Research to find \vays in urhich people face these challenges. 
l) iscuss why people continue to live in areas that continue to face 
these challenges. (f ·Tarialion / 1~·.Ylensio11: Resean:h lojinrl 011/ /J()JJ' lech110/~~ies are 
ttserl lo /Jroted c~~ainsl 11al11ral dirasters. E .. g., imj>IVl'erl hoJ11e co11slmdio11 i11 areas prone 
lo earthqllakes, JJ1l't1lher 111011ilori1{~ lo ,~il'f adt1a11cerl JJ'e1mi1~g f!/h11nicc111es. ) 
\Xt'hat mjght be the most important challenge that humans face fro tn 
the physical environn1ent? \X1hy? Use the criteria in the fo llo\ving 
chart to help in your assessment. (Note: These cn'teria JJ't'J"e i11!rorl11crd in 
rlelinealion 4.2,· alro see de/inealirm i.2.) 
Feature In what way(s) are How m any people 
people ch aJJenged? are affected? 
Mountains D etails D etails 
1 2 ,., _) 1 2 3 
Rin:rs Details Details 
1 2 3 1 2 3 
( )c<.:ans D erails l ) <: rails 
l 2 .) 1 2 3 
UimatL: Details Details 
I 2 .., l 2 .., _) _) 
\' q.~l'.ta ti() t1 D etai ls Detail s 
I 2 .., _) l 2 .., _., 
Natural D etails D eta il s 
D isas ters 1 2 3 1 2 .., _., 
Rating: l - li ttle 2 - s1,me 3 - a lot 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Unit 3 - Exploring Our World 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: 5 hours 
Student R esource: pp. 100-103 
]\ rote: The sturlnzt reso11ra'foc11se.r p1i111a11j)1 
011 11at11ral diwstct:r. Tearhe;:r need to e11.mre 
that other t!Ja//e1~ges arc evYcllllillerf t/S JJ•ef/, c/S 
110/crl in the elahuration. 
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Unit 3 - Exploring Our World 
sco 7.0 
The student will be expected to 
demonstrate an understanding of the 
relationship between humans and the 
physical environn1ent 
7 ·1 I • 
-: ) I ...... 
..... 7.3 
82 
l)c.:scribe the benefits the 
physical cn\·irontnent offers 
hurnans 
l)cscribe the challenges 
posed by the physical 
ennronn1cnt 
Expl:.tin the irnp;1ct that 
human activity has on the 
physical environ1nent 
Elaboration 
The intent of this delineation is to help students understand that bun1an 
acti\' itics :t ffcct E:;1rth. Extending frorn their learning in Unit 'l\vo, 
studen ts \\·ill aln:,H.ly he able to analyze cause and consequence. 
Students sh< >u ld now de,-elop son1e proficiency in exan1ining different 
scen,lriu<.; to (i) n.:cugni7.e the positi\'c.: and negati\T cons<.:quc:nces of 
hun1;1n actions (i.e., identify rhc prohlen1 people \YCre faci ng and asst:ss 
lH )\\" the pr< >hlen1 was soh-cd), and (ii) 
apply appropriat<.: critc:ria t< > judge if the response to the problen1 \Vas / is 
appropn<lte. 
Situation Human Consequences Judge1nent 
(problen1 Response (based on criteria) 
faced) (solution) 
Positi\'c 
Neo·ative b 
As students deepen their understanding of this concept, they should 
consider three ideas. First, the neg<1ti\'e consequences of son1e hun1an 
activities are not sustainable - they cause irreparable datnage to our 
planet. Second, there are actions that hun1ans can take \vhcre they live 
\vithin Earth's ability to sustain itself. Finally, it is important for all 
hutnans to de\Tlop ways of thinking that are guided by values / criteria 
\ 1.'hich encourage sustainable li\·ing. 
The core skill (s) used in this section should include: 
,/ E:stahlirh , \/~ni;/(c!Jlce - 1-lo\v significant arc the responses to these 
challenges? 
Cause a11rl (~rm.1cq1N11ce - \X'hat are the long tenn consequences of 
this decision? \'(ere there any unanticipated consequences? 
Consider Penpertil'e - Ho\v might others vievv these consequences? 
By the end of this section, students should understand that humans 
need to made decisions that are sustainable. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• 
• 
Read a short description of ho\v hun1an actions ha\'e affected the 
physical en,·ironn1ent. Identit)· the positi\·e and negative 
consequences, and then decide if the actions \Vere appropriate. 
(:\ 'ote: Sowe st1111plr: ste11arios arefo1111d in thr: S t1uk 11t ResoNrct, pp I 02-
1()3.) 
Crcne a p< ,qc.: r which illu~tratcs the various \vays \Ve can use 
natural tTS< ,urces ro 1nee t our need s ;lnd wants \Vithout hurting the 
en\·in >nn1cnt. ( I ·,11i.afif)11: ( -reate t1 poster JJ'hld1 i//11slratcs the shuJi ten;; 
,111r/ /01,:[!_ kn;; i"oJISN/lte11ces ~Jfolluni1~:.:, u11e su.r:tt1i11t1/Jle pradicc.) 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students n1a\·: 
" 
• After reading about exatnples of positive and negative \vays in 
\vhich hutnans affect Earth, create a \Veb diagnu11 to 
sumn1arize the consequences. Colour positive effects green 
and negative effects yell o'V.r. (l\.lote: Place ''[ loJJ' ht111Ja11s t!/lc'rf 
r:arth" ill center tircll' ~/the diczf!.rtllll.} 
• 
• 
Explore the \vay of life in your co1n1nunity / area. Use the 
following questions to help you identify any unsustainable 
practices. 
l)escribe the physical en\·ironn1ent of your local area. 
How does this environment affect the \Vay peo ple live? 
How have people benefited fron1 this en\rironn1ent? 
\~'hat challenges do people face in this environment? 
\"Xi'hat are (might be) the positive and the negati\Te 
consequences of human interaction with this 
environment? 
The develop1nent o f the fishing and forestry industries leads to 
an increased human impact on our environment. \~rhat are 
some sustainable practices companies can put in place to limit 
negative in1pact o n the environment and ensure resources are 
there for future generations? Invite a representative from a 
related organization to discuss these issues with the class. Be 
sure to ask the guest speaker po\verful questions. (.S'ee Teacher 
Notes.for criteria 011 1vhat constitttted a p01ve;:ful qttestion.) 
• Identify sustainable practices that you could use to pro tect the 
environn1ent in \vhich you live. 
• Read a short description of how hu1nan actions have affected 
the physical enviro n1nen t. Identify the problen1 people faced 
and describe ho\v they responded to the problen1. Next, 
identify the positi,Te and negative consequences of the 
response. Finally, decide if the actions taken to sohTe the 
problem \Vere appropriate. Use criteria to help make your 
assessment. 
Problem Faced 
Response 
Positive Consequences Negative Consequences 
Criteria 
Judgement 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Unit 3 - Exploring Our World 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Ti1ne: 3 hours 
Student Resource: pp. 104-108 
Criteria for Powerful Questions 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
rrenerate cunoslt\' 
h " 
stin1ulate conversation 
focu s inquiry 
provide a lot of info rn1atio n 
lead to 1nore questions 
Additional Performance 
lndicator(s) 
The fo llo \ving indicato r(s) may be useful for 
assessing student achievement in relation to 
the SC() as a whole: 
Answer the following questions. Give 
reasons (and examples) to support your 
answers. 
a) Which part of Earth's physical 
environment most influences 
humans? 
b) Which part of Earth's physical 
environment least influences 
humans? 
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Grade 4 Social Studies 
Unit 4 - Exploring the Landscapes of Canada 
Unit 4: Exploring the 
Landscapes of Canada 
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Unit 4 - Exploring the Landscapes of Canada 
Unit 4: Exploring the Landscapes of Canada 
Unit Overview 
Specific Curriculum 
Outcomes 
Grade 4 Social Studies 
The design o f this un it is to allo\v studen ts an oppo rtuni ty to investigate Can ada 
fro111 various perspectives: geographic, social and political. In particular, students 
should consider ho\v hurnans in teract \vith their en,·iro nmcnt. They \vill identify 
and describe populatio n patterns and develo11 an understand ing o f the role o f the 
federal governn1en t in influencing these patterns. Finally, studen ts \vill be given 
opportuni ty to re flect o n \Yhat it n1eans to be Canadian as they explore the va rio us 
syn1bols \Vhich are used to reflect aspects o f o ur identi ty. 
8.0 
9.0 
10.0 
11.0 
The student will be expected to demonstrate an 
understanding of the physical landscape of Canada 
8.1 
8.2 
Explain the co ncept o f region 
D escribe the physical regions o f Canada in terms of 
topography, climate, vegetatio n and resources 
The student will be expected to demonstrate an understanding of 
the human landscape of Canada 
9.1 
9.2 
·Explain pop ulation patterns across Canada 
Expla~n som e factors that influence where people live 
The student will be expected to demonstrate an understanding of 
the political landscape of Canada 
10.1 
10.2 
Explain how the federal governmen t is o rganized 
Explain how the federal government operates 
The student will be expected to demonstrate an understanding of 
symbols associated with Canada's landscapes 
11.1 
·l . / l-) v : 
Explain the significance of the official and unofficial symbols o f ..J 
11.2 
Canada 
Provide a ratio nale fo r other sym bols that could represent 
Canada 
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Unit 4 - Exploring the Landscapes of Canada 
sco 8.0 
The student \Vill be expected to 
detnonstrate an understanding of the 
physical landscape of Canada 
~ 8.1 
8.2 
88 
Expl~lin the concept of 
l)escribe the physical 
regions of Canada in tern1s of 
topography, c1in1ate, 
\·egctatiun and resources 
Elaboration 
In Unit 4 the attention sh ifts fron1 an exploration of Earth as a \,VhoJe to 
focus on Canada in particular. ()utcon1e 8.0, an exploration of C~nach's 
physical geography, builds on what students le<lrned about their pro\·incc 
and region in (;radc 3. 
In c>rdcr to cxatninc C;1n:H.b's physic:-il landscape (\\·hat our country looks 
like), students \Yi ll need tu de,·elop an understanding of the concept of 
''regi< >n". l n sin1ple tcrn1s, a region n1ay be defined as any area that shares 
one (or n1ore) con1111on ch;1r;Ktcristic( s) . 
Taking tin1c to dc,·clop this concept is in1portant <1S it is a prin1ary n1eans 
b>· \\·hich geographers organize and think about plact:. ln geography, being 
abk to think spatially is akin to thinking in ten1poral renns in history (i.e., 
using titne as the pritnary n1eans of organizing and thinking about the 
past) . The use of ,·arious types of n1aps, aerial photographs and satellite 
in1agery is essential in this regard. 
Students should consider local applications of the concept of region to 
\vhich they n1ay ha\'e son1e fatnibarity. Next, students should be 
introduced to the idea that geographers think about Canada in tenns c>f six 
nrnin physical regions . . An exa1nination of these regions is the focus of the 
second delineation for this o utco1ne. 
The core skill(s) used in this section should include: 
./ l de11tif> C'ontinui(y and (}1mzge - \X1hat do these areas have in co1nn1on? 
In \Vhat \\'ay(s) is (an:a # 1) different fron1 (area #2)? 
./ / 111a!yze Ca11sc and Co11.reqttence - Ho\v \vould Jiving in (area #1) different 
frotn living in (area #2)? \\That \Vould change in your life? \~hy? 
./ C'ollside1· Pn:rpertite - \\''hat would he the advantages / disadvantages of 
Ii \' ing in ~1recl # !)? 
By the con1pletion of this section students should understand th;"lt the idea 
of regions helps us explore and understand pbcc. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s} 
• After \·ie\ving a map (aerial photograph / satellite image) and reading 
about the loc<ltion, divide the area into regions. State what reasons 
(criteria) did your use to n1ake this dccision(s). 
(~rote: It ll'ill he i111poda11t to 11se the scm1e !Jpes r!/so11rcesfor this indirt1for as 
NJfd t!m-i1~~ i11str1tctio11al ti111e.) 
Grade 4 Social Studies 
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Unit 4 - Exploring the Landscapes of Canada 
Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students tnar: 
• Examine a n1ap that co ntains a range of features. I n\~estigate \\:ays to divide 
the space up into easy to understand areas (e.g., parks, schools, shopping 
area, housing arcn) . Identit~· areas on the n1ap that share the con1mnn 
characteristic. Colour each area with a unique colour. Create a legend. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Create a \\·ord \\-ch for the word ' 'region". Then rnke a \\'alking tour o f 
their school grounds. Identify areas that n1a y be considered regions. 
l)iscuss what charactcristic(s) are used as criteria to n1ake this decision. 
Use a graphic o rganizer (e .g. spider web) to deepen their understanding of 
h . I f" . " t e tc. ea o region . 
,L..__,,..,.. .. ~,.......v,-,,..~...,., .... ,,.,.~ ... ,,......,.,..~~ 
Synon1{ms t:xamples 
Create a simple map of your school. Identifv the areas that you feel are 
regions. Colour these areas the sa1ne co lo ur. \vrrite one statement about 
why each area is a regio n . (1"\Jote: {/your school is lml':l / co111plcv\.:, teadH:n 111~1y 
wish to prol'ldc students JJ.'ith clll 011tline 1JJap to ll'ork JJ'ith.) 
Visit places in your com1nunity, such as a shopping centre, S\vimtning pool 
or hospital. Investigate to see if the space is di\rided into regions. If there 
are regions, identity the criteria used in n1aking that decisio n. 
Store Directory: 
• 
Cards/Gifts/Specialty 
,A.. .Special Touch 
Access 
Carlton Cards 
Health/Beauty 
Bodv Shop 
c.entral Barber Shop 
Head First 
Sports/Leisure/Books/Records 
CD Plus 
Coles Book Store 
E.B. Ga.mes 
Vie\\-' aerial photographs and satellite itnages. Try to describe the areas 
sho\vn as regio ns, being sure to identify a characteristic that distinguishes 
one area fro tn another. (i' Jote: LoloNr and black and JJ'hite i111t ~?/S should he ttsed. 
Ht: .rNre to seled i111t~2PJ' that co11ft1i11s idc11t4iahle d!/fere11ces.) (Srmrce: G'oo,glt~ 1\faps) 
Grade 4 Social Studies 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: 3 hours 
Student Resource: pp. 109-115 
Provincial and Regional Tourist 
Guides 
These type of n1aps tend to be 
colour coded to distinguish an1o ng 
. . 
tourist re~tons. 
l 
Google Maps 
hr 11 ·;· //nn '1~ o-~)(r rk' c~i 1n Yip'· -~_.:_...;_:_...!-t ~ < • - • ' • • ( • ' 
A Guide to Sources for Teaching 
Canada 
;·l pl ~ ' . , .L) .. J'"ll 
, :' -~·.1.t~, • .,r l . i ; 
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sco 8.0 
The student will be expected to 
demonstrate an understanding of the 
physical landscape of Canada 
8.1 
..... 8.2 
90 
Explain the concept of region 
Describe tlie physical 
regions of C:1nada in ter111s 
o[topography, cli111atc, 
Vt."get~1tion :ind resources 
Elaboration 
In exan1ining Canada's physical landscape (\vhat our country looks like) , 
students \Vil! extend their understanding of the concept of "region" and 
n1ap Canada\ six nrnin physical regions. For the purpose of this unit, 
the six regions are: \\ .cstern Cordillera, Interior Plains, 1\rctic Lo\vbnds, 
< • 
C:anadian Shield, c;reat L:1kes-St. Lawrence Lo\vlands, and Appalachia. 
()nee C:1nada \ pbysical regions have been identified, students should 
cxan1ine the topugraph~· , clin1ate (tcn1pcr;1ture ;u1d precipitation), 
Ycgec1tion (fun:sts, grasslands, ;1nd / or tundra) , and natural resources 
found in each rcgiun. Teachers need not introduce con1pbcations such 
as defining cli111;1tc n:giC>ns and vegetation regions. 
In con1parison to t 'nit Three, the addition of the tenns topography and 
natural rcsuurces arc addl'.d. The idea of topo.grapl!)' builds on students' 
undcrst;lnding of physical features (e.g., n1ountain) and deepening this 
undcrsrnnding with the addition of the concept of elevation (relict) . 
l\Jat11ral n'so11rres, \\·hile referenced in general tern1s in the course to date, 
arc now exan1ined explicitly. Students should con1e to understand that 
1 . 1 · i J " " l . a natura resource 1s on \' constuereo a resource ,,. 1en it meets a 
speci fi c hunu1n need or want. (Jtherv.rise, those eletnents found in 
nature \vhich are not used bv hun1ans can be tern1cd "endovJn1ents". 
'T'he core skill (s) used in this section should include: 
./ Estahkrh . \'{gmjica11(t - \\'h y is (naJJ!l' rep,ion) special? 
./ ( '011sider Pcnputire - If l lived in (11a111e n:gio1~), \vhat parts of 1ny 
natural surroundings \Vould be in1portant to n1e? 
By the con1pletion of this section students should understand that the 
bndscape of Canada \·aries significantly fro1n coast to coast. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• 
• 
• 
\X'hat tnight he one advantage and one disadvantage o f living in 
each of Canad a's six regions? Choose fron1 an1ong landscape, 
cli1nate, Yegefation and natural resources for your criteria. (1\ !otr: 
Studellfs 111t!J' use d~Uc'n:11! criteria.for each re..gion.) 
C sing information you ha\'C learned about Canada's landscape, 
clin1ate, \'egetation and natural reso urces, identifv at least one 
< , 
alh·antage and one disa<.h~antage for each of Canada's regions 
. . 
Region Advantage(s) Disadvantage( s) 
\\ .hy is (11r11111' n;eio11) ;111 in1portant area of Can ~tda? ( ; ive reasons to 
supp< >rt y< >Ur anS\\·er. 
Grade 4 Social Studies 
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Unit 4 - Exploring the Landscapes of Canada 
Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students 1nay: 
• In,rite guest sp eake rs to the class to show pictu res of ,~arious regio ns o f 
C anada that they ha,·e lived in o r v isited. Prepare questio n s for the visito rs 
rdating to the features o f the regio ns and the ir exp eriences li\'ing o r 
travelling there. Sample questio n: \'(1hat physical featu re did you find 1nost 
interesting in tha t regio n? (.S.ee Tr:acher i\Jotr:sfor criteria 011 ll'ht1t to11stitutcs ti 
po111e~jit! question.) 
• Yo u have recei\red an en1ail fron1 a school in A ustralia \Yhere the students 
are studying Canad a in their curriculun1. The students want to know abo ut 
• J ( 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Canada because it is in the no rthern hcn1isphere. Since you h ~nre just 
fini shed studying the physical regio ns of C anacl1 , c reate a pictorial essay 
that describes the physical landscape, the clitnate, the vegeta tio n, and the 
resources fo und in each o f the six physical regio ns. Add captio ns to yo ur 
irnages. 
Create a stamp that d epicts o ne o f the physical landscap es o f o n e o f the 
regions o f Canada. There are six (6) possible stamps. Each student should 
create o ne sta1np. Students can display their stan1ps in a classroo m collage 
that represents each regio n. 
Invite a landscape arti st to visit the class to teach then1 techniques fo r 
p ainting landscapes. Students can w o rk o n painting a physical landscape in 
Canada. Cotnpleted pictures 1nay be placed o n the appro priate regio n o n a 
tnap of Canada. 
Yo ur teacher has div ided the class into six stnall gro ups and assigned each 
g roup a physical region o f Can ada. Each gro up niust create a dio rama to 
shovv the four parts (physical landscape, climate, vegetatio n, and 
resources) o f the assigned physical regio n . 1\ shoebox o r other sin1i1ar 
co n tainer would be ideal fo r this. (Note that dio ran1a's are not to b e 
labeled.) W hen each gro up h as co1nple ted the <lioratna, the class w ill do a 
gallery "valk looking a t the displays . Use a chart to record info rmatio n 
ab out the features o f each regio n. (f _,'ariclfio11: cot1!d he adapted to co1llpleted in 
s111all<grottps ttsil~f!, a.1(r;,scm1 straf~f!,J') 
Box 1 Box 2 Box 3 Box 4 Box 5 Box 6 
physical 
landscape 
climate 
\·ecretatJnn b 
nan1e o f 
reg1o n 
l)escribe ano ther regio n of Canad a you \Vould like to li,·e in if they had to 
1nove fron1 ·where yo u live today. List the features o f the ne\v region and 
explain \vhy these are appealing to you. 
\\'ith a partner play a gatnc " \X:hich Regio n J\tn J?" Each student can c reate 
cards fo r the 6 regions of Canada. The cards should contai n clues abo ut (i) the 
directio n/ dis tance o f the regio n frotn the school co1n n1unity, (i i) topography, 
(iij) climate, (i' ') vegetation, and (\T) resources. 
Grade 4 Social Studies 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time:::; ho urs 
Student Resource: pp. 11 6-125 
Criteria for powerful questions 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
generate curtos1ty 
stin1ubte co n\'crsation 
focus inL1uiry 
pro vide a lo t o f info nnation 
lead to n1o re questio n s 
Natural Resources Canada 
This site co ntains co llectio ns of 
photograph s fro m all parts of the 
co untry. 
Additional Performance 
lndicator(s) 
The fo llowing indicato r(s) 1nay be 
u seful for assessing student 
achievem ent in re latio n to the SC() as 
a \vhole: 
Imagine that you are travelling 
across the wilderness of Canada. 
Create a simple watercolour 
painting for each landscape you 
visited. Include a brief journal 
entry on what you felt as you 
visited each. 
Note: Thir cot1!d be colllpleted at the e11rl ~/ 
the discttssion on each 1C'_gio11, co111pleti1zg it 
ol!er several classes. S tt1de11ts cottld then 
organize their n1ork into a booklet. 
91 
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I sco 9.0 
The student will be expected to 
demonstrate an understanding of the 
human landscape of Canada 
~ 9.1 
9.2 
92 
Exph1i11 population 
p:1tterns :1cross C:1n:1da 
f·~xplain so111e factors that 
i nflucncc: where pcopk live 
Elaboration 
'fhe purp< >Se of this outco111e is to ha\'t students consider ho\v people 
are di stributed sp atiall y in Canada anJ cxatnine the factors \Vhich n1ight 
account fur this distribution. 
In order to esrnblish a reference point for this exploration, students 
should exan1inc how the population of Canada is di stributed today. 
Students should look t<) identify possible p<ltterns \vhich describe the 
distribution. It wi ll be helpful to think about the distribution as a \vhole 
(nationally) , as \\·e ll as in tcn11s of specific regions as discussccl in 
()utc< Hne 8.0. 
In tern1s of the concept c>f population density, studen ts need only 
consider that there are n1ore or less pcopk per unit of area (kn12) . 
l)uring this discussion, students should also be introduced to the 
concept uf rural and urban. 
Finally, students shuuld look at historic data as \Vell, and identify any 
trends. It n1ay be useful to speculate in order to account for these 
trends. :\gain, it \vil1 be helpful to think about the distribution as a 
\Vhole (nationally), as \veil as in tern1s of specific regions. This \,Vill be a 
useful segue into the next delineation, as students consider how 
' · 
en1ployn1ent, and other factors, influence \vhere people live. 
'fhe core skill(s) used in this section should include: 
./ Establish S{~114irc111ce - \'X 'hy do 1nore p eople live in urban areas? 
l)oes this n1ean that rural areas are less important than urban 
areas? Explain. 
./ C011.1ider Pe1:rpati1·e - Ho\v is living in an area '\Vith a high population 
density different frotn li ving in an area \Vith a lo\\' population 
density? 
By the con1pletion of this section students should understand that the 
n1ajority of Canadians Ii,·c in the southern region of the country. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• 
• 
\X1ould you rather li,~e in an urban o r rural area? Why? t :se a Venn 
• J 
diagram to cotnpare the t\vo types of areas. Then, write a 
paragraph to explain your choice. Explain the criteria you used to 
n1ake vour selection. 
, 
•••••••• .,,.,··-· - ·u-• 
......... . ,.. -· -- ··- ...... .. 
~;,-: ·· '··. 
/ ' 
.•·, 
.··· .. 
\ 
\ 
' •• • .... ....... .. 
/ 
L'sing a population density 1n:1p of Canada, id'-'.ntify (label) an are:1 
< >f Canada th in has a high population density, and an area that has a 
low popubtion d l'nsi ty. (~iYe fl':-t son s why the area has a high 
p()pulatiun. (;i,~e reasons \vhy the area has a lo\v population 
d ensitv. 
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Unit 4 - Exploring the Landscapes of Canada 
Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students n1av: 
-
• l)iscuss \vhy they (their fa1nilies) live in the region they do and sotne 
advantages and disach·antages of living there. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
I fave groups of four students stand in designated areas around the 
classroom that have an arefl of (i) one tn2 , (ii) t\vo 1112, and (iii) fo ur n12. 
\Xlhat can be observred about each area and the concept of population 
density? Explain the concept using \Vords and diagran1s. ( I ,·al7·atio11: hri1~g 
st11de11/s to t/Je /!,)'ll! or other open t!IC:t!. F-lal'e the entire dass sta11rl i11 clll area that h{/s a 
lm1· pop11lt1tion de11si(J1 (e.g , 1 pa:ro11 per 2 11/ / 0.5 people per 11l) Tht:11 01,rz,a11i{t~ the 
dass into 011 areas that as a h<"ght:rpoptt!ation rlensi(y (2 penon per 11l) F-lc!!'e stNdents 
''!fleet on n·htTt it 111{~/Jt he like lil'i1{g ill each !rf>e ?/area.) 
l)escribe the population density of the area \vhere you live. 
Exa1nine a population d ensity m ap (students n1ay also use the " \'('orld at 
Night" \Va ll n1ap from National Geographic). ~'hat areas of Canada are 
h eavily populated ? What areas are not? W'hat are some factors that 1night 
account fo r this? (S'ee link in Teacher I\!otes) 
/\tlantic Canada has a s1nall po pulation. Using a population density map, 
ans\ver the fo llo\\ling questio ns: 
\X1here do the tnajority of people live in your province? Is there a 
pattern? Explain. 
Look at the rest of Canada. Are there provinces/ territories that have a 
sin1ilar pattern to your province? Which o nes? 
\X'hat staten1ents can you 1nake that describes the population 
distribution of Canada? 
I~.Ytensio11: Con1plcte the satne acti vity with a population density map fron1 
50-100 years ago. Ask the satne questions. Finally, \Vhen you con1pare the 
t\VO tnaps, what trends can you identify of how the population distribution 
of Canada has changed over tin1e? Use a Venn diag ram to help \Vi th your 
. . 
inquiry. 
Grade 4 Social Studies 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: .3 hours 
Student Resource: pp. 126-129 
Earth at Night 
This i11t1~gNil{f!, 111ap 1t:1•eal.r in stum1i1zf!, detail 
the p11!wti1{r;, l<~hts ~/the l iarth at n<~ht. The 
rare 1·it:JJ' ;,:r ti composite illlt{~e 111ade l!Y three 
satellites 011 clourl) it:e n(ghts 011er a 011e]er11· 
poiorl 
h rt:-i-,: / rr :1n '~ r:~1 ri•)t' · d o··· t• :;" ... 'l'hi ··· c·(·!-1' / .T., -·---t.--.:.....:..,._~: <1 · ... -~t - \, l(. i"~" .. '~- ' '~ f '• . c... ' ·'· .,_ . , .i.....:. 
: . l 1 . • 1 . l ' 1 
·{1).::: r)t·;i·\r .. ·· ·) : ·· ··qr>1·1 / c"1rr11 _-·; t ·- 1·1" ,. :t 1·.t :1·: •. " l ·. •, ! .. : . ' . _ l . l . . c '-.. I.. t .- . . : "·" , _ " · « .. : '°) ,_ • " I :. : . ' · 
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Unit 4 - Exploring the Landscapes of Canada 
sco 9.0 
The student will be expected to 
demonstrate an understanding of the 
hu1nan landscape of Canada 
9.1 
...... 9.2 
94 
l·:xpLlin population p:1ttcrns 
across Canada 
Explain some f£1ctors that 
influe11cc urhere people live 
Elaboration 
The intent of this section is for students to consider ho\v v-arious factors 
influence where people li\·e in Canada. The foll<)\ving are the prin1ary pull -
push factors: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
r·~w1ilr - ties ( >f kinship are one of the strongest influences affecting 
\\·here p<.:< >pie li\·e; ho\·vcver, changes in transportation and 
con1n1unication (sec belo\v) n1ake the experience of n1oving :nvay fron1 
the tr:-iditiontll hon1e less cli fficul t 
E111plr!J'l!H!lf - the ability to \Vork and ~1cc1uire an incon1e is a significant 
force; both pern1anent and seasonal / periodic n1igrations occur 
Sen•iru - tnany people choose to tno\·e frotn rural to urhan areas in 
order to gain access to a greater variety of sen ·iccs (e.g., health, 
education, recreation) 
Climate c> T ,cmd1rape - \vhile not as pron1inent as other influences, for 
son1e people the aesthetics of \vhere they live is a factor; son1e retirees 
may travel to \Yarn1er locations during winter n1o nths 
Transpo11afi()ll e::~ C'o1111111111ication - this influences settle1nent in several 
ways: (i) infrastructures, such as higb\vays and sub\vays, enable people 
tc> live son1e distance fron1 their place of einploy1nent, (ii) son1e are 
able to work at hotne and/ or be self-en1ployed due to ease of 
c<Hnn1unication / transportation, and (iii) others are able to migrate 
periodically fo r \\·ork due to ease of access to air travel 
l)uring this discussion it \vi ll be iinportant to note that there is seldom only 
one factor that influences an in<li,,.idual's choice of \\'here to live. 
Finally, building fro1n the exa1nination of changing settlement patterns in 
the previous delineation, students should note that population distribution 
todar is less a function of the location of resources than it \Vas a centurv 
. , 
ago. This is a result of (i) a decline in the nu1nber of \vorkers needed to 
extract pritnary resources, and (ii) an increase in the nun1ber of workers 
needed in n1anufacturing I senricc related jobs. Hc>\Vever, it will be 
<. 
in1portant to clarify that en1ployn1ent in rural areas continues to ren1ain 
i1nportant as these are the areas \vhere foodstuffs and other ra\v resources 
are extracted for further refinement in urban centres. 
'fhe core sl-Ull(s) used in this section should include: 
,/ F:.stahlish S{g11(ficc111ce - Are rural areas less important than urban areas? 
Explain. 
,/ ldn1t(/j· Crmti11Hi(J' and Cbtll~t?,e - Why do more people tend to live in 
urban areas rather than rural areas? 
,/ / 111a/y.1e C~utsr: and c ·u11seq11e11ce - l-Io\v has the environn1ent influenced 
where people li\·e and \vork? 
By the con1pletion of this section students should understand that there are 
111,1ny factors that influence population di stribution. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• 
• 
Curnp~uc t\\·o population density tnaps frurn two djfferent time periods . 
11 ow has the population density changed over time? 
\\ 'hat are sc m1c reasons for this change? L:\plain three. 
Fro1n the following list, identifr the factor that most influences where 
( ' 
people li\·e? Explain. (/Uter11ali11r:: ff·'halj{uior /pas! i11jlm·11ce.r Jl'herepeople lil'l' ( 
l :·.\.j>l(/i11.) (~\'off: Tcarhen Jl.'i!l 11eerl to pm1•e ( f list/or st11rle11ts.) 
Grade 4 Social Studies 
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Unit 4 - Exploring the Landscapes of Canada 
Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students tnay: 
• Brainsto rn1 the \'arious communicatio n and transportatio n tnethod s that 
connect the people o f Canada. C reate a co llage to represent thi s. 
• C reate a class li st o f jobs available in their con1n1unity. l)iscuss where their 
fa tnily 1nen1be rs live, con1pared to where they \vork (lo cally o r elsewhere) . 
Use a nrnp of the pro \·ince / Canada / world to represent this \Vi th 
pushpins. 
• Invite to their class someo ne who lives in their co tntnunity or local area, 
but who works (at tin1es) in ano ther part o f Canad a. 1\ sk this person wh y 
they have chosen to do thi s and ho \X.-' co1nn1unicatio n and transpo rtatio n 
ba\'e tnade this possible. (. ~·ee Teacher !\rotes.for criteria 011 JJ'hat constitutes a 
poJJ'e~jit! question.) 
• As an individual, rank \vhat you belie\·e are the to p three factors that 
influence w here people live. Next, as a class, conduct a survey to identify 
\-vhat people in your community feel are the top three facto rs that 
influence \v here they have cho sen to live. F inally, co tnpare your ranking 
with the results from the class survey. I-low do they differ? \X'hat can you 
learn fro1n this? 
Climate & Transportation Person Family Employment Services Landscape & Communication 
# 1 
#2 
#3 
# 4 
#5 
• l)iscuss why so1ne people choose to live in rural as opposed to urban 
areas. If possible, invite a guest speaker. Be sure to ask po\.verful 
question s. (.S'(/JJtple question: Hon· '"~·ght)'Ottr life have been d!f/ere11t !/J'Ott had 
chosen to v1011e to a hig ci!J• as a .. YONl~g JJ10JJJtlll? See Teacher .:.."\rotes.for c11"teria 011 iv/Jat 
constitutes a pon1e1jiJ/ question.) 
• C reate a comic strip story w hjch illustrates ·why a person chooses to return 
to their hon1e con1n1uni ty a fter fini shing university in a dj fferen t 
com1nun1 t\'. 
• Speculate where you think you \vill be living at age 25. Identify the facto rs 
that \vill n1ost influence your choice. ·Explain as a journal c:ntry. 
Grade 4 Social Studies 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: 5 hours 
Student Resource: pp. 130- 139 
Criteria for Powerful Questions 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
generate cunostty 
stin1ulate con\~ersation 
focus inqui ry 
provide a lot o f info rn1atio n 
lead to 1no re questio ns 
Additional Performance 
lndicator(s) 
The fo llowing indicato r(s) m ay be 
useful fo r assessing student 
achieve1nen t in relation to the SC() as 
a w hole: 
Imagine that a student from 
another continent has written you, 
with a question: the student wants 
to know why most Canadians live 
in the south, and are not more 
evenly distributed. Write a letter 
explaining why this pattern exists. 
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Unit 4 - Exploring the Landscapes of Canada 
sco 10.0 
The student will be expected to 
demonstrate an understanding of the 
political landscape of Canada 
~ 10.1 
10.2 
96 
EJf.plain ho•v t11c federal 
govcrn111ent is organized 
Expbin how the federal 
go,·erntncn t operates 
Elaboration 
This outcon1e rebtes to Canada's political landscape - specifically 
focusing on the Canadian federation and our federal systen1 of 
g<n-t>rnn1ent. (The operations of local and provincial governn1ents are 
part of the (;rade 3 social studies curriculutn, and are built upon here.) 
(;i\·en that this is a students' first study of Canada as a \vhole, it is the 
appropriate titnc for then1 to: (i) learn the nan1es of the provinces ;1nd 
territories and their capitals; (ii) recognize their sh:lpes; and (iii) be ;.1ble 
t< > I< >CHc then1 in relation tu each < >ther. 1\s \\:ell, (iv) students need to 
identify (Jttawa as the c tpital of Canada. 
Jn this context, students should develop an understanding that Canada 
is organized into pn>\·inces and territories as a tneans to facilitate 
governn1ent. (The pro\'inces and territories can be understood as 
political regions.) The prin1ary task of the federal govcrnn1ent is to 
address issues that Canadians face as a whole. Students should take 
titne to consider son1c of the areas of federal go,.:ernn1ent responsibility 
(e.g., health, transportation, military). 
Next, students should investigate ho\v the federal governtnent is 
organized. \\'hile it is not necessary for students to h~nre a deep 
kno\vkdge of all :-ispects of this structure, attention should be given to 
the role of the follo\ving: 
• ~·!ember of Parlian1ent - as a n1eans to pro\~ide for representation 
of an area 
• I-louse of Con1n1ons - a forun1 in \Vhich issues that affect 
Canadians are debated and decided 
• Prin1e ~ linister and Cabinet - head the government and provide 
leadership in areas that are a federal responsibility 
• Senate - a fo run1 .in \\~hich proposed legislatio n (bills) arc exa1nined 
a second tin1e to ensure that it is in the best interests of Canadians 
The core skill (s) used in this section should include: 
v" F:stablish s<·~11(llcc111ce -\X>'hy is it important that the Federal 
govern1nent n1 .. 1kes laws and decisions for all of Canada? 
../ Consider Ptnptcti1·e - \X'o uld all Canadians be interested in (or 
affected by) this issue? \X'ho (which province) \vould be most 
interested in this issue? \X!hy? I-low 111ight other Canadian's feel 
about this? 
By the cotnpletion of this section students should understand that 
Canada is a country comprising of provinces and terri tories \vhich has a 
federal (central) gc)\rernment. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• (;i,cn an outline nu p of Canada and a word list, correctly label the 
pro\·inccs and territo ries , ;1nd their capitals. (0.'ok: ]~y the e11d o/!ht'. )'eflr 
st11de11/.r (111t!d hatr t/11~i t"r1111111it!ed lo 1111'!7/0t'J'.) 
• \\ .hich clu ~ ·nu bdien.'. are the three rnost itnportant areas of fede ral 
trun.:rnnH: nt rcs 1 onsibili t\·~ Ex11lain the criteria that you used to n1ake ;--.. . . 
• 
\our assessn1ent. 
\'(hat is the biggest difference bet\veen a J\Jen1ber of Parlian1ent and 
the Pri1ne ?\Iinistt:r? Explain. 
Grade 4 Social Studies 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students n1ay: 
. 
• l)eterinine the nmne of their federal riding. ln\·ite their i\fcmber of 
Parlia1nent to \'isit their classroon1 and discuss ho\v the federal 
go\'Ctnn1ent is o rganized. (Note: Various co n1111unication 
technologies can be used here to facilitate this di scussion, such as 
en1ail, teleconference, Skype, etc.) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Ci-ivcn an outbne tnap of Canada and a \vord li st, corrc:ctly label the 
provinces and territories, and their capitals. 
Cre:1te a "\X1anted" poster for a Pri1ne 1\ifinister. They should include a 
list of qualifications fo r the job and identify s< >tne of the 
responsibilities this person \vill have. 
Research to determine \vhy ()tt~rwa \Vas chosen as the capital of 
Canada. 
Create a graphic organizer that shows at least three areas of 
responsibility of the Federal governn1ent. For each area, \,Vrite a 
sentence that explains what it does. 
Federal Department Responsibilities 
Which of these departn1ents is n1ost important? \X'bv? 
. 
• Create a list of the areas of responsibility of the Federal go\·ernment. 
l Jsing a think-pair-share strategy, rank the order of the listing to 
identify the top five areas that you believe are most important. Be 
sure to use criteria to make your judgement. Then, join \Vith another 
set of partners and share your ranking. D evelop a top five list as a 
group of four. Share your ranking as part of a class di scussion. H o\v 
are \'arious groups' ranking sin1i1ar / different? If another group had 
a very different ranking, detern1inc their pcrspecti\T and rhe criteria 
the\' used. 
Grade 4 Social Studies 
Unit 4 - Exploring the Landscapes of Canada 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: 5 hours 
Student Resource: pp. 140-151 
Parliament of Canada 
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Unit 4 - Exploring the Landscapes of Canada 
sco 10.0 
The student will be expected to 
demonstrate an understanding of the 
political landscape of Canada 
10.1 
..... 10.2 
98 
l)e~crihc bow the federal 
g< >\Ternn1ent is organized 
Explain honr the fcdcr;ll 
government operates 
Elaboration 
The second part of this outcotne asks students to cxan1ine the process 
by which the federal go\·ernn1ent operates. Note that the sequence 
suggested here is one possible order, and can be n1odified to best tnect 
the needs of students in differing situations. 
Students should deepen their understanding of the notion of 
perspccti\T. By thi s ti1ne in the course <111 students should ha\·e an 
apprecia tion that for n1ost issues there a re differing \'icwpoints. This is 
an effecti\-e w;1y to introduce the concept of po li tical parties. Students 
should discuss ho\\· Yarious candidates con1pete tu earn tbc support of 
voters in an election - \vhere the candidate with the greatest nutnber of 
\'Otes becon1es the i\len1bcr of Parlian1ent for the are<1. (See 1·eacher 
Notes for clarification on representation and den1ocracy.) Therefore, 
students \vill need to ck\Telop a basic understanding of ho\v the election 
process \Vorks in Canada. 
Next students should discuss ho'vv Parlian1ent operates - noting in 
particular that: 
• The political party \Vith the 1najority of seats (50'1<> + 1) fr>nns the 
o·o\1 Crt1tTient M 
• 
• 
• 
The leader of the go\·erning party beco1nes Prin1e ~fini ster and 
appoints a Cabinet 
The Pritne i\Iinister \vorks \\."ith the Cabinet to operate governn1ent 
departn1ents to n1eet the needs of Canadians 
'fhe governn1ent, \vhen necessary, introduces bills to the I-louse of 
Con1111ons for debate, and usually passes these bills into law 
• These la\vs go\·ern all Canadians, and provide for the sn1ooth and 
peaceful operation of our country 
Therefore, it \Yill also be in1portant for students to understand the 
general process (i.e., steps) by \vhich a bill becomes law. 
'fhe core skill (s) used in this section should include: 
./ lrlc11t~jj· Co11ti1111i!J· and Chc11{ge - \"'\ 'hat are son1e old la\vs that niay not 
be needed anyn1ore? \\.That are sntne ne\v Jav.,,s that n1ay be needed? 
\X:'hat are son1e la\VS that have ren1ained the same over titne? 
-.!' ('rJ11sidr:r Penpedin - Can you think of son1ething today for \Vhich 
\Ve need a la\v (for \\·hich a la'vv does not exist)? If so \vhat, an<l 
should the Federal go\Ternment be the one \vho tnakes this Lnv? 
By the con1ple tion of this section students should understand that the 
Federal government makes decisions and laws for the entire country in 
'· . 
areas for \Vhich it has responsibility. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• \\ .rite a proposal tu n1ake a nc\\' law to address an issue that you 
hclic\·e is in1portant. \\'hat process n1ust your proposal go through 
before it can bccon1c a la\v? Construct a flo\v chart to help explain 
\·our ans\n:r. 
• Ynu h ;1ve decided to run as a candidate in the next federal election. 
Nan1e three areas of concern for the constituents in you riding. 
\\ 'hat changes do you h< >pe to n1ake as their representative? 
Grade 4 Social Studies 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students n1ay: 
• Lobby for a bill that you would like the Federal g0Yernn1ent to 
pass because it will benefit all Canadians. Create a placard 
\x.:hich su1n1narizes yo ur p roposal , and includes an o utline n1ap 
of Canada, iden tifying the prcn·inces and territo ries and 
natning their capitals. include the capi tal o f Canada. A lso, be 
able to ans\ver the questio n, " \\!bich depart1nent of the 
Federal go,,-e rnn1ent has responsibility fo r thi s issue?" 
• Consider an issue that faces Canadians and draft a bill. Then, 
organize a group / classrootn debate to explore the issue. At 
the end o f the debate, \ro te to decide if the bill sho uld beco me 
law. 
(Note: The intent ~f this actit'i!J1 ir to use the debate as a 111ec111s to 
explore the i rsNe at hand; it ir pe~fect/y acceptahlefor the drc(/i hill to he 
d~feated. lF'hat is most i111portant is that stttdentr are e11c0Nrt~~ed to 
J!/ llltine/.y consider the conseqNet1ces qf the bill, and to practice ~jfecti1•e 
habitr ~! 111ind. ) 
• Ho ld a mock electio n . 
• i\ ppoint students to various roles w ithin government (I-louse 
o f Con1mons). I-lave the class generate a list of fi,-e important 
issues to address. Conduct a mock sitting o f Parliainent to 
resolve the issu es. 
• List two in1portant points in the platfo rm o f any t\~;o o f 
Canada's n1ain po litical parties. Put their informatio n o n a 
class chart. 
• \,"'\'rite a paragraph defending their o pinion o n the i1npo rtance 
of vo ting in a federal elec tio n . 
Grade 4 Social Studies 
Unit 4 - Exploring the Landscapes of Canada 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Ti1ne: 5 ho urs 
Student R esource: pp. 152-157 
Parliament of Canada 
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Elections Canada 
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Representation and D emocracy 
\X.itho ut get6ng into too much detail, it w ill be 
imro rtant to point n u t to studen ts tha t 
indi\·id uals fre<.1uently becom e elected as ~f Ps 
w ith less than 501Vr1 o f votes from a riding . Por 
e:rnn1plc, w hi le there m ay be 70 000 \··oters in a 
riding, less than half m ay actually vo te in an y 
given electio n. The candidate with the g reatest 
number of vo tes becomes t he ~fP for the riding. 
(See graph b elow.) Thus, som e crit ics have 
n bserve<l tha t o ne o f th e weaknesses o f the 
Canadian P arliam en tary sys tem is tha t a party can 
go\·ern with much less than 5011'1 o f the suppo rt 
of Cana<lians. Teachers are reminded o f this fact 
as a cautio nary no te \vhen using the term 
de1nocracy. Canad a is a represmlalii•e dem ocracy, 
not a p11rc d em ocracy. 
Party 
#2 
Party 
#3 
Additional Performance 
lndicator(s) 
Did Not 
Vote 
60% 
T he fo llo\x.:ing indicator(s) 1nay be useful fo r 
assessing student achieYen1ent in rela tio n to 
the SCC) as a who le: 
What is the most important responsibility 
of the federal government? Explain. 
Give an example to help support your 
answer. 
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Unit 4 - Exploring the Landscapes of Canada 
sco 11.0 
The student will be expected to 
den1onstrate an understanding of 
symbols associated \vith Canada's 
landscapes 
~ 11.1 
~ 11.2 
E.'\.plain the significance of 
the official and unoflici~li 
sy111bols of c~1nada 
Provide a rationale for 
other symbols tl1at could 
represent Ca11ada 
Note: This spread dca/1 n1it/; both 
delineations. 
100 
Elaboration 
This unit concludes by ha\·ing students exarn ine symbo ls \Vhich are 
representati\·e of ( :~1nada. The intent is that students begin to see the 
interconnectedness of the physical, hun1an, and political landscapes of 
uur countn·. 
To begin, st·udcnr~ should lw able to identit\ cxan1pks of official and 
unofficial sy1nhols in Canada and exp1ain why / ho\v each has hecotne a 
s n11 bol - in other ,,·ords, \\' h,- each s n11 bol is sie:ni ficant? ( )fficial 
- "' .,,· .. , 
syn1bols include the bea,·cr and nrnple leaf; unofficial syn1buls include 
hocke\· and the n1oosc. 
Student~ ~hould he gi\Tn opportunity to reflect un their study of 
Canada as a \\'hole and suggest a rationale for other sy1nhols that could 
represent <lspects of Canada. These suggestions n1ay be unique as they 
\\'i ll reflect the c< >nsnlidation of learning for each indiYidual student. 
lt n1av he desirable to ask students to initially focus on each of the three 
, , 
landscapes (physical, hun1an, and political) of Canada - asking that they 
cxperinient \Vi th ideas that n1ay serve as syn1bols for each landscape. 
Next, challenge students tc> identify a sytnbo l that is rcpresentati\·e of all 
three ditnensions (physical, hun1an, and political) . 
Teachers are cautioned not to equate these symbols with national or 
Canadian identity. 'fhesc sytnbols represent dimensio ns of the phys ical, 
hutnan, and pohtical landscape of this country and therefore may not be 
representative of each Canadian 's sense of identity / belonging. 
The core skill (s) used in this section should include: 
~ f:sta/J/ir:h S;,"~11(jira11ce - \'Chy are syn1bols iniportant? \Xrhat do the 
S\'lnbols of C:tn ada tell u s about our countn) 
, , 
~ [Jse El'l.rlN1ce - \\ 'here do vou find sv111 bols of Canada? 
, , 
~ ldu1f(jj· Co11ti1111i_ty a11rl Clh11zw- Ho\\' have sy1nbo ls of Canada 
changed o\·er titne? 
By the con1pletion of this section students should understand that there 
are many different syn1bols that represent significant aspects of Canada. 
Sample Performance lndicator(s) 
• 
• 
Select a syn1bol of Canada that you think best represents each of 
the political, hun1an, and physical landscap es of Canada. For each 
syn1bol explain the criteria you used in making your judgement. 
C sing \\·hat you ha\·e learned about syn1bols, create a ne\v coin (or 
stan1p) th;H yon think \\'ill be a good syn1 bol to represent Canada. 
Try and represent the ph)·sical, political, and hun1an landscapes of 
our countn·. In ;1 fe\\. sentences describe the snnbul and \Yhy \ '<>U 
• " J J 
created / c hose it. 
.\ .o/c: 7 he i11dicatur:r ahore addrl'SS s/11de11t achien111cnt 
in relation tu the 011tco!Jle as ti. n1hole. 
Grade 4 Social Studies 
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Sample Teaching & Assessment Strategies 
Students 1nav: 
• In a class discussio n, detern1ine the difference bet\veen a sign 
and a syn1bol. Verify your conclusion by consulting your class 
dictionary. Next, identify ten syn1bols seen every day and 
explain why syn1bols are in1portant. 
• ;\s a class, research to find the nine: o fficial syn1bols of 
Canada. \X'rite a sentence or t\vo describing ho\v each one 
represents our country. ()rganize your work using a chart. 
( f Tc11iatio11: Create t1 scrapbook, poster and/ or set ~/stcw1ps to il/11strate 
the.re n1111hol.r.) 
• Identify as n1any Canadian syinbols as you can. l)etennine 
\vhich landscape(s) each symbol represents. Use a chart to 
help with your inquiry. Note, some symbols may fit into more 
than one category. \Vhen you have con1pleted your chart, 
partner \Vith another student to see if your chart is the sa rne o r 
different. Revise vour chart if you think it is necessan ·. 
,/ . . 
iandscape Represented 
Symbol 
Physical Political Hun1an 
• Research to find out \vhat the flag o f Canada \Vas prio r to 
1964. \'{'hat other fl ag design s \Vere considered for the 
Canadian flag in 1964 besides the chosen des ign? 
• D esign ano ther Canadian fl ag that represents Canada in the 
21st Century. Explain why they have chosen the symbols and 
colours fo r their flag. 
Grade 4 Social Studies 
Unit 4 - Exploring the Landscapes of Canada 
Teacher Notes 
Suggested Time: 4 hours 
Student Resource: pp. 158-168 
Official symbols of Canada 
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Appendix A: Concepts in 
Kindergarten - Grade 9 Social Studies 
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Appendix B: Process-Skills Matrix 
Social stuches curricula consists of three n1ain process :1re;1s: co1nn1unication, inquiry, and p:1rticipation. Co1n1nunicatiun requires 
that students listen to, read, interpret, translate, and express ideas and inf(1rn1ation. lnquiry requires that students fonnulate and 
clarit~· questions, investigate problen1s, analyse rele\':1nt inforn1ation, and deYdop rational conclusions supported by evidence. 
Participation requires that students act both inc.kpcndenrly and collaborati\·d~· in order to soh·e pro bletns, n1ake decisions, and 
negotiate and enact plans for action in \vays that respect and \·alue the custon1s, beliefs, and practices of others. 
These processe~ :-ire refl~cted in the ''San1ple Teaching and .\ss<.:'ssn1ent Strcnegies'' that are elaborated in the curricu lun1 guide. 
These pnKl'sses constitute a nun1ber of skills; son1e that are shared responsibilities across curriculun1 area ~, and son1e th<H ;trc 
critical to social studic:s. 
Process: Communication 
Skill Critical Responsibilities for Social Shared Responsibilities Across 
Studies Other Curriculum Areas 
Read critically • detect bias in historical accounts • use picture cJues and picture 
• distinguish fact fron1 fiction captions to aid comprehension 
• detect cause-and-effect • differentiate main and 
relationships subordinate ideas 
• detect bias in ,-isual material • use literature to enrich meaning 
Comn1unicate ideas an<l inforn1ation • argue a case clearly, logically, • \vrite reports and research 
to a specific audience and convincingly papers 
En1ploy active listening techniques (see shared responsibilities) • listen critically to others' ideas or 
opinions and points of vie\v 
• participate in conversation and 
in s1na1J group, and whole group 
discussion 
Develop n1apping skills • use a Yariety of maps for a 
,-ariety of purposes 
• use cardinal and intermediate 
directions to locate and describe 
places on n1aps and globes 
• construct and interpret n1aps 
that include a title, legend, 
compass rose, and scale 
• express relative and absolute 
location 
• use a ,-ariety of inforn1ation ~ 
sources and technologies 
• express orientation by obsen·ing 
tbe bndscape, by using 
traditional kn<>\vledge, or hy 
using a con1pass or other 
techno logy 
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Process: Communication (continued) 
I Skill Critical Responsibilities for Social Shared Responsibilities Across Studies Other Curriculum Areas 
Express and support a point of vie\v • fonn opinions based on critical • differentiate main and 
exan1ination of relevant n1aterial subordinate ideas 
• restate n1ajor ideas on a complex • respond critically to texts 
I 
topic in concise forn1 
Select n1edia anJ styles appropriate (see shared responsibilities) • den1onstrate an a\vareness of 
to a purpose purpose and audience I 
Use a range c>f media and styles to • use n1aps, globes, and • present information and ideas 
present information, arguments, and geotechnologies using oral and/ or visual 
conclusions 
• produce and display n1odels, tnatcrials, print, or electronic I 
n1urals, collages, dioramas, media 
art\vork, cartoons, and 
multimedia I 
• interpret and use graphs and 
other visuals 
Present a sum1nary report or • use appropriate n1aps, globes, • create outline of topic 
argument and graphics • prepare summartes 
I 
• take notes 
• prepare a bibliography 
Use various forms of group and • participate in persuading, • participate in delegating duties, 
I 
inter-personal communications, such compromising, debating, and organizing, planning, and taking 
as debating, negotiating, establishing negotiating to resolve conflicts . . . action 1n group settings. 
a consensus, clarifying, and and differences • contribute to developing a 
mediating conflict supportive climate in groups 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Process: Inquiry I 
Skill Critical Responsibilities for Social Shared Responsibilities Across 
Studies Other Curriculum Areas I 
Fnune questions or hypothesis that • identify relevant pri111ar}' and • identify relevant factual inaterial 
gi,-e clear focus to an inquiry secondary sources • identify relationships bet\veen 
• identify rebtjonships an1ong iten1s of factual inforn1a ti on I 
iten1s of historical, geographic, • group data in categories 
and econon1ic inf~ >rn1ation according to criteria 
• con1 binc critical social s tudics • con1bine critical concepts into I 
concepts into ~taten1ent of statement of conclusions based 
con cl usinns basc<l on on info rmation 
in forn1ation 
• restate n1ajor ideas concisely I 
• forn1 opinion based on critical 
examination of relcYant 
info rmation I 
• state hypotheses for further 
study 
Solve problen1s creatively and (see shared responsibilities) • identify a situation in \vhich a 
critically decision is required 
I 
• secure factual information 
needed to make the decision 
• recognize values in1plici t in the 
I 
situation and issues that flo"\V 
from them 
• identify alternative courses of I 
action and predict likely 
consequences of each 
• make decision based on data I 
obtained 
• select an appropriate strategy to 
solve a problem I 
• self-monitor decision-n1aking 
process 
J\pply a variety of thinking skills and 
• Jetern1ine accurac\· and • detern1ine accuracy and . 
strategies reliabillty of primary and reliability of data I 
secondarv sources and • make inferences from factual .I 
geographic data material 
• n1ake inferences from prin1ary • recognize inconsistencies in a I 
and secondarv n1aterials line of argument . 
• arrange rch ted e'\·en ts ~nJ ideas • dctern1ine \vhether or not 
in chronological order inforrnation is pertinent to I 
subject 
I 
I 
I 
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p I • rocess: nqu1ry (Continued) 
Skill Critical Responsibilities for Social Shared Responsibilities Across 
Studies Other Curriculum Areas I 
Recognize significant issues and • research to determine n1ul tip Jc • review an interpretation from 
perspectives in an area of inquiry . . perspcctrves on an issue various perspectives 
• exatnine critica1ly relationships I 
I 
among elements of an 
issue/ topic 
• exan1ine and assess a variety of 
vie'\vpoints on issues before 
forn1ing an opinion 
Identif\' sources of information • identify an inclusive range of • identify and evaluate sources of .I I 
relevant to the inquiry sources print 
• use library catalogue to locate 
sources 
• use Internet search engine 
I 
• use periodical index 
Gather, record, evaluate, and • interpret history through • use a variety of information 
I 
synthesize information artifacts sources 
• use sources of information in • conduct intervie\vs 
the comn1uni ty • analyse evidence by selecting, I 
• access oral history, including comparing, and categorizing, 
1nterv1ev.:s information 
• use map- and globe-reading I 
skills 
• interpret pictures, charts, tables, 
and other visuals I 
• organize and record information 
using time lines 
• distinguish bet\veen primary and 
secondary sources 
.I 
I 
• identify limitations of primary 
and secondary sources 
• detect bias in primary and I 
secondary sources 
Interpret meaning • interpret socioeconomic and • identify ambiguities and 
and significance political messages of cartoons . . . . 1ncons1stencies in an argumen t I 
of inforn1ation and and other visuals • identify stated and unstated 
argun1ents 
• interpret socioeconomic and assumptions 
political messages of artistic I 
expressions (e.g., poetry, 
literature, folk songs, plays) 
Analvse and evaluate • distinguish an1ong hypotheses, • estimate adequacy of the .I 
information for logic evidence, and generalizations information 
and bias 
• distinguish bet\veen fact and • distinguish bet\veen relevant and 
fiction and bet\veen fact and irrelevant informatio n 
op1n1on 
I 
I 
I 
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Process: Inquiry (Continued) 
Skill 
Test data, interpretations, 
conclusions, and argun1ents for 
c 
accuracy and validity 
Dra\v conclusions that are supported 
by evidence 
J\tf ake effective decisions as 
consumers, producers, savers, 
investors, and citizens 
110 
Critical Responsibilities for Social 
Studies 
• compare and contrast credibility 
of differing accounts of satnc 
event 
• 
• 
recognize value and din1ension 
( -
of interpreting factual n1atcrial 
recognize the eft~ct of chano·ino-, ;-, ,...., 
societal values on interpretation 
of historical events 
(See shared responsibilities) 
• access, gather, synthesize, and 
provide relevant information 
and ideas about economic issues 
• generate ne\v ideas, approaches, 
and possibilities in making 
economic decisions 
• identify \vhat is gained and \vhat 
is giycn up \Vhen econon1ic 
choices arc n1ade 
• use econon1ic data to n1ake 
predictions about the future 
Shared Responsibilities Across 
Other Curriculum Areas 
• test \'"alidity of inforn1ation using 
such criteria as source, 
objectivity, technical correctness, 
currency 
• 
• 
• 
• 
apply appropriate n1odels, such 
as diagran1n1ing, \vebbing, 
concept n1aps, and flo\v charts 
to analyse data 
; 
state relationships bet\veen 
categories of inforn1atio n 
recognize tentative nature of 
conclusions 
recognize that values may 
influence their 
conclusions/ interpretations 
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I Skill Critical Responsibilities for Social Shared Responsibilities Across Studies Other Curriculum Areas 
Engage in a variety of learning (see shared responsibilities) • express personal convictions 
communicate O\Vn beliefs, experiences that include both • 
feelings, and convictions independent study and collaborat1on 
I 
• adjust O\vn behaviour to fit 
dynan1ics of various groups and 
s1tuat1ons I 
• recognize human beings' mutual 
relationship in satisfying one 
another's needs I 
Function in a variety of groupings, (see shared responsibilities) • contribute to developn1ent of a 
using collaborative anJ cooperative supportive climate in groups 
skills and strategies 
• assist in setting goals for group I 
• participate in making rules and 
guidelines for group life 
• participate in delegating duties, 
organizing, planning, and taking 
I 
. . . 
actions 1n group settings 
• participate in persuading, 
compromising, and negotiating I 
to resolve conflicts/ differences 
• use appropriate conflict-
resolution and mediation skills I 
• relate to others in peaceful, 
respectful, and non-
discriminatory \.vays I 
Respond to class, school, • identify situations in which 
con1n1unity, or national public issues social action is required 
• accept and fulfill responsibilities I 
associated ~rith citizenship 
• articulate personal beliefs, 
values, and \vorld vie\vs with 
. . 
respect to given issues I 
• debate differing points of view 
regarding an issue 
• clarify preferred futures as a I 
guide to present actions 
Relate to the environn1ent in • recognize economic factors • develop personal comn1itn1ent 
sustainable \\rays and pron1ote associated \Yith sustainabilit\T necessary for responsible , 
sustainable practices on a local, (see shared responsibilities) con1n1unity involvement 
regional, nationaJ, and global level 
• identify \\·a,·s in \vhich • en1ploy decision-n1aking skills ~ . 
govLrnments can affect • promote sustainable practice in 
sustainability practices fa1nilies, schools, and 
I 
I 
.. 
I commun1t1es 
I 
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Appendix C: Studying Exploration 
The study of various aspects of exploration pro\' ides a real oppnrtunjty for students to apply the concepts and ~kills 
they acquire throughout the grade 4 social studies progran1. F.xploration studies is an avenue of research as students 
de,·elnp concepts and skjJls in a lin1i ted but fan1iliar context that can be connected to those found in an expanded 
but n1ore unfamiliar context. ()nc of the challenges for the social studies teacher is to n1ake social studies 
n1caningful, signific111t, challenging, and acti\·e (see Pri11tip!t.1· l.!11d('1!ri1<~ !he S()rial St11dies C11rril'111!1111 in this docun1cnt). 
Studying exploration provides an opportunity to incorporate these llualities into teaching and learning, and at the 
san1e titne, to incorporate resource-based learning in the classroon1. The follo\\ring outline uses the topic ' 'I n1pact of 
H un1ans on the I~nvironn1ent" as an exarnple of ho\\. to de\·elop concepts and skil1s in a n1eaningful \vay, but the 
fnu11e\vork can apply to other research topics. 
Preparation for conducting a study of the 
''I.mpact of Hu.mans on the Environ.ment'' 
1. Choose your area of study. 
There are many avenues for studying this impact. It may be exan1ined at a broad level or ~rithin a local context. 
R.ather than trying to fashion a program out of an assortn1ent of acth~ities, teachers can help students develop an 
action plan or project that can become the practical application of the learning and the culn1inating effect of the 
study. 
Steps for developing a Human Impact Study and Action Plan 
• Identify local con1munity environn1ental issues or problems. 
• Select an enYironn1ental issue for further stu<lv fro1n se\·eral choices. 
• Research the issue; narrow and refine its definition. 
• Identify and analyse relevant public ancl private policies and community practices. 
• Identify possible project options for affecting change in policy and/ or practice. 
• Develop and in1plement a plan of action. 
• Assess the project and process, identifying the next steps. 
• Celebrate the success. 
2. 1\nalysis of EtYvironn1ental In1pac t Issues 
( )utcon1e 4.3.3 proYides exan1ples of ho\v the \vorld's physical en,·iron1nent has played a role in shaping hun1an 
acti\Tities and ho\v these physical features ha,~e been n1odi fied as a result. Studying and exa1nining the impact on a 
global level \vill allo\v students a broader understanding for the analysis of local issues. For exan1ple: 
• f~xan1ining population n1aps fron1 various places in the \\Todd; 
• Studying ho\v physical enYironn1ent can influence the choice of hon1e building styles; 
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• Examining pictures of alterations to the physical enYironment in many places in the \vorld ; 
• Researching \vays hutnans have modified land and \Vatcnvays for recreation, agricul ture, housing, and industrial 
purposes. 
• F jnJing o ut actions taken by citizens in other coun tries to protect their physjcal features. 
3. Becon1e fatniliar \Vi th the sources of information. 
It is i111portant to help the student prepare fo r the study and pro ject by beco1ning fan1iliar \\-ith local source(s) o f 
infonnation befo re in1ple1nenting the plan. 
Familiarization with the sources of information 
• Visit the site. 
• Visit the archive, museun1, o r library (in case releYant prin1ary sources are found there). 
• Interview or visit a local person(s) to learn about the changes that have occurred to the area o f study and 
their concerns with it. 
• Examine photos. 
• Examine sound/ video clips. 
• D evelop a list of materials and equipment needed. 
• Develop a questionnaire (\vhere applicable) and identify other formats for recording the information. 
• Inform the community of what is being studied and the intended plan o f action. 
Teacher Preparation for the 
''Impact of Humans on the Environment'' 
1. Fully brief students of the purpose of a study 
Purpose (example) 
To examine the impact o f recreational vehicles o n the local strean1 and develop a plan for pro tecting the 
\Vatenvay. 
2. Research and becon1e fan1iliar with the issue and ideas for implen1enting a plan. 
(Talk to local officials, and local residents. Research and contact other groups / schools \vho have participated in a 
similar plan) 
3. I\:lap out the calendar (ti1n e line) fo r the project. 
4. D etern1ine the \Vorking environn1ents and collaboratiYe arrangements for the project. 
5. J\ ssign student roles and ensure that students kno\v \vhat they have to do. 
6. J\rrange fo r re~ources to be available (books, maps, \-ideotapes, internet sites) 
Social Studies Grade 4 113 
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Out-of-class tasks 
1. I~ngage students in the assigned tasks. 
Field tasks 
• Note taking 
• Field sketching 
• Taking photos 
• I nten:ie\vino· h 
• Researching text n1ateriaJs 
• Recording in appropriate 1\/\l forn1ats 
• \\'orking on the project 
It is in1portant to assign a task that is con1patible \Vith a ski ll a student n1ay have. For exan1ple, son1e students 1nay 
be more skilled at intervie\ving than note taking, or at taking photos or videotaping than sketching. Some students 
n1ay be better suited to \Vork on the physical aspects of the project. It is in1portant that students have a choice in 
selecting an area o f \vork \vherc they feel they can n1ake the best contribution. 
2. l\1onitor student activities. 
1\.s students engage in their field acti\,..ities, ensure that they exercise good ti1ne on task; that ideas and tasks are 
clarified for them; and that tasks are n1odeled for them if necessarv. 
~ 
In-class synthesis 
1. Choose an assessment n1ethod for the project (checklists, evaluation forn1s, team men1ber contribu6ons, etc.) 
Presentation formats 
• \'X-'ritten report (or essay) 
• Photo-essa\' 
.I 
• ()ral presentation 
• /\. / V Presentation 
• Poster board di~play 
• Published article (e.g., on the school \Vebsite o r in a school or con1111unity ne\\rspapcr) 
2. Share plans and progress '\Vith parents, school adtninistration, and the comtnunity throughout the project!. 
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Appendices 
3. Enlist parent/ community support in all phases of the study / project. 
4. Elicit support for the plan from com1nunity leaders. 
5. ,\rrange for media coverage, allo\ving students to act as spokespeople.:. 
6. It is in1portant to give an opportunity for the students to celebrate the success of their project in a school-\vide 
and / or community celebration and to be given recognition for their efforts. Parents, school boar<l n1embcrs, local 
officials, and residents could be invite<l to attend. 
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Appendix D: Terminology and Teaching 
Structures 
Mapping 
Aerial View: a photograph in1age of the ground taken fron1 an airborne CL:lft such as an airplane. 
Choropleth Map: a tben1atic n1ap in \vhjch areas are coloured, shaded, or dotted to create darker or lighter areas in 
proportion to the density of distribution of the therne (e.g., population). 
Isoline Map: a n1ap that has continuous lines joining points of the S~l111C value. rfhe n1ost con1n1on isoline tnap is a 
contour n1ap \vhich shc)\VS lines of equal eleYation. 
Mental Map: an individual's O\Vn internal map of their kno\vn \\·orl<l. These n1aps provide students \vith an essential 
n1eans of making sense of the \vorld and are used in some forn1 by all people throughout their lives. 
Mind Map: \Vriting do\vn a central idea and de\'ising ne\v and related ideas \vhich radiate o ut from the centre. Lines, 
colours, arro\vs, and images can be used to sho\v connections bet\veen ideas. Son1e of the most useful n1ind n1aps 
are those that are added to over time. 
Panoramic Map: a non-photographic representation of cities and to\vns portrayed as if vie\ved fron1 above at an 
oblique angle, although not often dra\vn to scale. The n1ap sho\vs street patterns, individual buildings, and major 
landscape features in perspective. 
Pictorial Map: a n1ap that portrays its features as dra\vings and pictures. 
Semantic Map: a type of graphic organizer \Vhicb helps students ,·isually organize and sho\v the relationship 
between one piece of info rn1atio n and another. These are very effective in helping students organize and integrate 
new concepts \vith their background (prior) kno\vledge. 
Traverse Map: a line through an area \vith significant iten1s or features dra\vn in \\..,.hich are seen along the \vay such 
as trees, slopes, creeks, bridges, houses, and streets. 
Map Projections 
Mercator Projection: exaggerates lands near the poles by stretching the globe into a rectangle. It alk)\VS navigators 
to plot a straight course bet\veen any t\vo points on earth. 
Peter's Projection: an equal area projection, m eaning the land area represented on the map is correct in relation to 
other land areas. 
Polar Projection: presses the hen1isphcrcs in to flat circles. 'They ,1re excellent for sb<)\Ving 1\ntarctic and Arctic 
Regions and fur plotting the polar courses uf airplanes and radio \v :n~cs . 
Robinson Projection: designed to show land forms the V/ay the:' actually look - but has a distortion of direction. 
Story maps: graphic organizers that help the student identify the elen1en ts of a story. There are many types of story 
maps and they n1igbt exan1inc different elen1cnts of the story, for example, setting, characters, problen1, solution, or 
a chain of events in chronological order. 
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Cooperative Learning Structures 
Carousel Model: allo\vs each student time to share \Vith se,~eral teatns. Student one in each tean1 ren1ains seated 
\X'hi]e his/ her tean1mates rotate to occupy the seats of the first team seated clock\vise. Student one shares. The tean1s 
rotate so student one has a second opportunity to share. Se,reral ro tations occur. 
Gallery Tour: students n1ove about the roon1 as a tean1 or group to giYe feedback on products such as art \Vork or 
the \vriting of other tea1ns. These can be displayed on the \Vall o r on desks. 
Inside-Outside Circle: students stand in t\vo concentric circles, \vi th the inside circle facing out and the outside 
circle facing in. Teacher tells thetn ho\v n1any places to rotate and they face a partner and share inforn1ation, ideas, 
facts, or practice skills. 
Jigsaw: each student on a tean1 specializes in one aspect of the learning and n1ccts \Vith students from other teams 
\vith the same aspect. Students return to their hon1e tean1 to teach/ inform his / her teamn1ates about the material 
learned. 
Reader's Theatre: an interpretative oral reading activity. Students sit or stand together on a stage and read through 
the script together. They can use their voices, facial expressions, and hand gestures to interpret characters in script 
or stories. 
Round Table Discussion: a conversation held in fro nt of an audience \vhich involves a small number of people, 
no more than eight. One person acts as a moderator to introduce the members of the discussion group, presents the 
problem to be discussed and keeps the discussion moving. 
Structured Academic Controversy: a topic is selected with t\vo different vie\vpoints. Students form into pairs. 
I2ach pair is assigned an advocacy position and researches the topic. Student pairs present their position to the other 
pair in the group then the other pair presents. Students take notes and use their notes to switch advocacy positions 
and give a new presentation. Finally, students drop their advocacy role and generate a consensus report. 
Talking Circle: a teaching strategy \vhich is consistent \Vith First Nations values. Students sit in a circle where 
everyone is e(1ual and everyone belongs. A stick, feather, or rock is used to facilitate the circle. \X'hoever is ho lding 
the object has the right to speak and others have the respo nsibility to listen. The circle symbolizes completeness. 
Think Pair Share: students turn to a partner and discuss, talk over, or come up \Vith an idea. 
Value Line: students take a stand o n an imaginary line \vhich stretches fron1 one end of the room to the other. 
Those \\rho strongly agree stand to\vard one end and those \Xrho strongly disagree stand to\vard the other end . The 
line can be folded to have students listen to a point of vie\v different fron1 their own. 
Writing Genres 
Acrostic Poetry: the first le tter of each line forn1s a \\'Ord \vhich is the subjec t of the poetn. These may or n1ay not 
rhvn1e. 
Ballads: usually \vritten in four line stanzas (often for singing), \Vi th rhyn1es at the <:nd of lines 2 and 4. They usually 
te11 a sto ry o r relate to an incident involving a famous person or e\rent. 
Character Diaries: students choose a character and \vrite a daily entry addressing the events that happened from 
the point of view of the character. Entries can be prompted by different levels of questions such as : \X/hat are you 
m ost afraid of or \X'orried about? \v hat \vill you do about the situation you arc in? 
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Circular Tales: a story in \Vhich the n1ain character sets off on a l]Uest and returns hon1e after overcoming the 
challenges of the \vorld. T'he events can be laid out in a circle. 
Diamante: poetry \vi th patterns elf 7 lines, \vhich n1ove fron1 one idea to its opposite in the last line. 
Haiku Poetry: forn1 of J apanesc poetry describing thl: spirit of nature. A haiku consists of three lines \Vi th a total of 
se\Tcntcen syllables: the first and third lines ha\·e fi,·c syll;.1bles e~1ch, and the second line has seven. 
Journey Stories: a story in \\'hicb the central character n1akes a significant journey. 
Linear Tales: a story in \vhicb the n1ain character sets out to fulfill a \Yish, n1eets \Yith n1isfortune, but n1anages to 
triun1ph in the end. The n1ain e\·ents can be laid out in a curve to represent the n1ajor rise and fall of tension. 
Persona: putting oneself in the place of son1cone or sotncthing else (real or in1aginary) to say \vhat n1ight no t 
norn1ally be revealed. 
Persuasive Writing: \vriting that states an opinion about a particular subject and atten1pts to persuade the reader to 
accept that opinion. 
Senryu Poetry: forn1 of Japanese poetry structurally similar to the haiku, but that expresses ideas about hun1an 
beings rather than nature. The first line has five syllables; the second line has seven syllables; and the third line bas 
five syllables. 
Snapshot Biographies: focuses on four or five events of historical figures, explorers, leaders, etc., \vi th an 
illustration and brief description of each. The dra\ving makes the snapshot and they are strung together in sequence. 
Writing Frames (for scaffolding): each fonn of \vriting can be introduced by using a framework for students to use 
for scaffolding. \Xi'riting frames ha\~e headings and key \vords that \vill help students organize thoughts and learn the 
specifics of particular genres of \vriting. 
Other Tertns 
Anchored Instruction Approach: learning and teaching activities designed around an 'anchor' \vhich is often a 
story, photograph, adventure, or situation that includes a problem or issue to be dealt \vi th that is of interest to the 
students. 
Pangaea: the theory that n1illions of years ago all of the land on earth \Vas one land n1ass calJed Panagaea. It slowly 
split into smaller pieces forming \vhat \Ve kno\v today to be continents. 
Time Line: a \~isual used to sho\v ho \v related events are arranged in chronological order and to sho\v the relative 
an1ount of titne that separates them. 
Trust Games: gan1es that help people build n1utual n:spcct, openness, understanding, and en1pathy. They can break 
dc>\vn barriers and build feelings of i-rust and reliance bet\veen indiYiduab and sn1all groups. 
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Appendix E: 
How to Draw the World in 30 Seconds 
$Quth . · 
~fl"C'f,C$ ·. 
lndfrm 
y'i;!Q>).fl' 
j 0 
Source: The Real n;,·orld, H oughton tvfi fflin Cnmpanr 
Social Studies Grade 4 
Six quickly sketched circles, roughly in the right places, 
and in roughly proportionate sizes, n1ake a \\'orking n1ap 
of the continents. Asia is the biggest, Australia the 
s1nallcst. 
Turn the continents into squares, rectangles, and 
triangles. Ren1en1ber that the Africa bulge is over the . 
Equator, the Tropic of Cancer underpins Asia, and the 
Tropic of Capricorn cuts 1\ustralia in half. 
\'{7ith a few more lines, regional and national identities 
e111erge . .India is one more triangle, Scandinavia is the 
beak of Europe. Here is a valid n1ap for 111aking political 
and econon1ic points. 
For everyday use, reduce your own country to a simple 
shape. \Xfith important cities as spatial markers, you have 
the \,Vorking o utline for most non-technical geographic 
needs. 
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Appendix F: Selection of Explorers 
Representing Gender, Cultural Balance, 
Historical and Modern Quests 
Land 
• lbn Battutata - lslan1ic 
• Change Ch 'icn - China 
• ;\f arco Polo - Genoa 
• r\lexander l\JacJ(enzie - Scotland 
• San1uel de Chatnplain - France 
• l\1atthe'\v Hensen - l inited States 
• l\'Iary I(ingsley - British 1\frican f~xplorer 
• Spilkvikk and Tukkalerktuk - Inuit Explorers 
• First Nations 
Ocean 
• J\1agellan - Portuguese 
• c=ook - F~ngland 
• Cabot - Italian 
• Ching Ho - Chinese 
• Piccard - r-~~rance 
• Cousteau - France 
• J)r. Ballard - i\n1erican 
• Leif E,ricsson - i)enmark 
• Colutnbus - Spain 
• Polynesians - I<on Tiki Expedition 
Space 
• 1\'!ark (yoddar<l - LTnited States 
• ·y. Gagarian - Russia 
• N . Armstrong - LTnited States 
• R. Bondar - Canada 
• 1\1. Garneau - Canada 
• C. Hadfield - Canada 
• Ci·alileo - Genoa 
• Sallv Ride - L~nited States 
• Nc\vton - England 
• \X,'right Brothe rs - L1nited States 
• I~ n1clia r~arhardt - United States 
• J uJic Payette - Canada 
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Appendix G: 
Examining Issues in a Study of Exploration 
In social studies, the exan1ination of issues forn1s a critical part of learning. The same is particularly true in the 
classroom \vhere students are studying exploration. For a current issue, the goal is to help the student reach a point 
\vhere he or she can look at an issue fron1 multiple vie\vpoints, take a position, and provide a supporting rationale. 
ln son1e instances, the issue to be analysed n1ay be related to son1ething that has happened in the past, and the 
outcome niay be part of the historical record. Nonetheless, some of the critical-thinking steps that are used in any 
issues-based curricu]un1 still pertain as students look back and pass judgn1ent on the resolution of the issue. If the 
issue still ren1ains to be solved, then the task for the student is to arrive at a solu tion. 
The following fran1ework provides a template for exan1ining issues in Grade 4 social studies. The examination of an 
issue niay also require students to exan1ine a variety of resources. 
Examining Exploration Issues 
1. \X'hat is the main issue? 
2. What positions did key players take at the time? 
3. \X/hat arguments did one side use to support their position? 
4. \X'hat arguments did the opposing side use to support their 
position? 
5. \X'hat beliefs or values are at odds in this issue? 
6. Looking back no\v, do you think the outcome \vas a good one? 
r~xplain. 
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Appendix H: Student Response Journals 
J\ personal response journal requires students to record their feelings, responses, and reactions as they read text, 
encounter nc\v concepts, and learn. 1'his device encourages students to critically analyse and reflect upon \Vhat they 
are learning and bo\v tbey arc learning it. 1\ journal is cYidc:nce of "real life" application as a student fonns opinions, 
n1akc judgtnen ts and personal observations, poses (_1ucs tions and n1akcs speculations, and pr<>\·ides evidence of self-
a\varencss . ... Accordingly, entries in a response journal are prin1arily at the application and integration thinking le\-e]s; 
n1oreo\·cr, they provide the teacher \Vi th a \vindo\\7 into student attitudes, values, and perspectives. Students should 
be ren1inded that a response journal is not a catalogue of e\·ents. 
It is useful for the teacher to give students cues (i.e., lead-ins) \\.-hen the trcat111ent of text (e.g., the student resource, 
other print n1aterial, \·isual, song, video, and so on), a discussion item, learning activity, or project proYides an 
opportunity for a journal entry. The folk)\ving chart ilJustrates that the cue, or lead-in, \vill depend upon the kind of 
entry that the learning context provides. If necessary, students tnay be given the key \,Vords to use to start their 
entries. The follo\ving chart provides samples of possible lead-ins, but the list should be expanded as the teacher 
\Vorks \Vith students. Examples of the types of entries used in the curriculun1 guide are cited in colun1n 3. 
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Speculative 
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I 
Student Response Journals 
Cue Question for the 
Journal Response 
\X'hat 111ight happen because o f this? 
\X/hy is thi s quotatio n (c\'en t, actio n) 
itnpo rtant or interesti ng? 
\\'hat is significant abo ut what 
( . 
happened here? 
I-f ow did you lea rn this? 
~'hat did you experience as you ·were 
learning this? 
W hat do you think o f thi s? 
\X/hat \Vere your feelings \vhen you 
read (heard , experienced) that ... ? 
Appendices 
Sample Key Lead-ins 
I predict that . . . 
It is likek that . . . 
' 
As a result, . .. 
This is sin1ilar to . . . 
This cycnt is in1po rtant because 
1 t ... 
W'ith o ut this individual, the . . . 
T his v:as a tu rning point because 
1 t ... 
\~'hen I read this (heard this), I was 
ren1inded of .. . 
'fhis helps m e to understand 
\Vh V .. . 
, 
I was surprised ... 
I do n' t understand .. . 
I wonder \vhv . . . 
' 
I found it fun ny that .. . 
l think l got a handle on this 
because ... 
This helps me to understand 
\Vh V . .. 
' 
I find that ... 
I think that . . . 
I like (don 't like) . . . 
T he m ost confusing part is 
when . .. 
i\1y favouri te part is .. . 
I \\rould change ... 
I agree that .. . because .. . 
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Appendix I: Portfolio Assessment 
Portfolio assessn1ent is based on a collection of a student's \vork products across a range of outcon1es that gi\1es 
evi<.k:ncc or te11s a story of his or her gto\vth in kno\vledge, skills, and attitudes througho ut the schoo] year. It is 
n1orc than a folder stuffed \Vith pieces of student \vork. It is intentional and organized. 1\ s a student assen1bles a 
portfolio, the teacher should help to: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
establish criteria to guide \vhat \vill be selected, \Vhen, and by \\·hon1 
sho\v eYidcnce of progress in the achievement of course outcon1cs and delineations 
reference the pieces of \Vork to these outco1nes and delineations 
keep in rnind other audiences (e.g., teachers, adn1inistrators, and parents) 
understand the standards on \Vhich the portfolio \vill be assessed 
J\ portfolio n1ay have product-oriented and process-oriented di111ensions. The purpose o f a product-oriented focus 
is to docutnent the student's achieven1cnt of outcon1es; the "artifacts., tend to relate to the concepts and skills of the 
course. The purpose of a process-orientation focuses more on the "'journey" of acquiring the concepts and skills; the 
artifacts include students' reflections on \vhat they are learning, problems they encountered, and possible solutions 
to problems. For this orientation, journal entries forn1 an in1portant part of the portfolio. 
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Attitudes Toward Social 
Studies 
• Journal Entries 
• Photographs 
• Autobiography 
• Exceptional 
• Homework 
Assignment 
I 
I 
I 
i 
' I 
----·-- ---·-·-··--· ---- - - -~ 
~, 
' 
r· --------- - ---- ---
: Understanding Concepts 
' • Reasoning 
• Written Reports 
• Response to Open-
ended 
1 • Question 
I • Student Planned 
I 
I 
I 
Surveys 
/)- --- - ·- -- ·-·---- - - -----------
r 
"'>----------
/' 
I 
Technology 
• Computer Research i 
• Showing Use of 
Technology in Social 
Studies 
--------- -------1 
--- - ---- - ·----- - - --{' 
Connections 
• Connecting Two Concepts 
Within the Same Subject 
• Showing Authentic Use of 
Social Studies in Other Subject 
Areas 
• Art or Various Genres of 
Writing Relating to Social 
Studies 
1 ·_ Connecting Social Studies to L the Real World 
I 
I 
I 
Social Studies 
Learnings 
Outcomes 
Table of 
Contents 
I Group Work 
• Group Project 
--·----------- • Self Assessment 
• Photograph , Audio, or 
Videotape 
Communication (Student I 
Teacher I Parent Involvement) 
1: 
I 
! 
!• 
i 
Reflections and Goals 
Letter from Student Explaining 
Each Item and What Was 
Learned 
Letter from Teacher to Student 
with 
Feedback 
; • Letter from Parent to Student 
Regarding Portfolio 
Chart developed by Shirley-Dale Easley an<l Kay MikhelL Portfi>lios Jfaflf!r (Pembroke Publishers) 2003 
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Guidelines for the Student 
Task 
()ne of the purposes of CiraJe 4 Social Studies is to 
help you to use problcn1 solving and thinking skills in 
solving real life situations. y' ou are re<..1uired to retain 
sainples of your work that relate to this then1e and 
arrange thenl into a portfolio to sho\V rout progress 
tc)\vards the goals set. 
Learning Goals 
1\fter you have selected an iten1 for your portfolio, 
\Ve \vill meet to write <lo\\.Tn the goals that are \Vorth 
achieving. For exa1nple: \Xt'hat kno\vledge and skills 
have you gained? \X,rhat \Vill be your reflections on 
\vhat you are learning and how you are learning? 
Contents 
Cover page (\vith your nan1e and note to the vie\ver) 
Table of contents 
1\n explanation of \vhy you chose this theme 
A completed checklist you used to guide your \Vork 
Work products 
Graphics with audio (can be in CD format) 
A reflections journal 
1\ self-assessment of your work 
An assessn1en t by a peer 
A rubric used in the assessment 
Conferences 
}' ou anJ I \vill n1eet periodically to revie\v your 
progress and to solve problen1s you 1nay have. If you 
should face an unexpected problen1 that is blocking 
your work, you \vill be rcspon~ible for bringing it to 
n1v attention so that \Ve can find a solution that \vill 
, 
. . get you going again. 
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Commentary for the Teacher 
F~xplain to the students that the portfolio can haYe a 
range of artifacts in it and that they have to be 
carefully selected according to the purpose set. Help 
each student to select a particular then1e that may 
extend across n1ore than one unit to include a cluster 
of outcotnes. 
In your conference \vith the student, you should try 
to balance student interest \Vith \Vhat you deem to be 
essential outcomes in the course. 
To help the student focus on the kno\vledge to be 
learned, \vrite the outcomes in student language. 
Then identify the skills that you consider essential in 
the acquisition of the kno\vledge. 
Tell the student that he o r she will be required to 
\vrite about the process of learning-reflections 
about what is learned and how it is learned. DeYelop 
a checklist of the kno\vledge, skills, and attitudinal 
related outcomes as a student guide. 
Explain that the portfolio is not a place to hold all of 
bis or her \Vork. ln consultation with you, he or she 
\Vill select the kinds of \vork to be included-\vork 
samples and other artifacts that reflect his or her best 
effort and are tied to the course outcomes. 
ProYide the student \Vith a conferencing schedule. 
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Guidelines for the Student 
Evaluation 
In June, you n1ay be required to hand in your 
portfolio fo r final C\'"aluation. 
Com1nunication 
\~'ho \Vil] be your audience and ho\v \,Vill they get to 
kno\v about your portfolio? ln our first conference 
\ Ve \viH ha,·e an opportunity to discuss this question. 
126 
Con1mentary for the Teacher 
It \\·ill be useful to give the student the \\'eighting or 
share of the percentage assigned to the unit(s) of 
\\·hich the portfolio is a part. 
Prc>\·ide the criteria for hc)\v the portfolio \vill be 
assessed. If a rubric is going to be used, proYide it is 
<llso for the student to use in bis o r her self-
assessn1cnt. 
The slJlJs list for grade 4 social studies includes: 
expressing and supporting a point of vie\,v; selecting 
n1edia and styles appropriate to a purpose; using a 
range of n1edia and styles to present information, 
argun1ents, and conclusions; and presenting a 
sun1n1ary report or argu1nent. To make these 
outcomes more specific, conference \Vith the student 
about hc)\v he or she \voulJ like to 'publicize' the 
portfolio. Some students can n1ake the portfolio 
con1pletely an electronic one. In such an instance, the 
portfolio can be posted on the school \Vebsite. 
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Appendix J: Rubrics in Assessment 
Using an assessn1ent rubric (often called the scoring rubric) is one of the more common approaches to alternative 
asses~n1ent. A rubric is a matrix that has a number of traits to indicate student achieven1ent. I~ach trait is defined 
and, in son1e instances, accornpanied by student \Vork san1ples (i .e., exen1plars) to illustrate the achieven1ent level. 
Finally, levels \Vi th numerical \ralues or descriptive labels are assigned to each trait to indicate levels of achieYement. 
To build a rubric requires a fratne\vork to relate levels of achieven1ent to criteria for achievement for the traits the 
teacher deems important. Le\~eJs of achieven1ent may be graduated at four or five levels; the criteria for achievement 
n1ay be expressed in tern1s of quality, quantity, or fre<iuency. The follc)\ving chart illustrates the relationship among 
criteria and levels of achieven1ent. It should be noted that for a gi\ren trait, the same criteria should be use<l across 
the levels of achievement. It is unacceptable to S\Vitch from quality to quantity for the sarne trait. As \.vell, parallel 
structures should be used across the levels for a given trait so that the gradation in the level of achievement is easily 
discernible. 
Criteria Levels of Achievement 
1 2 3 4 5 
Quality very limite<l / limited I adequate / strong outstanding 
very poor/ poor / \veak average / / excellent / 
very \Veak pedestrian rich 
Quantity a few some most almost all all 
Frequency rarely son1et1mes usually often al\vavs 
-
The five-trait rubric on the follo\ving page illustrates the structure described above. In this example, five levels are 
used, \Vith quality as the criterion. The rubric, as written, i~ an instrument the teacher may use to assess a stu<lent's 
participation in a co-operative learning group, but it may be re-\vritten in student language for use as a self-
assessment tool. Where appropriate, selected "Suggestions for Learning and Assessment" in<licate that the following 
rubric n1ay be used. 
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Assessing Collaborative Group Participation I Proficienc\' Level Traits 
.I 
• ()ut~tanding ability to contribute achieYen1cnt of the group task I 
5 • ()utstanding appreci;ition for the feelings and learning needs o f group n1en1bers 
()utstanding 
• \ ! L'.ry eager to carry out his or her assigned task (s) in the gro up 
• Brings outstanding kno\\·ledge and skills about (identify the topic) I 
• \ 1 cry eager to encourage others to contribute to the group tasks I 
• Strong ability to contribute achie\'en1ent of the group task 
4 
• Strong appreciation for the feelings and learning needs of group men1bers I 
• J~ager to carry out his or her assigned task(s) in the group 
Strong • Brings strong knc)\vledge and skills about (identify the topic) 
• F:ager to encourage others to contribute to the group tasks I 
• 1\dequate ability to contribute achieYement of the group task I 
3 • J\dequate appreciatic>n for the feelings and learning needs of group n1en1bers 
1\dequate 
• Inclined to carry out hjs or her assigned task(s) in the group 
• Brings adequate kno\vledge and skills about (identify the topic) I 
• Inc1ined to encourage others to contribute to the group tasks I 
• Lin1ited ability to contribute achievement of the group task 
2 • Limited appreciation for the feelings and learning needs of group members I 
• Inclined, \Vhen pron1pted, to carry out his or her assigned task(s) in the group 
Lin1ite<l 
• Brings ]in1ited kno\vledge anJ skills about (identify the topic) 
• Inclined, \vhen prompted, to encourage others to contribute to the group tasks 
I 
• Very lin1ited ability to contribute achie\Ten1ent of the group task I 
• Very limited appreciation for the feelings and learning needs of group men1bers 
1 
\ ' e n r Li tni tcd 
, 
• Reluctant to can·~· out his o r her assigned task (s) in the group 
• Brings very li1nited kno\\·ledge and skills about (identify the topic) 
I 
• R.eluctant to encourage others to contribute to the group tasks I 
I 
I 
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Appendix K: Rubrics for Writing, Reading I 
Viewing, Listening, Speaking, and 
Group Participation 
Son1e i\tlantic provinces ha\-e developed a set of holistic scoring rubrics to assess student achic\Ten1ent in \vriting, 
reading/ Yie\Ying, listening , and speaking. 'These in~trurnents are critical to assessing these con1petencies in the 
content areas such as social studies. 
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1. Holistic Writing Rubric 
()utstanding content that is clear and strongly focused 
Con1pelling and sean1less organization 
I~asy flo"v and rhythn1 \\:ith complex and vari~d sentence construction 
Expressive, sincere, engaging voice that ahvays brings the subject to life 
Consistent use of \vords and expressions that are po\verful, vivid, and precise 
()utstanding grasp of standard \vriting conventions 
Strong content that is clear and focused 
Purposeful and coherent organization 
Consistent flo\v and rhythm \Vith varied sentence construction 
.. 
Expressive, sincere, engaging voice that often brings the subject to life 
Frequent use of \Vords and expressions that are vivid and precise 
Strong grasp o f standard \vriting conventions 
Adequate content that is generally clear and focused 
Predictable organization that is generally coherent and purposeful 
Some flow, rhythm, and variation in sentence construction - but that tends to be 
mechanical 
Sincere voice that occasionally brings the subject to life 
Predon1inant use of \vords and expressions that are general and functi onal 
Good grasp of standard \vriting conventions, with so few errors that they do not 
af feet readability 
Limited content that is somc\vhat unclear, but docs have a discernible focus 
\X'eak and inconsistent organization 
Little flo\v, rhythm, and variation in sentence construction 
Lin1ited ability to use an expressive voice that brings the subject to life 
Use of \\rords that are rarely clear and precise \Vi th frequent errors 
Poor grasp of standard writing conventions beginning to affect readability 
Very limited content that lacks clarity and focus 
Awk\\rard and disjointed organization 
Lack of flow and rhythn1 \Vi th awkward, incomplete sentences \vhich make the 
writing difficult to follo\v 
Lack of an apparent voice to bring the subject to life 
Lack of clarity; \\70rds and expressions are ineffective 
Very limited grasp of standard \vriting conventions, \vi th errors seriously 
affecting readability 
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3 
i\dequate 
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2. Holistic Reading/Vie,ving Rubric 
Traits 
• ()utstanding ability to understand text critically; con1111ents insightful and ahvays 
supported fron1 the text 
• ()utstanding ability to <1nalyse and e\·aluate text 
• ()utstanding abiJity to connect personalJy \Vith and an1ong texts (Yvith responses 
that extend on text) 
• ()utstanding ability to recognize purpose and point of Yie\v (e.g., bias, 
stereotyping, prejudice, propaganda) 
• ()utstanding ability to interpret figurative language (e.g., sin1iles, n1e taphors, 
personification) 
• ()utstanding ability to identi t\ features of text (e.g., punctuation, capitalization, 
titles, subheadings, glossary, index) and types of text (e.g., literary genres) 
• ()utstanding ability to read orally (e.g., \Vith phrasing, fluency, and expression) 
• Strong ability to understand text critically; comn1ents often insightful and usually 
supported fron1 the text 
• Strong ability to analyse and evaluate text 
• Strong ability to connect personaJly \Vith and an1ong texts (\vith responses that 
extend on text) 
• Strong ability to recognize purpose and point of view (e.g., bias, stereotyping, 
prejudice, propaganda) 
• Strong ability to interpret figurati,-e language (e.g., sitniles, metaphors, 
personification) 
• Strong ability to identify features of text (e.g., punctuation, capitalization, titles, 
subheadings, glossary, index) and types of text (e.g., literary genres) 
• Strong ability to read orally (e.g., \Yi th phrasing, fluency, and expression); miscues 
do not affect n1eaning 
• Good ability to analyse and evaluate text 
• _A_dequate ability to connect personally \Vith and an1ong texts (\vith responses that 
son1etimes extend on text) 
• Fair ability to recognize purpose and point of vie\\' (e.g., bias, stereotyping, 
prejudice, prop;1ganda) 
• j\Jequate ability to interpret figurative language (e.g., similes, metaphors, 
personification) 
• c;ood ability to identify features of text (e.g., punctuation, capitalization, titles, 
subheading~, glossary, index) and types of text (e.g., literary genres) 
• (;ood ability to read orall» (e.g., \vith phrasing, fluency, and expression); n1iscues 
occasionalJ~, affect n1eaning 
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2. Holistic Reading/Viewing Rubric (continued) 
Traits 
• Insufficient ability to understand text critically~ con11nents rarely supported from the 
text 
• Li1nited ability to analyse and evaluate text 
• Insufficient ability to connect personally \vith and an1ong texts (with responses that 
rarely extend on text) 
• Lin1ited ability to detect purpose and point of view (e.g., bias, stereotyping, prejudice, 
propaganda) 
• Lin1ited abi lity to interpret figurative language (e.g., sin1iles, n1etaphors, 
personification) 
• Li1nited ability to identify features of text (e.g., punctuation, capitalization, titles, 
subheadings, glossary, index) and types of text (e.g., literary genres) 
• Limited abi lity to read orally (with n1inimal phrasing, fluency, and expression); miscues 
frequently affect n1eaning. 
• No den1onstrated abi lity to understand text critically; con1n1ents not supported fron1 
text 
• Very li1nited ability to analyse and evaluate text 
• No den1onstrated ability to connect personally with and a1nong texts (with responses 
that do not extend on text) 
• Very lin1ited abi lity to recognize purpose and point of view (e.g., bias, prejudice, 
stereotyping, propaganda) 
• Very limited ability to interpret figurative language (e.g., similes, metaphors, 
personification) 
• Very lin1ited ability to identify features of text (e.g., punctuation, capitalization, titles, 
subheadings, glossary, index) and types of text (e.g., literary genres) 
• Very lin1ited ability to read orally (e.g. , phrasing, fluency, and expression not 
evident); miscues significantly affect 111eaning 
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()utstandi ng 
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1 
Very Lin1i te<l 
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3. Holistic Listening Rubric 
Traits 
• (~on1plex understanding of oral}~- presented text; con1n1cnts and other 
representations insightful and ah\:Jys supported fron1 the text 
• ()utstanding abi lity to conne'ct p~rsonally \vith and extend on orally presented 
text ('A~ith responses that consi~tently extend beyond tbe literal) 
• ()utstanding ability to recognize point o f vic\v (e.g., bias, stereotyping, prejudice, 
propaganda) 
• ()utstanding ability to list~n attenti\·el~, and courteously 
• Strong understanding of orally presented text; con1ments and o ther 
representations often insightful and usually supported fron1 the text 
• Strong ability to connect personally \Vith and extend on orally presented text 
(\Yith responses that often extend beyond the literal) 
• Strong abi lity to recognize point of \'"ie\v (e.g., bias, stereotyping, prejudice, 
propaganda) 
• Strong ability to listen attenti\'ely and courteously 
• 
• 
• 
Good understanding of orally presented text; comments and other 
representations predictable and son1etimes supported from the text 
i\<lequate ability to connect personally \Vith and extend on orally presented text 
(\vith responses that son1etin1cs extenJ beyond the literal) 
Fair ability to recognize point of Yie\v (e.g., bias, stereotyping, prejudice, 
propaganda) 
• Fair ability to listen attentiYely and courteously 
• Insufficient understanding of orally presented text; comments and other 
representations rarely supported from the text 
• Insufficient ability to connect personally \Vith and extend on orally presented text 
(\\'ith responses that are ahvays literal) 
• Lin1itcd ability to recognize point of vie\v (e.g., bias, stereotyping, prejudice, 
propaganda) 
• Limited ability to listen attenti,~eJy an<l courteously 
• No demonstrated undcrst:-tnding of orally p resented text; con1111cnts and other 
representations not supported frotn text 
• No demonstrated ~1hility to connect personally \Vith and extend on <>rally 
presented text (\\·ith responses th;.it arc disjointed or irreleYant) 
• Very limited ability to recognize point o f vie\v (e.g., bias, prejudice, stereotyping, 
propaganda) 
• \ T ery limited ability to listen attentiy·c]y and courteously 
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4. Holistic Speaking Rubric 
Traits 
• ()utstanding ability to listen, reflect, and respond critically to clarify inforn1ation 
and explore solutions (e.g., con1municating information) 
• ()utstanding ability to connect ideas (e.g., \vi th clarity and supporting details) 
• ()utstanding use of language appropriate to the task (e.g., \Vord choice) 
• ()utstanding use of basic courtesies and conventions of conversation (e.g., tone, 
intonation, expression, voice) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Strong ability to listen, reflect, and respond critically to clarify information and 
explore solutions (e.g., comtnunicating information) 
Strong ability to connect ideas (e.g., with clarity and supporting details) 
Consistent use of language appropriate to the task (e.g., \vord choice) 
Consistent use of basic courtesies and conventions of conversation (e.g., tone, 
intonation, expression, voice) 
Sufficient ability to listen, reflect, and respond critically to clarify information and 
explore solutions (e.g., con1municating information) 
Sufficient ability to connect ideas (e.g., \Vith clarity and supporting details) 
Prequent use of language appropriate to the task (e.g., word choice) 
Frequent use of basic courtesies and conventions of conversation (e.g., tone, 
intonation, expression, voice) 
• Insufficient ability to listen, reflect, and respond to clarify inforn1ation and 
explore solutions (e.g., communicating information) 
• Limited ability to connect ideas (e.g., with clarity and supporting details) 
• Limited use of language appropriate to the task (e.g., word choice) 
• Limited use of basic courtesies and conventions of conversation (e.g., tone, 
intonation, expression, voice) 
• No demonstrated ability to listen, reflect, or respond to clarify information and 
explore solutions (e.g., con1n1unicating inforn1ation) 
• Very lin1ited ability to connect ideas (e.g., \Vith clarity and supporting details) 
• Language not appropriate to the task (e.g., \Vord choice) 
• Very limited use of basic courtesies and conventions of conversation (e.g., tone, 
intonation, expression, \-oice) 
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